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Summary
Cyper physical systems (CPSs) are present in many variants in our daily life.
The complexity of developing a CPS is quickly increasing and the interaction
between different CPSs is increasingly important. The interaction of the systems
is becomming more and more fluent and seamless.
This thesis presents the development of a formal systems modelling (ForSyDe)
framework for modelling CPSs. The formalism of the framework makes com-
puter aided design (CAD) a possibility for developing CPSs. The framework
consists of four models of computation (MoCs): synchronous (SY), synchronous
data flow (SDF), discrete event (DE), and continuous time (CT).
Usage of the framework is demonstrated with two use cases. A company use
case featuring a hearing aid calibration device and the distributed energy har-
vesting aware routing (DEHAR) algorithm for wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
These two use cases illustrate different design challenges. With the ForSyDe
framework, the use cases are expressed as homogeneous and heterogeneous mod-
els.
The company use case illustrates that the ForSyDe framework handles sys-
tems with well defined interactions very well. The WSN use case illustrates
that networked systems with complex interaction are more challenging to ex-
press naturally, yet the ForSyDe framework is able to express such systems.
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Resume´
Cyper fysiske systemer (CPS’er) er til stede i mange former i vores daglige
liv. Kompleksiteten i udviklingen af et CPS er hurtigt stigende, og samspillet
mellem forskellige CPS’er bliver stadig vigtigere. Interaktionen af systemerne
bliver mere og mere flydende og usynlig.
Denne afhandling præsenterer udviklingen af et formelt modelleringsværktøj
af systemer (ForSyDe) til modellering af CPS’er. De formelle aspekter af værktøjet
gør Computer Aided Design (CAD) lettere at udnytte til udvikling af CPS’er.
Værktøjet best˚ar af fire beregningsmodeller (MoC’er): synkron (SY), synkron
datastrøm (SDF), diskret begivenhed (DE), og kontinuert tid (CT).
Brug af værktøjet eftervises med to eksempler. Et eksempel fra en virk-
somhed byder p˚a en høreapparat kalibreringsenhed og den distribuerede algo-
ritme til rutning af beskeder ved hensyntagen til energiopsampling (DEHAR)
til tr˚adløse sensor netværk (WSN’er). Disse to eksempler illustrerer forskellige
design udfordringer. Med ForSyDe værktøjet, er de eksempler udtrykt som
homogene og heterogene modeller.
Eksemplet fra virksomheden illustrerer, at ForSyDe værktøjet h˚andterer sys-
temer med veldefinerede interaktioner meget godt. WSN eksemplet illustrerer,
at netværkssystemer med komplekse samspil er mere udfordrende at udtrykke
p˚a en naturlig m˚ade, men at ForSyDe værktøjet trods alt er i stand til at
udtrykke s˚adanne systemer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
CPSs are systems which integrate computational and physical elements. They
are used in many places and products today. Many of these CPSs are also in
the category of embedded systems. Designing CPSs is often not an easy task.
A CPS often has relatively strict non-functional requirements. Amongst
others it can be a need for: reliability, safety, security, real time, power con-
sumption, communication bandwidth, etc. The design space of a system may
be more or less constrained by the individual non-functional requirements.
Seemingly simple systems in the design phase can quickly become complex
systems when implemented. A simple functionality of the system can be made
complex by e.g. real time requirements and energy limitations. As an example;
a platform with a single core processor might not be able to deliver the com-
putational power within the power budget, forcing the design of a multi core
system.
An example of a simple system with well known and limited interaction
with other systems is a hearing aid calibration device. This example will be
used to demonstrate how a simple functionality is complex to implement due to
conflicting non-functional requirements of low power and real time response. A
change of the design process to a formal modelling approach has the potential
to: increase the change of success, shorten the time to market, reduce price, etc.
for companies. Such a system is categorised as a static system because of its
simple, self-contained functionality. A static system can change its state over
time, but the number of possible states is constant.
The design task only becomes more difficult when multiple systems depend
on each other to perform a task. An example of a network of systems is a system
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which consists of a varying number of sub-systems (in this case the sub-systems
are static systems). Adding a sub-system will increase the state-space of the
network of systems. Hence such networks of systems are categorised as dynamic
systems.
The sub-systems of dynamic systems can for example be specialised static
systems responsible for a subset of the functionality. Each of such static sys-
tems are often autonomous and can work in many different networks, which
makes up similar dynamic systems. The static systems may be specialised to
e.g. monitor certain parameters of the environment. Such parameters could:
monitor structural integrity of buildings, monitor the indoor environment (light,
heating, etc.), detect forest fires, and many other things.
An example of a network of systems is a WSN. WSNs are autonomous net-
works of cheap, self-sustained nodes that can collect information about the
environment (i.e. the physical world). The common features of WSNs are;
they must be able to collect, process, and communicate information. Often it is
also required that they are cheap and service free in their lifetime (due to e.g.
inaccessibility or shear numbers). The service free requirement implies that bat-
teries cannot be replaced, size, price, environmental, and other constrains may
also limit the energy capacity of batteries. Therefore it can be advantageous for
nodes to harvest their own energy from the environment.
Data may need to travel through several nodes in a WSN in order to reach
its destination. This requires a stable network, which implies that the energy
reserves of nodes should not be depleted by such communication. Therefore in-
telligent routing data is necessary. Here intelligent routing represents a balance
between the power consumed by the intelligent and the amount and distribution
of power harvested and stored.
To make CAD choices possible, the design must be modelled in such a way
that a computer can reason (calculate) about the model. Formal modelling can
provide such means. Formal modelling is based on MoCs.
A MoC is a formal language definition for describing computation. Some
MoCs also support various forms of formal analysis of models described herein.
Another important parameter of a MoC is how expressive it is, i.e. the variety
of models that can be described with it. MoCs that support formal analysis
tend to be less expressive, as is the case for e.g. the SDF MoC. It can only
support streaming models and no explicit timing. A model expressed in only
one MoC is called a homogeneous model.
Heterogeneous models can make it possible to combine different MoCs that
provide the best expressiveness for different parts of the system that is modelled.
Thus the best expressiveness and analysability is obtained for each part of the
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system, and the entire system can be simulated. To formalise the heterogeneous
models, domains and domain interfaces must be defined. A domain can contain
exactly one MoC and a domain interface provide a formal translation of com-
munication between two domains. It is worth to note that two domains are not
restricted to contain different MoCs.
1.1 The goal of the thesis
The goal of this thesis is to build a framework that supports modelling and
analysis of dynamic systems. A use case of a WSN is used to illustrate modelling
and analysis of a dynamic system. In this use case the WSN is a multi-hop mesh
network of nodes. The nodes are to measure the environment and relay the
relevant data to a base station. For various reasons (e.g. size, price, and zero
maintenance) the nodes are required to harvest the energy needed for operation
from the environment. The nodes also have a limited storage for energy.
In such a WSN it is necessary to know when and where to consume power.
Each node can only do little on its own to change its power consumption if data
transmissions should not be lost. On the other hand, if the nodes cooperate,
they may be able to route data to the base station such that energy consumption
is distributed to nodes that have enough energy.
Such a routing algorithm can be validated by simulation. But validation
does not guarantee correct functionality, it can only make it likely to be correct.
A verification of correctness can be able to guarantee the functionality. How-
ever, verification of functionality is a challenge for dynamic systems under the
constraints of the non-functional requirements.
To make it easier to perform analysis of dynamic systems, a dynamic sys-
tem is divided into static systems. Each unique static system is then analysed
separately. In the case of the WSN there are two static systems, the base sta-
tion and the nodes. These static systems are, however, highly dependent on
communication with the network to define their operation.
To illustrate how a static system can be modelled and analysed a use case of
a hearing aid calibration device is presented. This use case has a self contained
behaviour, as opposed to the nodes of a WSN where their behaviour depends
greatly on network interaction. In order to analyse a static system (or parts of
it), it must be modelled in a MoC which supports the required type of analysis.
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1.2 Contributions of the thesis
Contributions of this thesis includes the following. A dynamic energy harvesting
aware routing algorithm for multi-hop WSN. Integration of three of the four
MoCs SDF, DE, and CT in the Haskell [2] version of the framework ForSyDe.
Optimisations of the DE MoC. Illustrating how to enable early design analysis
of systems. Generic framework for modelling energy harvesting aware WSN.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 Energy harvesting wireless sensor network. This chapter introduces
WSN, energy harvesting, and routing in multi-hop networks. A routing
algorithm for a multi-hop WSN is designed to take advantage of energy
harvesting. The algorithm is validated by simulation.
Chapter 3 Related frameworks. This chapter describes related modelling frame-
works.
Chapter 4 Analysis in UPPAAL. Presents the WSN use case modelled in the
UPPAAL framework. Describes formal verification of the routing algo-
rithm for multi-hop WSN.
Chapter 5 Theory of systems modelling. This chapter describes the theory of
the ForSyDe framework, the individual MoCs and modelling techniques
of homogeneous and heterogeneous systems.
Chapter 6 Static systems. Through the description of a company use case,
modelling and analysis of static systems in ForSyDe is shown. The di-
vision of the system into application model and platform model and the
integration of these two models is highlighted. The seemingly simple sys-
tem of the use case did present challenges for the company that could have
been avoided with early design models.
Chapter 7 Dynamic systems. Revisit the WSN use case and present a frame-
work to better express the dynamic behaviour of the system.
Chapter 8 Perspectives and conclusion.
Chapter 2
Energy harvesting wireless
sensor network
One of the key design goals in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is long lasting
or even continuous operation. Continuous operation is made possible through
energy harvesting. Keeping the network operational imposes a demand to pre-
vent network segmentation and power loss in nodes. It is therefore important
that the best energy-wise route is found for each data transfer from a source node
to the sink node. A new adaptive and distributed routing algorithm for finding
energy optimised routes in a wireless sensor network with energy harvesting is
presented in this chapter. The algorithm finds an energy efficient route from
each source node to a single sink node, taking into account the current energy
status of the network. By simulation, the algorithm is shown to be able to adapt
to changes in harvested and stored energy. Simulations show that continuous
operation is possible.
2.1 Introduction
Energy efficiency is a major concern in WSNs. As sensor nodes are typically
battery powered, the energy usages has to be carefully managed in order to
prolong the lifetime of the system. A sensor node in a WSN has two major
functions 1) to collect and produce data from its physical environment and 2)
to route data from it self and neighbouring nodes towards a base station which
collects all data produced by the WSN for further processing. We assume an
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ad-hoc, multi-hop network which is the common approach for large network
deployments, where we cannot afford the energy required to transmit data di-
rectly from the node to the base station. In this chapter we are interested in
energy-aware routing in such networks.
Energy efficient and energy-aware routing algorithms have been extensively
studied. A common characteristic of most of these is the assumption of a battery
which is gradually drained. Hence, the challenge is to find statistical or dynamic
routing strategies which can assure the longest lifetime of the battery in any node
of the network. By applying low-power hardware and software techniques for
the design of the nodes, we can lower the rate at which the battery is depleted,
and by reducing the duty-cycle, i.e., the time intervals at which the node is
active, we can stretch the lifetime of the battery. As nodes close to the base
station will be involved in more routing than those far away, a straightforward
routing approach will quickly drain the battery of these nodes, effectively cutting
of the rest of the network from the base station. Hence, energy-aware routing
algorithms need to take the energy level of the nodes into account, i.e., finding
energy optimised routes, where nodes with too little energy are avoided.
In order to further improve the lifetime and performance of WSN, there
has been an increasing interest in energy harvesting, i.e., having each node to
harvest energy from the environment. The environmental energy is a continu-
ous and sustainable supply which, if appropriately used, can provide WSNs to
last forever. Although attractive, energy harvesting is a very unreliable energy
source which makes it challenging to use. A major challenge is to find where
(and when) there is available energy to be harvested, and this should be done
in an energy efficient manner. We suggest to supply the battery of the node
with a solar panel as the energy harvester. This will allow each node to regain
energy (i.e., charge the battery) while the node is inactive, and to use ”free”
energy when it is active.
In this chapter, we present an adaptive routing algorithm which is able to find
and maintain energy optimised routes from any source node to a base station
(called the sink or destination node in the following). By energy optimised routes
we mean routes that avoid nodes with too little energy, effectively allowing these
nodes to regain their energy level through energy harvesting. The proposed al-
gorithm is adaptable and distributed, i.e., each node runs autonomously, taking
routing decisions based solely on available energy on its neighbouring nodes. As
each node makes local routing decisions, a route may change while the data is
being routed. To assure a net energy gain, it is important to also account for
the energy used by the routing algorithm itself.
In our setup we simulate the uncertainties of energy harvesting through
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global parameters, such as time of day, and local parameters, such as amount of
shadow for a given node position. This emulation of the environment is observed
by the proposed routing algorithm and used to direct network traffic such that
nodes in areas with lower energy are kept alive.
The chapter is organised as follows:
Section 2.2 The related work is presented.
Section 2.3 Presents the WSN and energy models used to develop and simu-
late the proposed routing algorithm.
Section 2.4 Describes the algorithm in detail.
Section 2.5 The setup and results of simulations are presented and discussed.
Section 2.6 Finally the conclusion is presented.
2.2 Related work
Many different kinds of energy aware algorithms exist today. They can be
divided into three classes: energy efficient, residual energy aware, and energy
harvesting aware algorithms.
Energy efficient algorithms [16, 22, 71] aim at increasing the lifetime of the
network as a whole without measuring residual energy in the battery. They will
for example distribute the routed packages to several neighbours to minimise
the energy consumption of the nodes on the shortest path.
The energy aware algorithms [22, 24, 45, 51, 66, 67, 74, 76] are measuring the
residual battery energy and are extending the energy efficient algorithms to take
into account the actual available energy in the routing. These algorithms make
the assumption that the residual battery energy is monotonically decreasing,
and can therefore not accommodate for energy harvesting.
The energy harvesting aware algorithms [28,38,44,72,73,75] do not make the
assumption of monotonically decreasing residual battery energy. Furthermore,
they may estimate the future harvested energy to improve performance.
Surveys of routing algorithms [10, 11, 50] do not yet cover energy harvest-
ing routing algorithms. Existing techniques for managing harvested energy are
mostly dealing with energy management at the node level [9, 18, 34, 35, 55, 68].
Typically these techniques can not make network wide decisions and the energy
use of routing is not managed.
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Harvested energy can be managed by local techniques [9, 18, 34, 35, 55, 68]
(e.g. scheduling), these techniques can, however, typically not make network
wide decisions and the impact of routing is not managed.
Most research into energy harvesting aware routing algorithms seems to be
in clustering algorithms, these are however not in the same family as multi-hop
algorithms.
An energy harvesting aware multi-hop routing algorithm is the REAR algo-
rithm [24]. It is based on finding two routes from a source to a sink, a primary
and a backup route. The primary route reserves an amount of energy in each
node along the path and the backup route is selected to be as disjunct from the
primary route as possible. The backup route does not reserve energy along its
path. If the primary route is broken (e.g. due to power loss at some node) the
backup route is used until a new primary and backup route has been build from
scratch by the algorithm.
Another algorithm uses measurements of harvested energy more directly in
its routing [73]. It does this in a simple way, by detecting whether a node is
harvesting or not. It does not take stored energy or the amount of harvested
energy into account.
A mathematical framework for energy aware routing for multi-hop WSNs,
which can cope with renewable energy sources routing, is established in [44]. An
algorithm based on this framework is presented, which is shown to be asymptot-
ically optimal. The advantage of this framework is that WSNs can be analysed
analytically, but the algorithm relies on a rather ideal assumption that changes
in nodal energy levels are broadcasted instantaneously to all other nodes. This
is, in many applications, neither realistic due to limitations in radios’ ranges nor
desirable as it would cause a large overhead and use of energy. In our work we
present a distributed solution where changes of energy levels are communicated
to neighbour nodes only.
An approach which is more related to ours is [75], where geographical routing
is considered in connection with energy harvesting. In this work global geograph-
ical information, such as information about the position of the destination and
the node, is combined with local node information, such as energy information
of neighbour nodes, in order to find an energy efficient route to the destination.
We are not exploiting geographical information. Instead we capture the global
information in a so-called energy-faithful distance for every node. This energy-
faithful distance for a node approximates the cost (energy-wise) of routing from
that node to the destination. This adjustment is dynamically recomputed on
the basis of changed energy levels in neighbour nodes, and simulations have
shown that these computations can be performed efficiently.
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2.3 Wireless sensor network model
The model of the WSN must capture the energy consumption and distribution
in the network. The model of a node (i.e. modelling processing and communica-
tion) is related to energy consumption and storage and the environment model
is related to the energy production.
2.3.1 Environment
The environmental model describes sensor input and the energy source for har-
vesting. The important features of the sensors are measurement capability and
rate. The energy harvesting model describes the energy production for every
node.
The energy model of the environment consists of two parts, a uniform energy
source and a non-uniform attenuation. The uniform energy source PI(t) is the
same for all nodes. The attenuation fS,N (t) of node N models obstacles in har-
vesting capability. Such obstacles could be clouds, trees, etc when considering
solar energy harvesting.
The power production PS,N (t) of the energy source S in node N is modelled
as:
PS,N (t) = PI(t)fS,N (t) (2.1)
We have experimented with functions PI(t) generated from concrete streams
of real-life observations of insolation of a solar panel and with ideal values of
insolation which models a full day with clear sky.
2.3.2 Network
The network consists of an arbitrary number of nodes, with one sink. The nodes
can be identical in both hardware and software, or configured individually. All
nodes produce measurements of the environment at a specified rate.
The nodes are placed in a 2D plane where the unit length is equal to the
shortest radio range possible for the nodes. The nodes can be placed freely in
the 2D plane. The radio range of nodes can be varied freely and is specified in
the same unit length as the resolution. The nodes have perfectly circular radio
coverage.
To facilitate the energy investigation, some energy consuming tasks must be
deployed on the nodes. To this purpose an application outlined in Figure 2.1
is deployed in the network. It is triggered regularly by an interrupt (?). The
interrupt can be either periodic or stochastic.
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? Sense Processing Route Send
Figure 2.1: An outline of the application running on the nodes. It is initiated by
an interrupt (?). It is measuring some data, processing it, compiling a package
and routing it towards sink.
S C D
PS(t) PD(t)
0 ≥ EC(t) ≥ C
Source Capacitor Devices
Solar panel Battery
Processor, Radio,
Sensor, Memory
Figure 2.2: Overview of the energy model. To the left is an energy harvesting
device (e.g. a solar panel) recharging the battery/capacitor in the middle. The
devices to the right are consuming energy from the battery/capacitor.
The application takes some measurements from the environment, processes
it and finally lets the routing algorithm find the best neighbour for routing
and sends the package. The different parts of Figure 2.1 have different energy
profiles, e.g. the radio used for sending consumes most energy.
2.3.3 Energy model
For each node in the network, the energy stored and power produced and con-
sumed are recorded. All three parts can be configured to match a given platform.
Only one source and capacitor is present in each node, while several consuming
devices are present as shown on Figure 2.2.
The devices consists of a processor, a radio, a memory and a sensor. The
tasks running on the node activate the devices when needed.
There are different kinds of energy storages, such as an ideal super capacitor
(large lossless capacitor) or a battery. There is an upper bound C of the capacity
of the energy storage, i.e.
0 ≤ EC(t) ≤ C (2.2)
where C is the capacity and EC(t) is the energy stored at time t. For the ideal
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super capacitor the power model is
ES(t1, t2) =
∫ t2
t1
PS(t)δt (2.3)
ED(t1, t2) =
∫ t2
t1
PD(t)δt (2.4)
EC(t2) ≤ EC(t1) + ES(t1, t2)− ED(t1, t2) (2.5)
for t1 < t2, where PS(t) is the power harvested and PD(t) the power consumed
at time t.
The power harvested PS(t) depends on the insolation, the shadow and the
size and efficiency of the solar panel. All these parameters are customisable.
Likewise PD(t) depends on the configuration of the devices and which state the
devices are currently in.
2.4 Energy harvesting aware routing algorithm
This algorithm aims at dynamically finding sustainable routes in a multi-hop
wireless sensor network with energy harvesting. A route is sustainable if the
energy of nodes along the route is not exhausted. It is assumed that the stored
energy in a node is measurable and through the changes of stored energy it is
possible to calculate the consumption and production of energy.
To calculate a sustainable route to sink, information about both the available
energy and the shortest distance from any node to sink is needed. The routing
algorithm has two parts where one finds all shortest paths/distances to sink and
the other applies distance penalties on paths to compensate for lower energy
availability.
2.4.1 Shortest path
The calculation of the shortest path can be performed with several different
existing algorithms, such as directed diffusion (DD) [27] and distance vector
routing in general. Such an algorithm manages the structural information of the
network. Furthermore it takes care of nodes being introduced into or removed
from the network. The simple distance ds is defined as the distance of the
shortest path.
An example network is shown on Figure 2.3, where the network structure is
shown in (b) and the simple distance is shown in (a).
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Figure 2.3: An example network displaying the shortest distance to sink (Nx).
(a) graph shows each node’s distance to sink while (b) shows the placement of
each node.
2.4.2 Energy information encoding
The shortest path to sink is implicitly also the least energy consuming path to
sink. This path does, however, not consider how much energy is available along
this path or any other path.
To add energy awareness the available energy e : E in a node must be
measured, where E
∧
= [0; 1] (normalised with respect to the energy storage
capacity C). Then it is converted into a distance with the function f : E → D
where D
∧
= R≥0. This distance reflects the energy deficit (the capacity of the
energy storage minus the energy e) of the node. The distance is used as a
distance penalty (dp) to route through the node.
To be meaningful, f should be monotonically decreasing. The ideal situation
is that f approaches zero when there is plenty of energy, i.e. f(e) → 0 when
e → 1 and f approaches infinity when there is lack of energy, i.e. f(e) → ∞,
when e→ 0. In a concrete WSN these ideal situations must be approximated.
The example network is shown in Figure 2.4 where some nodes have an
energy deficit (b) and how it is translated into a distance (a) for those nodes.
An example of a function for transforming the measured energy availability
e : E to the distance penalty fp(e) : D is shown in (2.6). This is further
exemplified with Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: The example network in Figure 2.3 now displays an area with low
energy availability (shaded area) in the layout (b). This results in local distance
penalties in the graph (a).
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Figure 2.5: Example of relation between energy availability and local distance
penalty.
fp(e) =

0 , 1 ≥ e > c
β e−cb−c , c ≥ e > b
(α− β) e−ba−b + β , b ≥ e ≥ a
α , a > e ≥ 0
(2.6)
The values a, b and c are different thresholds of energy availability. c deter-
mines the upper bound for sensitivity. a is the lower bound for energy availabil-
ity. b describes the point of change between different sensitivities of variations
in energy availability together with the penalty amplitude β. α describes the
maximum penalty.
A limited energy availability is now applied to the example network (the
shaded area) in Figure 2.4. This results in local distance penalties to the nodes
Ng and Nf . In this particular example there is a local minimum distance to
sink at node Ne. This is an undesirable situation as Ne has no neighbour to
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Figure 2.6: The example network from Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 is now com-
pleted with the energy-faithful distances. Now all nodes have a sustainable route
to sink.
whom it would be (on the basis of the simple distance and distance penalty)
natural to send packages to.
The energy-faithful adjustment (df ) is designed to solve the problem with
local minima which the distance penalties can create. Every node communicates
changes in their energy information to its immediate neighbours. Each time a
node receives an update from a neighbour, it checks if it is in a local minimum.
If so, it increase its energy-faithful adjustment to solve the problem and reports
this to its neighbours through an update.
This process also works the other way around, where a node checks whether
its energy-faithful adjustment is unreasonable high and lowers it appropriately.
In the example network, the energy-faithful adjustment is now added (see Fig-
ure 2.6). For convenience, the sum of the distance penalty (dp) and the energy-
faithful adjustment (df ) is called the abstract distance (da). We shall now
present an algorithm which is based on these ideas.
2.4.3 Algorithm
Each node runs the same set of algorithms to manage the distance penalties
and the energy-faithful distances. These algorithms manage a set of variables
which constitutes the state of a node. It also manages a copy of the state of all
neighbouring nodes. Furthermore it is assumed that each node uses the same
function fp : E → D to calculate the distance penalty from the energy stored
in the node.
Consider a nodeN (see Figure 2.7) having kn neighboursN = {N1, N2, . . . , Nkn}.
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Figure 2.7: An example of a node and its neighbourhood. The node N has
a set of neighbours N = {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5}. The dashed circle shows the
neighbourhood area of N .
The node N has four state variables
ds :D Simple distance.
dp :D Distance penalty.
df :D Energy-faithful adjustment.
r : {1, . . . , kn} Index of neighbour to route to.
Furthermore, for each neighbour Ni of N , there are two state variables:
dsi :D The simple distance of Ni.
dai :D The abstract distance of Ni.
Based on that information the neighbour Nr, with the shortest energy-aware
distance to sink, is found.
Note that the distance penalties and energy-faithful distances are merged
into one abstract distance before it is distributed, hence only the abstract dis-
tance of a neighbour is known to a node. The states ds and dsi are managed by
an algorithm for finding the shortest path and is therefore not changed by this
algorithm.
The algorithm is divided into three parts, a main part A1, and two sub
parts A2 (distance penalty and route update), and A3 (energy-faithful distance
update and broadcast) described in the next three paragraphs. The main A1 is
displayed in Algorithm 1. It reacts on an input event x. This event can either
be an abstract distance update coming from one of the neighbours of N or a
local energy update.
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If the event is an energy update (line 1), the measured energy is converted
to a distance penalty through fp and passed to A3. If the event is an abstract
distance update (line 3), the event is passed to A2 and A3 is called with the
current distance penalty.
Algorithm 1 The algorithm A1 performs the state update of the routing algo-
rithm.
Require: x
1: if x is a local energy update then
2: A3(fp(x)) {Energy availability, distance penalty update and broadcast}
3: else if x is an abstract distance update from a neighbour then
4: A2(x) {Penalty (from neighbour) and route update}
5: A3(dp) {energy-faithful distance update and broadcast}
6: end if
A2 / Distance penalty and route update
This algorithm is activated when an update p is received from a neighbour.
It is carrying the id pid ∈ {1, . . . , kn} of the neighbour and the new abstract
distance pa : D. It determines the shortest energy-aware distance to sink from
the known state of the neighbours and updates the route index r if necessary
(see Algorithm 2). This algorithm has no output but updates the state r and
the penalties dai of the concerned neighbour.
If the update originates from the node that packages are currently routed to
(Nr) and this has increased its distance to sink, then a search of the neighbour
table must be performed to find the neighbour with the shortest energy-aware
distance to sink. If the update originates from any other node than Nr and
node Ni has acquired a shorter energy-aware distance to sink than Nr, then Ni
is now the neighbour with shortest energy-aware distance to sink. In any other
case, the route r is unchanged.
A3 / Calculate energy-faithful adjustment and broadcast
A3 takes as argument an update to the distance penalty, calculates the energy-
faithful adjustment, updates the states dp and df and determines whether to
apply and broadcast the update (see Algorithm 3).
Four constants are used: ca, cmin, clower, and craise. ca ∈ R>0 is the
minimum difference in distance to sink between node N and the neighbour
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm A2 takes as input a package p containing an ab-
stract distance update pa and the id pid of the neighbour. Based on the update,
it updates the states r and dpi .
Require: p : P
1: i← pid
2: di ← dsi + pa
3: dr ← dsr + dpr
4: dpi ← pa
5: if r = i ∧ di > dr then
6: d←∞
7: for all n ∈ {1, . . . , kn} do {Find neighbour with shortest energy-aware
distance to sink}
8: if d > dsn + dpn then
9: r ← n
10: d← dsn + dpn
11: end if
12: end for
13: else if r 6= i ∧ di < dr then
14: r ← i
15: end if
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chosen for routing Nr when altering the energy-faithful distance of node N .
cmin ∈ R≥0 is the minimum difference between N and Nr before an update
of energy-faithful distance of N is forced. clower ∈ R>0 and craise ∈ R>0 are
thresholds for avoiding communication of small changes to distance penalties
and/or energy-faithful distances.
The distance difference (∆d1) between the neighbour with shortest energy-
aware distance to sink (Nr) and it self (N) is found. If this difference is positive
then the energy-faithful distance must be increased and may have to be lowered
if the difference is negative. To determine this, a new energy-faithful distance
d′a is calculated. If the difference ∆d2 between the current and new energy-
faithful distance exceeds the bounds ∆d2 < clower or ∆d2 > craise, or if node
N has shorter distance to sink than any neighbour, then an update must be
performed. The lower and upper bounds of ∆d2 are to prevent insignificant
updates to conserve energy.
Algorithm 3 The algorithmA3 takes as input an update to the distance penalty
d′p. It calculates the energy-faithful distance and updates the states dp and da.
Any update to the states are also broadcasted to the neighbours.
Require: d′p : D
1: ∆d1 ← dsr + dpr −
(
ds + d
′
p + dd
) {energy distance diff. between Nr and
N}
2: if (da + ca) > −∆d1 then {Ensure it always hold that da ≥ 0}
3: d′a ← da + ca + ∆d1
4: else
5: d′a ← 0
6: end if
7: ∆d2 ← d′p − dp + d′a − da {local distance to sink change}
8: if −∆d1 < cmin ∨∆d2 < clower ∨∆d2 > craise then {Determine whether
to update state and broadcast the update}
9: dp ← d′p
10: da ← d′a
11: broadcast (dp + da)
12: end if
A change in the network structure
A change in network structure is defined as a change to ds and consequently dsi
in the neighbours of the node in question. Such a change can affect the energy-
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faithful distance in the network, but not the distance penalties. Therefore the
energy-faithful distance must be updated for all nodes that are affected by the
structural change.
A search for the neighbour with the shortest energy-aware distance to sink
will always work correctly. Depending on the algorithm used for finding the
shortest path to sink, it might be possible to optimise this calculation like the
approach in Algorithm 3. The cost of distributing the new energy-faithful dis-
tance is not large, since they will mostly follow the same pattern as the structural
updates and they can be merged into one transmission carrying both distance
penalty and simple distance update.
2.5 Results
A simulator based on the above models and algorithms has been constructed to
investigate the behaviour of the proposed distributed energy harvesting aware
routing (DEHAR) algorithm. With this simulator several of network setups are
investigated and the most interesting are discussed in this section. Note that the
grid deployment of the shown figures are solely for simplifying the presentation,
the DEHAR algorithm is, however, not depending on grid deployment.
Apart from the proposed routing algorithm a simplified version of the DD
algorithm has also been implemented. This simplified version of DD implements
only the ability of finding the shortest path to sink for every node in the network.
This is used both as the foundation of the proposed algorithm and to show the
difference between DD and the DEHAR.
Two distinct network layouts have been chosen to be displayed. One that
shows the algorithms ability to find large “detours” in order to find sustainable
routes (see Figure 2.8) and another which shows that the algorithm is dynamic
(see Figure 2.9). The first network layout is used in Simulation S1 and S2 while
the second is used for Simulation S3. Simulations of both networks will be using
the function fp in (2.6) for calculating the distance penalties.
The solar insolation pattern in the presented simulations is a 12 hour full
daylight followed by 12 hour full night scenario. The total solar insolation per
day is calculated from the daily average solar insolation of a full month from real
sensor nodes with solar panels. The reason not to use the real solar insolation
data directly is that it makes it hard to see the effects of the energy harvesting
aware algorithm.
The three simulations are used to explore features of the DEHAR algorithm
and differ slightly in setup, apart from the network layout (see Table 2.1). The
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Figure 2.8: Network structure of Simulation S1 and S2. Radio range of nodes
is set to 1.
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Figure 2.9: Network structure of Simulation S3. Radio range of nodes is set to√
2. The shadow pattern is switched every 360 hour (15 days).
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Table 2.1: Differences between simulations. The average package rate is the
rate at which each source node produces packages that are routed to sink.
S1 S2 S3
Radio range 1 1
√
2
Average package rate 1900 per sec.
1
60 per sec.
1
60 per sec.
change in package production rate is used to test the robustness of the algorithm
towards changing energy consumptions.
2.5.1 Comparing DEHAR with DD
To evaluate the energy consumption of the DEHAR algorithm, it is compared
against routing along the shortest route to sink using DD only. The DEHAR
algorithm can be disabled in the simulator leaving the simulator in DD mode.
Note that all penalties are initially zero, and the battery fully charged.
The results of the first 10 days (240 hours) of Simulation S1 is shown in
Figure 2.10. The first 108 hours of simulation show no difference as the energy
aware algorithm has not yet detected any battery depletion. The power sensing
part of the algorithm uses too little power to show on this scale.
To begin with DD uses less battery power than DEHAR, but only for a
short time. This is due to the weak node positioned at the coordinates (1,3) (see
Figure 2.8) using extra energy to inform the neighbours of its increased distance
penalty and the extra energy used to route packages along an alternative path.
During the rest of the simulation the DEHAR continues to have an advan-
tage during day and opposite during night, but overall having an advantage,
since batteries contain more power. In this comparison the DD simulation will
continue to deplete its weak nodes until they die. This is the case since the
simulation is constructed to require re-routing of data (relative to DD) for all
nodes to survive.
The quick rise of energy in both simulations is due to the outer nodes quickly
recharging in the beginning of the day (far away from the sink). The nodes near
the sink are charging more slowly or in some cases still discharging (on average)
during day.
Results for Simulation S1 for a total of 30 days (720 hours) are presented in
the next section, i.e. the first 10 days (240 hours) are identical. After this, the
two other simulations S2 and S3 are shown.
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Figure 2.10: Simulation S1 - 10 days (240 hours) simulation time. Starting
with 12 hours daylight and 12 hours night. Data gathering interrupt every
15 minutes. Top figure shows the average energy of the individual simulation.
Bottom figure shows the difference between the two simulations.
Low data rate simulation (S1) The Simulation S1 displays a routing
trend as shown in Figure 2.11. This trend is constructed from the end of the
simulation where the routes have settled. In Simulation S1, during the first 30
days (720 hours), the DEHAR algorithm consumes 1.72% more energy than DD
and is able to harvest 1.02% of the energy available (the energy not harvested is
lost because the energy storage is full). The DD simulation show no difference
and the weak nodes continue to deplete their batteries.
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Figure 2.11: Routing trend of the DEHAR algorithm for both Simulation S1
and S2.
The simulation results are shown on Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.12. The varia-
tions in battery levels reflect the sum of power harvest, power consumption and
battery capacity limit. The difference in power consumption of DEHAR and
DD is shown on Figure 2.12 (top). It shows an identical power consumption
until the routing algorithm kicks in after which the power consumption rises for
the DEHAR. The bottom figure shows that the node with lowest battery energy
is stabilising. The reason for the still fluctuating power consumption on the top
figure is because some of the other nodes are still not stabilised completely. The
DD continues to loose battery power on some nodes (see Figure 2.12).
The large fluctuations in energy consumption are mostly due to extra trans-
missions of data packages due to longer routes. The smaller fluctuations are
partly due to status updates and the smoothing filter. The updates and data
transmissions come in bursts when all the nodes are interrupted and does oth-
erwise not use much energy.
High data rate simulation (S2) Running the low data rate simula-
tion again with data sensing interrupt changed to once every minute results
in increased energy usage. Now the DEHAR results in a surplus energy us-
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Figure 2.12: Simulation S1 - Top: Plots of difference in energy consumption
of DEHAR and DD. Bottom: Plot of lowest battery level in any node in both
DEHAR and DD simulation.
age of 21.5% over DD and uses around 9.5% of the harvest-able energy (see
Figure 2.13). The DD uses less than 8% of the harvest-able energy.
Comparing Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.13 it is seen that the DEHAR does not
show much difference in average battery levels during day. During the night
the batteries are depleted faster due to the increased energy usage where the
DEHAR simulation have a slightly steeper descent in average battery level. This
results in a faster convergence to the same routing pattern as for S1. The DD
protocol simulation will have node deaths earlier due to the increased energy
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Figure 2.13: Simulation S2 - Simulation results show an increased energy usage
in both simulations. The DEHAR keeps a high average battery level.
consumption otherwise there are no notable differences between the two DD
simulations.
Slalom simulation (S3) The network layout for testing the dynamic as-
pects is shown on Figure 2.9. Simulation S3 contains 45 nodes, some of which
are under a shadow (e.g. have limited harvesting capability). The routing trend
for the DEHAR is shown with arrows. The radio range has been set to
√
2 node
distances so the nodes can reach up to eight neighbours. An interrupt frequency
of once a minute has been used to initiate the data gathering and the simula-
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Figure 2.14: Routing trend of the DEHAR algorithm for Simulation S3.
tion is run for 30 days (720 hours). After 15 days (360 hours) the shadows are
moved to force the algorithm to re-route data again. The two trends are shown
in Figure 2.14, where the upper layout shows the routing trend during the first
15 days and the other after the change of the shadow set.
The results of the simulation show that the data routes in the network are
changed when the shadows move. When the shadows are moved it is clearly
seen on Figure 2.15 that the batteries are recharged in those nodes that were
previously under shadow. The extra energy usage by DEHAR is reduced. This
can be due to the fewer hops needed to transport the data to sink.
As can be seen at the bottom picture of Figure 2.15 at least one node in DD
has depleted its battery, thus it is not operational any more. This has happened
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Figure 2.15: Simulation S3 - Top: average battery levels. Middle: Power usage
comparison. Bottom: Lowest battery energy levels for DEHAR and DD.
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at the 13th day (approximately the 310th hour) of 30 days simulation. On the
other hand with DEHAR no node has depleted its battery more than 70% during
whole simulation period - 30 days.
In the slalom simulation the DEHAR uses 8.5% more energy than DD. The
DEHAR uses around 13.4% of harvest-able energy while DD uses less than
12.3%.
Some nodes die in the DD simulation as seen on Figure 2.15 (bottom). At
least one of those does not get powered up again when the shadows move.
2.6 Summary
The proposed algorithm is shown to find sustainable paths from any source to
a sink. These paths are found dynamically by the distributed algorithm and
without any node failing due to loss of power. This is in contrast to most energy
(harvesting) aware algorithms which rely on finding the best known route and
keep using it until some node fails along the path.
As long as the network continually has at least one sustainable path from
each source to a sink, then the simulations show that the algorithm can find these
paths – the algorithm can keep the network running indefinitely. This relies on
nodes having sufficiently large energy storage and harvesting capability for the
given environment and network.
Although not shown, the DEHAR algorithm is capable of handling multi-
ple sinks. This does, however, require that the algorithm for finding shortest
distance to sink is also capable of handling multiple sinks.
Though the results are encouraging, there are many possible improvements
and extensions. Two of which are history dependent calculation of distance
penalties and higher granularity of shortest distance to sink.
History dependent calculation aims at handling the drawbacks of the current
distance penalty fpl calculation, i.e. periodical (nights) or permanent low stored
energy. A node which does not have full energy production is forced to first use
some battery power before the distance penalty is high enough to force the use
of alternative routes. It is desirable to let such nodes regain their energy after
this has happened without increasing the amount of packages routed through
these nodes. At night each node measures a consumption of battery power,
and thus may increase the distance penalty. A history dependent calculation
can let the stored energy increase without decreasing the distance penalty and
thus obtain a higher amount of stored energy for nodes with low production.
By estimating future energy production (introducing learning), energy usage
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during nights can be handled more intelligently.
A history dependent calculation is, however, not without drawbacks. To
maintain a energy history, the history must be stored in memory and more
energy must be used to take the history into account when calculating the
distance penalty.
The presented algorithm is using a distance measure based on the radio link
(i.e. hops). This is basically due to the use of the DD algorithm, however,
algorithms that provide finer granularity do exist and could substitute DD in
order to obtain more accuracy in the distance measure.
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Chapter 3
Related frameworks
Several frameworks exist, that support modelling of systems. The aim is to find
frameworks that are able to express models of dynamic systems like the wireless
sensor network (WSN) and the routing algorithm described in Chapter 2. The
presented frameworks are compared and two frameworks are chosen. The two
chosen frameworks will be used to model the WSN use case presented in Chap-
ter 2. The SYSMODEL project, which funds the work of this thesis, requires
ForSyDe to be one of these frameworks. The project partners of the SYSMODEL
project require the four models of computation (MoCs) synchronous (SY), syn-
chronous data flow (SDF), discrete event (DE), and continuous time (CT) and
the ability to simulate models.
3.1 SystemC
C/C++ is probably the most widely used language in programming. There
exist many commercial and high quality open-source compilers for it and a
bulk of applications are also already implemented in C/C++. These have been
the motivations for the EDA community to investigate C-based approaches for
system design with the following advantages:
• to be familiar and easy to learn for the designers,
• do not need the exhaustive effort (and probably research) to implement
new compilers,
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• already existing algorithms and designs could be ported to the new lan-
guage with smallest amount of re-engineering.
SystemC [6] is a language which takes such an approach. It is mainly a class
library built on top of the C++ language which adds to the base language the
features needed to model hardware—such as concurrency and a way to model
time. While the syntactical aspects of the base language are mostly preserved,
the semantics of SystemC is completely different [64].
The designer models systems in SystemC as a network of communicating
processes. Computational processes are encapsulated in modules, while the
communication among them is performed through channels. This clear sep-
aration between computation and communication has several advantages such
as re-usability of the designed modules and allowing the designers to refine them
independently. Figure 3.1 depicts the base components of a SystemC model.
Module Module
Processes
P
o
rt Interface
Channel
Interface
P
o
rt
Processes
Figure 3.1: A SystemC model is composed of processes which are encapsulated
in modules. Modules are connected to the outside world by means of their ports
and communicate with each other via channels. Interfaces define the interaction
with channels independent of channel implementation.
3.1.1 Transaction level modelling
Unlike what the name implies, TLM does not correspond to a specific level of
abstraction, but to a set of abstraction levels above RTL. The precise definition
of TLM has been for a long time a subject of debate. Cai and Gajski [17] have
suggested 6 models in a two-dimensional abstraction space. The axis of their
defined space are computation and communication abstraction levels. In addi-
tion, they have tried to describe how these models could fit in different design
domains, namely modelling, validation, refinement, exploration, and synthesis.
Donlin [19] has also defined a set of abstraction levels for TLM in a slightly dif-
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ferent manner. He has tried to propose a set of use-models and describe which
abstractions levels can be used in each use-model.
Rose et al. have proposed TLM SystemC as an extension in the form of
a class library [61]. They have pointed out the main motivational points for
enabling SystemC users with TLM as:
• providing an early platform for software development
• system level design exploration and verification
• the need to use system level models in block level verification.
The most important feature of the TLM library is a set of interface classes,
each with their associated function calls to access channels (instead of directly
dealing with pin level details). Blocking vs non-blocking, and bidirectional vs
uni-directional access to the channels are the main semantic clarifying points
for communication which are introduced by different interfaces. Recently, TLM
2.0 is introduced which promotes the previous version with the ability to model
memory mapped buses which are register accurate and also provides more de-
bugging facilities [54].
3.1.2 Heterogeneous SystemC
Today’s electronic systems are becoming more and more complex. They in-
clude analogue and digital blocks, software and hardware in one place. The
designer needs to capture the behaviour of such systems in different levels of
abstraction using appropriate tools. MoCs [32] provide a framework by which
a heterogeneous model could be captured. Unfortunately, SystemC, with its
discrete-event simulation kernel, does not provide a direct way to model ab-
stract MoCs. HetSC [25] tries to address this problem by introducing a set of
rules and guidelines for modelling each MoC. In addition, it enables a smooth in-
tegration of different MoCs in the same specification. These are done by means
of a methodology specific library on top of the standard SystemC. HetSC can
work together with other extensions to SystemC such as SystemC-AMS [70],
etc. Figure 3.2 shows the HetSC framework graphically.
HetSC claims that it makes heterogeneity in system design available in two
directions: vertical heterogeneity and horizontal heterogeneity (see Figure 3.3).
Horizontal heterogeneity enables the integration of several MoCs in a design at
the same time. On the other hand, vertical heterogeneity is the ability of the
modelling tool to support the evolution of each MoC during design refinement.
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Figure 3.2: Framework for heterogeneous specification in HetSC [25].
At the highest level of abstraction—which is the specification level—a specific
part of the system is modelled using a Kahn Process Network (KPN) MoC.
During refinement, this part is first converted to a SDF model, from which a
software code is generated later, and finally it is run on a DSP (vertical hetero-
geneity). Note that in the base specification model and also in the intermediate
models obtained during each refinement step, the system is modelled using dif-
ferent MoCs (horizontal heterogeneity).
3.1.3 ARTS
ARTS is a SystemC based abstract system-level modelling and simulation frame-
work [47–49], which allows the designer to model and analyse the different lay-
ers, i.e. application software, middle-ware and platform architecture, and their
interaction prior to implementation. In particular, ARTS captures cross-layer
properties, such as the impact of OS scheduling policies on memory and com-
munication performance, or of communication topology and protocol [46] on
deadline misses. Hence, ARTS can be used to explore and trade-off different
design choices.
An ARTS system model (Figure 3.4c) of an embedded computing system is
formed by mapping components of an ARTS application model onto computing
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Figure 3.3: Horizontal and vertical heterogeneity [25].
components of an ARTS platform model. The application model is represented
as a set of task graphs (Figure 3.4a), where each task represents a sub-element
of the application and is considered as an atomic unit during mapping. The
platform model is composed of computing components interconnected through
communication components (Figure 3.4b), where each computing component
takes care of executing the tasks mapped to it. Hence a computing component
may be a programmable processor, a dedicated hardware accelerator or an op-
erating system on a processor. All components interact through an event driven
model.
The ARTS framework is implemented in SystemC which has several ad-
vantages. Besides being an industry standard for transaction-level modelling
and system-level design, SystemC offers the possibility to co-simulate hardware
and software, hence bridging the different layers, and to co-simulate systems
at different levels of abstraction, i.e. simulating transaction-level components
together with cycle-true components. This allows critical components to be
refined to lower and more accurate levels of abstraction, while the rest of the
system is still kept at an abstract level.
Figure 3.5 shows a design flow using the ARTS framework. A user has to pro-
vide the application model described as a set of task graphs (each representing
a specific application), and the platform model which consists of platform com-
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Figure 3.4: ARTS model example, a) application model, b) platform model,
c) system model.
ponents, i.e. processing elements (PE) and communication networks, described
in one file and a platform instance described in another file. These descriptions
are expressed in a simple language called the ARTS scripting language. The
user then has to provide a mapping of the application onto the platform, also
in terms of an ARTS script. Prior to the mapping, a characterization of each
task mapped onto each processing element has to be done. This characteriza-
tion tells whether a task can execute on a processing element, and if so, how
many cycles it will take to execute, how much memory is required, etc.. When
loaded into the ARTS framework, a SystemC model of the complete system is
created and simulated. The output from the simulation is a set of files providing
runtime profiles and system characteristics, such as task execution profiles, bus
contentions, memory and energy profiles, etc.. This allows the user to investi-
gate the merits of the solution and to explore alternative solutions by applying
different mappings or by changing the platform and/or the application.
3.1.4 SystemC kernel extensions
In the SDF [43] model of computation, a set of concurrent processes commu-
nicate via communication channels with unbounded FIFOs. Each process con-
sumes data tokens from the input-side FIFOs, operates on them, and outputs
the resulting data tokens to the output-side FIFOs. In each firing, the num-
ber of input/output data tokens for each process are fixed, and the scheduling
of SDF models can be done at compile-time. Although SDF models can be
modelled in SystemC using the existing modules and FIFO primitive channels,
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Figure 3.5: Using the ARTS framework.
the SystemC kernel uses a dynamic scheduling, which can lead to significant
simulation overhead caused by excessive context switching.
In [58], the authors propose a new modelling style based on the extensions
to the SystemC kernel, i.e. SDF modules communicate with each other through
queue data structure, instead of the regular signal ports and channels in Sys-
temC. Thus, the designers are required to follow some guideline rules to write
simulation models. A simulation speed improvement up to 75% has been re-
ported. However, since their method is based on the modification of the Sys-
temC simulation kernel, new patches are needed when the SystemC kernel is
updated.
3.1.5 SystemC-AMS
To capture the heterogeneity in today’s systems-on-chip (SoCs) consisting of
digital, analogue and mixed signal (AMS) hardware and software components,
SystemC-AMS [70] has been proposed as an extension of SystemC to enhance
the modelling capabilities on continuous-time components, besides the digital
components and software parts within SystemC. Instead of the approach taken
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in [58] to modify the SystemC simulation kernel, it is a single modelling and
simulation environment built on top of SystemC discrete-event simulation kernel
in a layered approach, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The AMS related extensions
are the following.
Figure 3.6: SystemC-AMS layered structure [70].
• The synchronization layer is based on a statically scheduled, multi-rate
timed synchronous data flow (T-SDF) simulator. Based on this layer, dif-
ferent continuous-time solvers can be built and different models of com-
putation can be integrated.
• The solver layer consists of specialized implementations to simulate the
AMS components. Usually, their continuous behaviours are modelled as
differential algebraic equation (DAE) to be solved in simulation.
• The user view layer defines the way to write executable continuous-time
models for designers.
The SDF ports, signals, and modules are inherited from existing SystemC
modules. Thus, it does not require any changes to the SystemC simulation
kernel. Meanwhile, different models of computation are executed on top of
the T-SDF simulator, which allows compile-time scheduling to speed-up the
simulation.
For T-SDF blocks, timing information is denoted as the sampling-time of
data tokens. The scheduling order is statically scheduled in a cluster of data
flow modules, each data flow cluster is wrapped by a separate discrete-event
cluster process managed by a coordinator, which handles the synchronization
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with the event-driven SystemC kernel. For AMS modules, the continuous-time
behaviours are encapsulated in data flow blocks.
However, the current SystemC-AMS is only a step towards a framework
with seamless support on continuous-time MoCs. For instance, the numerical
stability of the existing solvers still needs to be further investigated, to avoid
simulation inaccuracy and invalid system behaviours. Furthermore, the CT
solvers, which can be currently plugged-in, are limited to those with fixed sam-
pling time period, caused by the fixed timing intervals between consecutive data
samples in the T-SDF models.
3.1.6 OSSS and OSSS+R
With the emergence of run-time reconfigurable logic, FPGA systems tend to
be more flexible and more cost efficient. However, traditional languages (e.g.,
VHDL, Verilog, SystemVerilog, SystemC) lack the ability to express the re-
configurations at run-time. Based on this, OSSS+R [65] has been proposed
as a SystemC based software framework for high-level modelling of reconfig-
urable digital hardware systems. OSSS+R is designed with synthesis semantics
in mind to support the synthesis of partially run-time reconfigurable (RTR)
systems. It is based on OSSS [36], which is a synthesizable extension to the
SystemC hardware description language, and uses the high-level synthesis tool
FOSSY.
Based on the simulation of OSSS+R models, the designer can estimate the
resource requirement on RTR components, while making sure that the system
performance and functionality are not violated. Furthermore, the automated
synthesis from a single SystemC design language can ease the RTR implemen-
tation and narrow the increasing design productivity gap.
Recently, OSSS+R has been integrated with other SystemC modelling frame-
works HetSC [25] and SystemC-AMS [70] as part of the ANDRES project [26].
A design flow for adaptive heterogeneous embedded systems(AHES) has been
developed, with a methodology and tools for automatic hardware and software
synthesis for adaptive architectures.
3.2 SystemVerilog
SystemVerilog is an extension to the widely used Hardware Description Lan-
guage Verilog, plus additional features used in hardware verification. Figure 3.7
shows the key components of SystemVerilog. This Hardware Description and
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Verification Language (HDVL) was first developed by Accellera and later be-
came an IEEE standard (IEEE 1800-2005).
Figure 3.7: Key components of SystemVerilog [60].
SystemVerilog keeps the hardware description semantics of traditional HDLs
untouched. It exploits some advanced software concepts, but they are only used
for static verification and static elaboration [57]. SystemVerilog does not provide
a means for modelling abstract models of computation or analogue blocks. Thus,
it is not a language of choice for heterogeneous system specification.
3.3 Ptolemy
Ptolemy [20] is a widely used modelling, simulation, and design framework for
heterogeneous embedded systems, in which the interactions between different
components are described by various well-defined MoCs. Currently, Ptolemy is
written in the object-oriented language Java. Using a visual design environment,
the abstract semantics of the system in different MoC domains are constructed in
a component-based manner and combined hierarchically in the same framework.
Also, it covers software synthesis [15], code generation [14], co-design of mixed
software-hardware system, and verification of some models.
Hierarchical abstract syntax
In Ptolemy, models are represented as clustered graphs of actors and their con-
nections via communication channels. The abstract syntax for a hierarchical
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model is illustrated by the example in Figure 3.8. There are two kinds of ac-
tors: composite actors and component actors. Composite actors are actors that
can contain a hierarchy of component actors and their relations. Component
actors are at the bottom of the current hierarchy and a composite actor may
contain other composite actors, so the hierarchy can be arbitrarily nested. Also,
a director defines the execution semantics in the current composite actor. For
instance, in the graph, a top level composite actor contains component actor A1
and A2, which is realized in domain D1. Actors have ports, which are their com-
munication interfaces. A port can be an input port (denoted as filled arrows), an
output port (denoted as non-filled arrows), or both. There are communication
channels between each pair of connected actors to establish their connections.
The causality and concurrency in the system are explicitly expressed by the
communication and data dependencies between components.
This abstract syntax can be represented in other ways, besides the graphic
way in Figure 3.8, e.g., in XML files or abstract syntax tree (AST).
Figure 3.8: A hierarchical model in Ptolemy [20].
Model of computation domains
In Ptolemy, the domain director defines semantics to the top composite actor
in the current diagram. It defines the communication mechanisms and how
the diagram is to be executed. Each domain in the system implements a MoC,
which is suitable to model some individual systems or sub-systems. For instance,
the CT domain is good for modelling systems with continuous dynamics, the
DE domain for digital system, the SDF for signal processing applications, the
synchronous reactive (SR) domain for concurrent and complex control logic. In
Ptolemy models, a director placed in a domain manages the execution of the
model of computation. For example, a director D1 defines the flow of control
and the communication semantics.
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Given a synchronous language as the coordination language, the designers
can get systems with DE semantics by adding discrete time information into
them, get CT semantics by adding continuous dynamics, or get SDF semantics
by removing the global order in signals in systems. The hierarchical composition
of heterogeneous MoCs is based on a common abstract semantics [42] of them,
which is the intersection of the semantics of different domains.
The Ptolemy framework can perform verification of some models expressed
in the SR or DE MoCs, by automatic transformation from the Ptolemy model
description to the mathematical models used in verification.
3.4 Generic Modeling Environment
The Generic Modeling Environment [7] (GME) is a configurable modelling GUI
environment based on UML class diagrams. The configuration process itself is
also a form of modelling, i.e., the modelling of a modelling process, which is also
called meta-modelling. The configuration of GME is the first step that must
be taken before anything meaningful can be done with it. The output of the
meta-modelling process is a compiled set of rules, which configure GME for a
specific application domain. In this sense, GME uses a single platform for both
meta-model and domain-specific design.
In [52], it has been used to build a heterogeneous modelling framework EWD,
which is based on the ForSyDe semantics.
Meta-model
The meta-model syntax defines what types of objects can be used during the
modelling process, what attributes will be associated with those objects, and
how relationships between those objects will be represented. It also contains a
description of any constraints that the modelling environment must enforce at
model creation time. The UML class diagrams are used to specify modelling
entities and relationships.
The static semantics in GME models are specified with constraints using the
standard predicate logic semantics, called object constraint language (OCL) [8].
Model refactoring
The Constraint-Specification Aspect Weaver (C-SAW) framework is a model
refactoring plug-in engine for GME. It is emerging as a desirable means to im-
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prove design models using behaviour-preserving transformations. The refactor-
ing aspects and strategies provide several operators to support model aggregates
(e.g., models, atoms, attributes), connections and transformations. It is inte-
grated with GME, and can thus provide access to modelling concepts that are
within the domain-specific design, e.g., design transformations defined in the
ForSyDe meta-modelling environment.
3.5 UML/Marte
Marte [5, 33] is a model-driven development platform for Real Time and Em-
bedded Systems with models written in UML. Marte depends on a Real Time
Operating System (RTOS) for modelling. This dependency also influences the
models of software in Marte. The generic software model API depends on and
exposes the RTOS API to the actual software model. Hence the software models
modelled in Marte depend on the chosen RTOS.
The hardware model API is designed to be separate from the software model
API and is independent of the RTOS. The design flow in Marte is to construct
the software and hardware models separately using the analysis, verification
and validation API in Marte. The hardware and software models can be co-
evaluated by connecting them through an interface. The main focus of Marte
for analysing models are performance and schedulability analysis, but through
a general framework it is possible to introduce other quantitative analysis tech-
niques.
The dependency that Marte has to the chosen RTOS presents some draw-
backs, such as needing knowledge on the RTOS, making compromises on the
design based on the chosen RTOS and the fact that many RTOS has complex
modelling patterns to express simple models. Furthermore the documentation
of Marte is sparse. There are few or no tutorials on how to get started, and the
basic modules of Marte are only documented individually.
3.6 Modelica
Modelica [4] is a modelling environment mainly targeting physical systems. The
models are constructed in the Modelica programming language. Modelica in
itself is only a library and does not provide any interface for usage. There exist
however several interfaces for MATLAB/Simulink, Maple, Scilab, Dymola, LMS
Imagine.Lab AMESim, JModelica, etc. In particular the MATLAB interface of
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Modelica works similarly to MATLAB/Simulink.
Building models in the Modelica language is much like programming. The
model is in most cases compiled into a binary (much like the SystemC approach)
which also contains the complete simulator.
The models in Modelica can consist of several domains (mechanical, electri-
cal, logical, etc.) as long as proper interfaces between the domains are defined.
The behaviour of the models are described by differential, algebraic and discrete
equations which are solved by the Modelica simulator.
3.7 MATLAB/Simulink
MATLAB [3] is a high-level programming language with graphical visualization,
numeric computation and many software packages. These software packages are
build on the programming and numeric calculation capabilities of MATLAB.
Simulink [3] is a software package for MATLAB which provides modelling
and simulation capabilities of physical systems such as electric circuits to MAT-
LAB. The Simulink package provides a graphical interface to build systems of
blocks and subsystems. A subsystem is represented as a special block.
Simulink provides many configurable blocks with predefined features, such
as different kinds of signal sources (e.g. noise), sinks (e.g. scopes), filters, ad-
dition, integration, etc. Special blocks also exist for interfacing with MATLAB
functions.
The connections between the blocks can carry any type supported by MAT-
LAB, e.g. scalars, vectors, matrices. The predefined blocks support most of the
types directly.
Simulink is targeted at continuous and discrete signal processing, control de-
sign, model-based design, physical modelling, verification and modelling. MAT-
LAB provides functionality to construct graphical interfaces for a custom MAT-
LAB application.
3.8 The ForSyDe framework
ForSyDe (formal system design) [23,63] is a formal design methodology that tar-
gets heterogeneous embedded systems. ForSyDe uses the theory of MoCs [41] as
its underlying formal foundation, which gives access to powerful analysis tech-
niques during system design. ForSyDe designers do not need to have expertise in
the underlying formal foundation, but will have access to the ForSyDe library,
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which encapsulates the mathematical base of ForSyDe. ForSyDe provides li-
braries for several MoCs, which allows the development of executable system
models from which an analysable mathematical model can be extracted. This
analysable model can then serve as a base for different tools in the following
phases of the design flow, such as design space exploration and synthesis.
3.8.1 System model
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Figure 3.9: A ForSyDe System Model
Figure 3.9 illustrates the ForSyDe system model. A system is modelled as a
concurrent process network, where processes belonging to the same MoC com-
municate via signals. ForSyDe system models do not have a global state, only
local states are allowed. Rules for individual processes and mechanisms for con-
currency and composition are defined within each MoC. At present ForSyDe
provides libraries for four different MoCs, which allow to model heterogeneous
embedded systems containing not only software but also digital and analogue
hardware at an abstract level: SDF MoC, SY MoC, DE MoC, and CT MoC. Pro-
cesses belonging to different MoCs communicate via domain interfaces, which
define how signals from one MoC are interpreted in another MoC. A typical ex-
ample for a domain interface is an abstract analogue-to-digital converter, which
connects the CT MoC to the SY or the DE MoC.
Every novel design methodology has to cope with the existence of exist-
ing models or legacy code. Since these foreign models are not based on the
ForSyDe formalism they cannot be treated as ForSyDe processes. However,
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using ForSyDe wrappers, foreign models can be integrated into an existing
ForSyDe model and co-simulated with the ’pure’ ForSyDe processes.
3.8.2 Process constructors
A key concept in ForSyDe is the concept of process constructors. Process con-
structors lead to well-structured system models, which can then easily be con-
verted to mathematical descriptions for which powerful analysis and synthesis
methods exist.
=
ProcessValues
+
Functions
+
Process Constructor
Figure 3.10: Process Constructor mooreSY
Each process is created by a process constructor. The process constructor
defines the MoC, its interface to the environment, and a number of arguments
that have to be supplied to the process constructor. Figure 3.10 illustrates this
concept by means of the process constructor mooreSY, which is used to model a
finite state machine and belongs to the SY MoC. mooreSY takes two functions
and a value as arguments. The function next returns the next state of the state
machine based on the present state and the current input values, the function
out returns the output value based on the present statue, and the value init
gives the initial state.
The ForSyDe methodology obliges the designer to create processes using pro-
cess constructors. This gives several important benefits: (1) A system model is
well-structured and well-defined, because each process constructor has a mathe-
matical formulation, (2) process constructors separate communication (process
constructor) from computation (function), (3) process constructors can have an
implementation pattern (the process mooreSY can be efficiently implemented
in software or hardware using a well-known design pattern).
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3.8.3 Implementation of the ForSyDe library
ForSyDe has originally been implemented in the functional language Haskell.
Haskell fits perfectly with the formal foundation of ForSyDe, since it enforces
side-effect free processes, provides lazy evaluation, and allows to express the
process constructors with higher-order functions. The Haskell implementation
supports four MoCs, and provides a hardware synthesis back-end, which allows
to generate synthesizable VHDL from a SY MoC ForSyDe model [23].
After demonstrating the potential of ForSyDe with Haskell, a SystemC ver-
sion of ForSyDe has been developed within the European Artemis project SYS-
MODELSYSMODELWWW to increase industrial usability. SystemC is an in-
dustrial standard and widely used in industry for system modelling. However,
SystemC lacks a clear formal semantics, which makes it very difficult to use it
in its plain form for other purposes than modelling and simulation. Inside the
SYSMODEL project we have created SystemC libraries based on ForSyDe for
four MoCs, which ensures that ForSyDe SystemC models have a formal base and
that abstract analysable models, such as SDF-graphs, can be easily extracted
from an executable ForSyDe SystemC model. Although, compared to Haskell,
SystemC suffers from some drawbacks, in particular SystemC does not enforce
side-effect-free processes, there is in addition to industrial acceptance another
very important advantage: SystemC is a C++ class library and all functions are
written in C/C++, which allows to directly implement the function arguments
to the process constructors as C-code on the target processors.
The ForSyDe SystemC libraries implement process constructors as abstract
classes, where arguments to the process constructors are implemented as pure
virtual functions and initial values as arguments to the class constructor. For
each process, the designer derives from the abstract class implementing the de-
sired process constructor and writes the required virtual functions and then
provides the class constructor arguments during instantiation. Then the pro-
cesses are connected via ForSyDe SystemC channels. Simple SystemC channels
implement ForSyDe signals, while more complex channels can implement do-
main interfaces.
3.9 The UPPAAL framework
UPPAAL [13,37] is a framework that provides modelling, simulation and verifi-
cation. The framework models collections of non-deterministic processes with fi-
nite control structures. Real-valued clocks, communication channels, and shared
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Figure 3.11: Example of a UPPAAL model [37].
variables are available to use in the models. It is designed to check invariant
and reachability properties. This is done by exploring the state-space of the
models.
With on-the-fly searching techniques and symbolic techniques UPPAAL re-
duces verification problems to manipulation and finding solutions of simple con-
straints. UPPAAL can provide traces to exemplify why a property is satisfied
or not.
UPPAAL models consist of one or more models expressed in finite automata
as shown in Figure 3.11 (A) and (B). The models can interact with variables and
communicate through channels specified in the config. Each model specifies an
initial state (A0 and B0) and a number of other states connected by transitions.
A state can have restrictions of how long the automata may stay in this state
before taking a transition. A transition can also have restrictions on when it
may be traversed. A model will deadlock if it can neither stay in a state or
traverse any of the transitions away from the state.
UPPAAL implements timed automata, and the notion of staying in a state
is in UPPAAL terms to take a delay transition. In Figure 3.12 an example
model showing synchronisation between three models is shown. In this example
it is required that all three models synchronise atomically. To ensure that the
sending model (S) does not take a delay transition in state (S2) it is marked as
committed (the c: prefix to the state name). This guarantees that the state is
left immediately after entering it.
The UPPAAL models can be simulated through manually taking a transition
in one model at a time. UPPAAL provides a list of possible transitions to
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Figure 3.12: Example of communication between sub-models in a UPPAAL
model [37].
take. Another possibility is to let UPPAAL explore all such simulations, i.e. to
perform a static analysis/verification of the models. This can be expressed with
queries of the form: φ ::= ∀β|∃♦β where β ::= a|β1 ∨ β2| 6 β. a is an atomic
formula. This formula can be an atomic clock, constraint, or data.
3.10 Summary
An overview of all the modelling frameworks is shown in Table 3.1. It compares
the following features of the frameworks: Heterogeneous models, dynamic mod-
els, domain specific models, generic models, simulation support, and support
for formal analysis.
Some of the abilities of the frameworks are put in parentheses. SystemC
does not officially provide either a CT MoC or the possibility to model dynamic
systems. However, an extension named SystemC-AMS provides the CT MoC
and by careful programming it is possible to change the structure of a model at
runtime. Furthermore, ForSyDe is also implemented as an extension to SystemC
[56].
In the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) framework, there are no prede-
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SystemC X (X) SY, TLM,
DE, (CT)
X X ×
SystemVerilog × × HDL × X X
Ptolemy X × SR, SDF,
DE, CT
× X X
Generic Modeling Environment X × (X) X × X
UML/Marte X × Software,
hardware
× × X
Modelica X ×
Mechanical,
electrical,
logical
× X ×
MATLAB/Simulink × × CT X X X
UPPAAL × ×
Finite non-
deterministic
timed
automata
× X X
ForSyDe X (X) SY, SDF,
DE, CT, . . .
X X (X)
Table 3.1: Overview of abilities of modelling frameworks.
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fined definitions of modelling, it only defines a meta modelling language. There-
fore, one must first to define the MoCs required for modelling.
ForSyDe as presented in this thesis does not support dynamic models or
formal analysis directly. However, it is possible to describe dynamic systems
through for example a non-finite state machine. The formal analysis of ForSyDe
models is made possible through external tools by extracting the structure of
the ForSyDe models.
The first choice of framework is the ForSyDe framework (requested by the
SYSMODEL project). The SYSMODEL project also requests that ForSyDe is
extended from the original version (only with the SY MoC) presented in [62]
with the SDF, DE, and CT MoCs. Since the SystemC framework has a well
establish usage in industry, the ForSyDe framework is to be implemented in
SystemC in the SYSMODEL project. However, a reference implementation will
be made in the language Haskell.
Three other frameworks are interesting to look at: Ptolemy, GME, UPPAAL.
They each provide some form of formal analysis of models.
Ptolemy and UPPAAL can perform similar types of verification, however,
Ptolemy does not provide verification of all models expressed in the MoCs of
Ptolemy. UPPAAL provides a dedicated modelling language which supports
verification of all models expressed in UPPAAL. GME use another approach to
formal analysis. GME can check a set of constraints on a model.
The ability of checking invariant and reachability properties of UPPAAL are
interesting with respect to the WSN use case. So it is an interesting alternative
framework to ForSyDe.
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Chapter 4
Formal analysis of DEHAR
in UPPAAL
Tests of the performance of wireless sensor network (WSN) applications and
algorithms are mostly performed by simulation or real world tests. This only
provides validation of certain execution traces. Verification is a stronger tool
but it is not always feasible for large applications and networks. Verification
of a small model of a WSN is demonstrated for a specific routing algorithm
distributed energy harvesting aware routing (DEHAR) presented in Chapter 2.
UPPAAL is used to verify the functionality of the algorithm for specific network
structures and specific power production patterns.
4.1 Introduction
A WSN is an autonomous low energy system, which is not easily reachable (i.e.
to perform service). It consists of many independent nodes (denoted by Ni)
which communicate with each other using radios. In this particular WSN it is
assumed that each node is capable of recharging by harvesting limited amounts
of energy from the environment. Furthermore it is assumed that each node
can only reach a limited number of other nodes (neighbours) in the network (a
multi-hop ad-hoc network).
The main task of a WSN is to collect data from the environment (here
produced by an Application) and transfer it to a computer for processing. This
is done by routing these data messages to a base station (denoted by X), which
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is able to reach f.ex. the internet. When this data message reaches the base
station it is considered to be routed successfully.
4.1.1 DEHAR algorithm
This routing of data messages must be ordered in order not to waste energy.
The network is constructed with the knowledge of the shortest path to sink
(simplification for this project). Since the nodes have limited energy resources,
some nodes might run low on energy. Therefore an algorithm to modify the
routes to take available energy into account is added. This algorithm is known
as DEHAR.
The aim of the DEHAR is to find the optimal path based on the two param-
eters energy and distance. It is assumed that the nodes must run this algorithm
with only the knowledge of their neighbours in a distributed manner.
All these assumptions and tasks add up to five distinct tasks for each node:
An application, receiving and sending messages, updating a nodes available
energy and updating information about neighbours. Furthermore a node must
be initialised at start and can potentially run out of power at a later point.
The energy production is modelled together with the environment and not
the individual node. The base station is assumed to have infinite energy and
does only need to collect the data messages produced in the network.
4.1.2 Verification goals
The WSN is modelled in UPPAAL [69] to verify the ability of a given network
design to maintain network structure and function. Maintaining the structure
and function implies that the network must not split into multiple sub networks,
data messages must not be lost or delayed too much and the network should
provide a certain spatial density (number of nodes in a region to collect data
from the environment). It is also interesting to verify whether the DEHAR
performs as expected and changes routes when the network is stressed.
The model presented, does have some pitfalls. One of the larger ones is the
discretisation of the power production. In the model the power production is
performed every 60 clock ticks which is somewhat too large. The reason not to
increase sampling of power production is to keep down the verification time.
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4.2 Network model
The network model is constructed in the tool UPPAAL. Models used for ver-
ification need to be simple. To achieve this, the WSN is analysed as follows:
A WSN consists of several nodes and a base station. These nodes and the
base station interact with each other via radio and are influenced by the envi-
ronment. In the particular subset of WSNs it is assumed that the nodes are
capable of recharging by harvesting energy from the environment. The nodes
are in this assignment assumed to have only one processor which controls all
other hardware, e.g. that they can be modelled with a single model.
To keep the system simple the number of models must be kept to a minimum;
Each node must have its own model (can be from the same template) since
they are by nature parallel and synchronised by radio communication only.
Furthermore both the base station and the environment must each have a model
since they have unique tasks to perform in parallel.
The model of the environment models the energy harvested from the envi-
ronment, which consists of modelling a global sun strength and a local shadow.
This results in each node having a unique energy production.
The base station model is responsible for collecting all data packages pro-
duced in the WSN. Otherwise the base station does nothing.
The node model, on the other hand, has many different tasks which must
be modelled. First the main goal of any WSN is to collect data, which the
application is responsible for doing. Secondly the routing of data towards the
base station must be maintained dynamically.
Global declarations contain the structural information about the network
in several constants. There are three groups of the most important constants:
network structure, environmental energy and node design.
The network structure constants consist of: The number of Nodes (in this
example one base station + four nodes), The maximum number of Neighbours
per node, the actual number of neighbours (numNeighbours[i]) per node, the
neighbours neighbours[i][n] and the distance to base station (hops[i]).
The node design constants are: fixed point precision for energy calculation
(Decimals), BatteryCapacity and the energy usage of tasks (ApplicationUsage,
RouteUsage, UpdateEnergyUsage and UpdateNeighbourUsage).
The environmental energy is based on a global insolation and a local shadow.
Both are constructed with four constants each: number of distinct items/events,
and index in the item list, a value and a time of how long each value applies.
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The list of constants is: insolation value[s], insolation time[s], insolation index,
insolation items, shadow value[d], shadow time[d], shadow index and shadow items.
There are also some global functions, where the most important one is
getDepletion(batteryCharge). This function implements the algorithm of DE-
HAR. Other functions can charge(i, energy) a node and consume(i, energy) power.
Most of the other functions are convenience functions to simplify the model lay-
out and increase readability.
4.2.1 Node template
The node template is the most complex of them all. It is shown in Figure 4.1.
It is initialised when leaving the state Init. The node is allowed to stay a fixed
amount of time in Idle until either the Application or the UpdateEnergy task
is activated, or if there are data messages to transmit the RouteSend. The
UpdateEnergy (and UpdateNeighbour) will (can) invoke the UpdateNeigbour
in all of the neighbours of a node. The RouteSend will invoke RouteReceive
in a specific neighbour decided by the local variable route.
Each of the above mentioned states (except Init and Idle) will consume energy
on the edge leading to them. If the node should run out of power, it enters
the state OutOfPower and stays there until it has harvested enough power to
restart.
The routing of data messages is done only by synchronisation with data[i]
and counting the number of packages stored temporarily. The sender chooses
the destination channel and receiver listens on its own channel.
The synchronisation of energy updates works the other way around by letting
the sender broadcast on its update[i] channel and the neighbours listen on its
neighbours channels. Whenever the sender synchronises on update[i] it updates
height update with its current energy information. This broadcast synchronisa-
tion will spread through the network like rings in the water until terminated
by the guard hasValidRoute() in the edge from UpdateNeighbour to Idle. This
guard is normally true.
The nodes starting time (leaving state Init) are interleaved to minimise con-
current actions which will increase the state space.
Declarations for the node template contains local data structures and
functions. The most important is the route variable which points to the neigh-
bour which is best to route data messages to. It also has a variable used to
maintain this route named augmentation and a table of the neighbours status in
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Figure 4.1: The node model
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Collect Idle
Init
global_time <= id * Separation
data[id]?
global_time == id * Separation
Figure 4.2: The base station model
height[n]. For the specific implementation of counting the number of packages
stored temporarily before routing is kept in buffered packages.
The five local functions consist of one for initialising the node (initialise()),
calculating the status of this node (getHeight()), updating the route (updateRoute()),
updating the local routing parameter with updateAugmentation(), and checking
whether an optimal route has been reached (hasValidRoute()).
4.2.2 Base station template
The base station is built of three states shown in Figure 4.2. The initial state
Init which leads to the Idle state. Whenever the base station is to receive a data
package it enters the Collect state on synchronisation with the data[id] channel.
The reason for the state Init is to control the sequence of initialisation of
all models (all models but the base station needs initialisation in this particular
system). Control of the sequence of initialisation is performed to limit the state
space.
4.2.3 Environment template
The environment model needs to perform three tasks, update the global in-
solation, the local shadow and update the battery status of the nodes. The
model is shown in Figure 4.3. The model used in the verification, however
is a bit more complex because of a runtime error in the composed functions
chargeAll(getSunStep()). There is no mathematical difference between the two
models, the difference should only be that the one used performs all calculations
directly in the updates in the edges instead of using functions.
The functions updateShadow() and updateSun() each cycle through a range.
The value then represents an index in an array of shadows and insolation val-
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Initialise
global_time <= Nodes * Separation
SwitchShadows
SwitchSun
Idle
sun <= getSunStep() &&
shadow <= getShadowStep()
chargeAll(getSunStep()),
updateSun()
global_time == Nodes * Separation
step = 0,
sun = 0,
shadow = 0
updateShadow()
shadow == getShadowStep()
&& sun < getSunStep()
shadow = 0
sun == getSunStep()
sun = 0
Figure 4.3: The environment model
ues. E.g. if day and night are modelled as either 1 or 0 the insolation array
insolation value is [0, 1] or the reverse depending on if the model starts in day
or night. The insolation array has an associated array for the duration of each
insolation state, which could be [12 · 60 · 60, 12 · 60 · 60] for 12 hour duration of
each state modelled in seconds. The function getSunStep() queries the duration
of the current insolation state and likewise with getShadowStep().
4.3 Verification
The computation tree logic (CTL) queries are available in the “circle.q” file in
the same sequence as described in this section. This query file together with
the model can be found in Appendix A.5. The last queries which fail due to
a bug in UPPAAL are put in the comments only. The queries are expected to
be satisfied if not noted otherwise. Those queries where the node number is
denoted by i are expanded into a query for each node in the query file.
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X N1
N2N4
N3
Figure 4.4: A node layout of 4 nodes and a base station arranged in a circle. ’X’
marks the base station while the nodes are represented with Ni for i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4].
4.3.1 Network structure
The equations (4.1)-(4.4) are constructed to verify the routing of data in the
WSN. Where (4.1) and (4.4) proves that nodes N1 and N4 always transmit
packages to the base station. Nodes N2 and N3 are not neighbours of the base
station and can potentially have two different routes to it. This is proven with
(4.2) and (4.3).
The variable data source is a global variable set to the source of radio trans-
mission in the edge going from NRouteSendi to N
Idle
i and from N
Application
i to
NRouteReceivei . The reason to use this variable is; since N
RouteSend
i will always
be reached at a later point (due to NApplicationi ) for any node i, it must be en-
sured that the right receiver is matched in the verification. It is guaranteed
that data source is not updated until after the neighbouring node has reached
RouteReceive because the edge updating data source is synchronised with the
edge entering RouteReceive.
NApplication1  
(
XCollect ∧ data source = 1
)
(4.1)
NApplication2  ((
NRouteReceive1 ∨NRouteReceive3
)
∧ data source = 2
)
(4.2)
NApplication3  ((
NRouteReceive2 ∨NRouteReceive4
)
∧ data source = 3
)
(4.3)
NApplication4  
(
XCollect ∧ data source = 4
)
(4.4)
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The X represents the base station and Ni represents the nodes in the net-
work. The superscript for the nodes and base stations describe a state of them.
The main use of this set of verification queries is to verify the network struc-
ture. The data structure which stores the network structure is an adjacency
list neighbours[i][j] with 0 ≤ i < number of nodes and 0 ≤ j < number of
neighbours. If this adjacency list does not have bidirectional connections for all
neighbours the network does not behave as expected. This set of verification
queries is of course network structure specific.
An alternative approach to verifying the network structure is to check that
the route of a node always corresponds to the subset of nodes which are neigh-
bours of it. It is required, however, that the test is not applied when in Init
since there the route is 0 (not initialised yet). The query is shown in (4.5).
∀ (N routei ∈ neighbours[i] ∨N Initi ) (4.5)
This query, however, does not verify that the neighbour reacts on the transmis-
sion, it only verifies the intent to send. neighbours[i] is the set of neighbours of
Ni. This query has to be expanded into verifying the disjunct equality for each
member in the set before implementing in UPPAAL.
4.3.2 Battery charge and routing performance
If it can be verified that no node in the network will run out of power at any time,
then there will be no routing performance degradation. This can be performed
with the query (4.6).
∀¬outOfPower (4.6)
where outOfPower is a global boolean variable which is true as long as any node
is in the state OutOfPower. (The use of the clock application <= 1000 in
OutOfPower is to avoid zeno behaviour and limit the number of state transi-
tions.)
This query might impose too hard constraints (if required to be true) on the
network. The designer could allow that some nodes can run out of power with
the requirement that the network is not segmented. This can be achieved by a
query for deadlocks (or the absence of these).
∀¬deadlock (4.7)
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The reason that this query implies the above statement is that only the Idle
state of a node accepts a data transmission (synchronisation on data[i] ∀i). If
a node is in OutOfPower then no other node may try to synchronise with this
nodes data channel. For the broadcast channels it must not be the case that
all neighbours of a node is in OutOfPower. This, however, does not impose
any extra restrictions on the network than the data channels with respect to
deadlocks. (Restrictions are e.q. battery size, minimal power production and
other design parameters in order for the network to perform as intended by the
designer. I.e pass the required queries.)
The query (4.7) must be satisfied but (4.6) needs not to be satisfied. If (4.6)
is not satisfied then the the query (4.8) can be used to verify which node(s)
enters the state OutOfPower.
∃♦NOutOfPoweri (4.8)
Whenever this query is satisfied for i then Ni is at some point out of power.
4.3.3 Alternate routes
The main objective of the routing algorithm (DEHAR) is to find the optimal
route with two parameters, energy and distance. Therefore it is interesting to
see whether the routes do change in the network. Queries to check for the use
of alternative routes are 4.9 and 4.10.
∃♦ (N route2 6= 1 ∧NRouteSend2 ) (4.9)
∃♦ (N route3 6= 4 ∧NRouteSend3 ) (4.10)
By inspection of the network structure, it can be verified that N2 has the
shortest route to the base station through N1. Likewise N3 prefers N4. The
query asks for the possibility that a data package is transmitted when the current
best route is not along the shortest path. These queries will give a negative result
if the particular node does not change the route during its life (forever).
4.3.4 Energy change leads to optimal route
The DEHAR is to find the optimal route from the given towards the base station.
This is achieved by radio broadcasts between the nodes (i.e. synchronisation on
update[i]). In the model it has the side effect that several nodes can be active
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at the same time, therefore UpdateNeighbour must be input enabled on the
broadcast channel.
To check that this system works amongst all the nodes, the query (4.11) can
be used. (
NUpdateEnergyi ∨NUpdateNeighbouri
)
 NhasValidRoute()i (4.11)
Sadly this query is not stable in UPPAAL, and can result in any of three out-
comes: satisfied, not satisfied or a crash of the verification engine.
4.4 Summary
It is shown that the model of the WSN, with a given structure and node design,
can potentially always route data from any node to the base station. The routing
can not be verified completely due to a bug when verifying that any node will
always converge at an optimal route. If however the nodes always converge at
an optimal route the other queries can prove that the given network will be
able to perform the required routing. I.e. no routes go through dead nodes
(the deadlock query). It is also verified that the DEHAR algorithm does use
alternative routes when stressed with low energy availability.
There are, however, as stated some discretisation problems that must be
improved before this verification can be assumed to hold for a real WSN im-
plementation. There are also other differences which are not included in the
presented model, such as: task scheduling, power consumption in idle, radio
transmission time, processing time, etc.
The verification of the model becomes very time consuming when lowering
the power production (globally and locally) of the nodes, making it difficult to
verify larger models.
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Chapter 5
Theory of systems
modelling
There exists many different approaches to modelling systems. Some are generic
while others are domain specific. The challenge is to find the best matching
domain specific approach for the purpose. The domain specific UPPAAL frame-
work used to model the wireless sensor network (WSN) in Chapter 4 captures
static systems well, but not dynamic systems.
The more generic a modelling approach is the more different kinds of systems
it can express and the harder it gets to express/extract domain specific knowledge
of a system (because of lack of the right structure). In contrast, a domain specific
modelling approach is designed to express certain types of models and may be
inappropriate to use to express other types of models.
A model of computation (MoC) defines a formal method of performing cal-
culations. This definition of a MoC is very broad and a MoC can be made to
fit each unique generic or domain specific modelling approach. The MoC makes
it possible to perform calculation (simulation) of a model and the structure of
domain specific MoCs makes is possible to analyse the structure of the model.
An analysis of the structure of a model can provide various information.
Examples are: extracting a static schedule of a set of tasks when mapped onto
a set of processing devices, analysing reachability of states in a state machine,
estimating power consumption, estimating memory usage, etc.
In this chapter, the theory of ForSyDe is presented.
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p1 p2
Figure 5.1: Example of functional model.
p1 p2
p3 p4
Figure 5.2: Example of functional model (p1 and p2) connected to a platform
(p3 and p4).
5.1 Basic concepts
A set of concepts, used throughout the rest of the thesis, are defined here. These
concepts are homogeneous and heterogeneous models and static and dynamic
models.
A model of a system expressed in one MoC is a homogeneous model. An
example is shown in Figure 5.1 and is discussed in detail through the functional
model of the SIB use case in Chapter 6.
It may not always be practical to express a system in one specific domain.
Instead of just using a generic MoC to express the system, it can be beneficial to
divide the system into multiple sub-systems expressed in different MoCs. Such
a model is a heterogeneous model. An example of a heterogeneous model is
to add a platform model described in another MoC to the functional model of
Figure 5.1 as shown in Figure 5.2.
The examples (both functional model and the combined functional and plat-
form model) are examples of static models. A static model is a model where
the state space of the model is static. None of the possible inputs to the model
can increase the state space of the model. In contrast, a dynamic model can
change its state space through input. This is the case in the WSN use case (see
Chapter 2) where nodes (each having a constant state space) may be added or
removed throughout the lifetime of the network. Thus the state space of the
network model is changing, i.e. it is dynamic.
When placing homogeneity/heterogeneity on the x-axis and static/dynamic
on the y-axis we have four types of models (see Figure 5.3). The use cases
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Static
Dynamic
Homogeneous Heterogeneous
SIB
SIB +
platform
WSN
Figure 5.3: The model space of static/dynamic models versus homoge-
neous/heterogeneous models. The models of the use cases in this thesis are
placed in the grid.
can then be plotted in this graph. The SIB use case (see Chapter 6) and the
WSN use case (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 7). The SIB use case is modelled
in two ways: the core functionality only and combined with a platform. The
core functionality is modelled as a static and homogeneous model as seen in
Figure 5.3, while adding the platform makes it a heterogeneous model.
The WSN use case is a set of nodes. A node has a core functionality and a
platform like the SIB use case. The network of nodes is dynamic, hence the WSN
model is dynamic and heterogeneous. The analysis of WSN using UPPAAL (see
Chapter 4) is an attempt to express a dynamic system as a homogeneous model.
The actual model expressed in UPPAAL is, however, a static model. It is not
impossible to express a model of a WSN in only one MoC, but it does have some
challenges and drawbacks.
The model in UPPAAL expresses a static homogeneous model, since only
a static number of nodes are present. Even if one models nodes entering the
network as turning on a node from a pool of oﬄine nodes (and vice versa for
removing), it is still a pool of a static size. Thus, if UPPAAL is able to calculate
the truth value of a query, it reasons about all nodes regardless if it is in the
oﬄine pool or active. Hence, the model is static, as the analysis covers all states
of node activity and connectivity.
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p7
p3
p1 p2
p5 p4 p6
p3
p1 p2
p4
p5 p6
Figure 5.4: Structure of ForSyDe models. p3 and p7 are hierarchical processes,
the rest are leaf processes. Left: Hierarchy of processes. Siblings are part of
the same process network. Right: The process network.
5.2 Modelling with ForSyDe
ForSyDe is one of many heterogeneous modelling frameworks (see Chapter 3).
The key features of the ForSyDe framework are simulation of models and extrac-
tion of model structure.The extracted structure can be used for formal analysis
and for translation into other languages, such as synthesis of synchronous (SY)
MoC into VHDL. ForSyDe also provides domains and domain interfaces to
structure heterogeneous models. ForSyDe existed before the work of this the-
sis was done, as described in the following section. Hereafter, the additions to
ForSyDe are described.
5.2.1 The original ForSyDe
ForSyDe [62] originally defines the concepts: leaf process, hierarchical process,
process network, and process constructor. The SY MoC in ForSyDe defines a
set of processes which, connected by signals, constitutes a process network. A
process can be of two types, a leaf process (the functionality is specified by a
function) or a hierarchical process (containing a process network). Processes
are concurrent and communicate only via signals. In Figure 5.4 the processes
p1, p2, p4, p5, and p6 are leaf processes and p3 and p7 are hierarchical processes.
The process p7 is only present in the hierarchical view (left) and represents the
entire process network in the model (right).
Signals are sequences of values with a global ordering s1 = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn〉.
The ordering is defined by the index of the value in the signal (sequence). I.e.
values with the same index occurs at the same time in all signals as in s2 =
〈w1, w2, . . . , wn〉 where vi and wi occurs at the same time.
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(+)
p1
s = 〈4, 4, 6,
4, 7〉
Delay with 0
p2
s1 = 〈1, 2, 3, 4, 5〉
s2 = 〈3, 2, 3, 0, 2〉
so = 〈0, 4, 4, 6, 4, 7〉
Figure 5.5: Example of a process network in the original ForSyDe.
To illustrate the above, a signal is written as a number of tokens enclosed in
angular brackets, e.g.: s = 〈s1, s2, s3〉. The signal sequence is constructed by a
catenation operator (:), and the notation relates to the other signal notation in
the following way:
s = s1 : s2 : s3 :〈〉 = s1 : s2 :〈s3〉 = s1 : 〈s2, s3〉 = 〈s1, s2, s3〉 (5.1)
The empty signal (〈〉) is itself considered a special token of signal termination.
A small example of a process network, and a simulation of it, is shown in
Figure 5.5. It displays the input signals s1 and s2 to the process p1 which adds
its inputs, the intermediate signal s and the output signal so where the last
signal has been delayed by the process p2. The initial value of so is 0 in p2.
A process is constructed using a process constructor. A process constructor
defines the number of inputs a process has. A leaf process always has one out-
put. A process constructor has other arguments like function(s) and/or initial
value(s). There exists infinitely many process constructors, one per unique num-
ber of inputs. Each of these process constructors must be defined before they
can be instantiated as processes. This is explained in detail in the next section
and illustrated for the one-, two-, and three-input processes in Figure 5.6.
Definition of processes, process networks, and process construc-
tors
• A process constructor is a template for leaf processes.
• A leaf process is an instantiation of a process constructor.
• A hierarchical process is a process containing a process network.
• A process network is a set of processes connected by signals.
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5.2.2 Generic definition of models of computation
ForSyDe originally only provided an implementation of the SY MoC. It has now
been extended to contain the four MoCs: SY, synchronous data flow (SDF), dis-
crete event (DE), and continuous time (CT). The concepts of process construc-
tors, leaf processes, hierarchical processes, and process networks of the original
ForSyDe are kept. The definition of signals is changed slightly to be sequences
of tokens instead of values. (Values are then a specific type of tokens.) The
concept of a process atom is added to the new ForSyDe.
The reason why the concept of process atoms is added is: A process con-
structor was originally made from scratch every time an extra input where
required in the final process. The implementation of these process constructors
contains much redundancy and becomes more complex the more inputs a pro-
cess requires. The challenge is that there does not exist a proper set of process
constructors which can express any other process constructor. For some MoCs
it can be trivial to express a 3-input process constructor as the combination of
two 2-input process constructors. However, for some MoCs this is not possible.
Process atoms are closely related to process constructors. (In some MoCs
they are actually the same as process constructors.) There is a finite set of
process atoms for each MoC. The process atoms can be combined to any other
process constructor. This solves the challenge of infinitely many different process
constructors in the original ForSyDe and helps to avoid implementation errors
when building new process constructors. An example of how process atoms are
combined to process constructors with varying number of inputs is shown in the
right column of Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7 illustrates how the process atoms are used in models, compared
to the original ForSyDe way shown in Figure 5.4. This also illustrates that the
concepts of leaf/hierarchical processes becomes a bit vague. The process atoms
in Figure 5.7 could be interpreted as processes and all of pi could be interpreted
as hierarchical processes. This is an unintended side effect of drawing the process
atoms in the model. The intention is that the collection of process atoms that
replaces the process from the original ForSyDe together represents a process.
The four MoCs currently defined in ForSyDe have three process atoms in
common. The map atom (), the zip atom (⊕) and the delay atom (∆).
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f1
f2
f3
f1
f2 ⊕
f3 ⊕
⊕
Original New
Figure 5.6: Comparing the original ForSyDe with the contributions of this thesis.
The left column represents process constructors in the original ForSyDe and the
right column the equivalent by using the process atoms. Examples are shown
for one, two and three input process constructors and the sequences continue
for more inputs. The original ForSyDe must define a new process constructor
for each added input, while the new structure just adds an extra process atom.
p7
p3
p1
f1 ⊕
p2
f2
p5 p4
∆x
p6
p3
p1
p2
p4
p5 p6
f1 ⊕
f2
∆x
Figure 5.7: Structure of ForSyDe models using process atoms. p3 and p7 are
hierarchical processes, the rest are leaf processes. Left: Hierarchy of processes.
Right: The process network. (See also Figure 5.4.)
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(+) s3 ⊕
p1
s = 〈4, 4, 6,
4, 7〉
∆ 0
p2
s1 = 〈1, 2, 3, 4, 5〉
s2 = 〈3, 2, 3, 0, 2〉
so = 〈0, 4, 4, 6, 4, 7〉
Figure 5.8: Example of a process network in the new ForSyDe. This example is
the same as in Figure 5.5 replacing process p1 with process atoms.
Definition of process atoms
 Maps the provided function f onto values of the input signal.
⊕ Applies the functions of the first signal with the values of the second
signal. The ordering of the tokens is defined by the MoC.
∆ The delay process atom implements explicit or implicit timing of the
MoC.
The operators are all left associative with the same precedence. I.e.
f a⊕ b∆ z0 = (((f a)⊕ b) ∆ z0).
Signals are sequences of tokens defined by the MoC. The ordering of tokens
in signals is defined by the MoC. Examples of possible ordering of tokens are:
global order and partial order. With global ordering, any token in any signal
happens strictly before, after or at the same time as some arbitrary other token.
With partial ordering, tokens are ordered in each signal but has no order when
comparing two different signals.
The example in Figure 5.5 in the original definition of ForSyDe the plus-
process is replaced by a map and a zip process atom as shown in the sec-
ond row of Figure 5.6. The resulting figure of the transformation is shown
in Figure 5.8. The intermediate signal (s3) from the map to the zip pro-
cess atom would contain a sequence of partially applied plus operators s3 =
〈(1+), (2+), (3+), (4+), (5+)〉. The values of the signal s3 represents func-
tions, e.g. the first value (+1) is a function which adds one to its input. I.e.
s3 = 〈Add1,Add2,Add3,Add4,Add5〉 where Addi = λx→ i+ x.
The map atom (see Figure 5.9) works like a generalised function application.
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f si so
Figure 5.9: The map process atom. For all tokens in si carrying a value, the
function f is used to calculate the replacement value for the output so. All
other tokens are not changed.
⊕ sos1
s2
Figure 5.10: The zip process atom. The output so is produced by applying
values from s2 to functions in s1. The tokens of s1 and s2 are ordered according
to the MoC. The input s1 is typically an output from another map or zip process
atom.
It takes a function f as the first argument, the number of arguments the function
f can take defines the maximum of inputs the final process can take. The second
argument of the map atom is the first input signal of the final process the map
atom is part of. Each token in the input signal, which carries a value, the value
is applied to the first argument of the function f . The resulting value is placed
in a value carrying token. All other tokens (not carrying values) are copied from
input to output. If the function f takes more than one argument, the output
signal will carry a sequence of functions taking one less argument than f .
The zip atom is a variant of the map atom. Instead of taking one function,
it takes a signal of functions as the first argument. The second argument is
carrying the values to be applied to the functions in the same way as for the
map atom. Since the zip atom has two input signals it defines the ordering of
tokens, e.g. global or partial order.
In order to allow for feedback loops, a delay atom is required. In other
words, any loop must contain at least one delay atom. The delay atom must be
present in loops for the model to make sense. In other words, a loop must have
a finite positive delay, for example described through a synchronisation delay or
a time delay. The delay atom (see Figure 5.11) takes an input signal and some
notion of delay. The notion of delay depends on the MoC, e.g. timed MoCs use
time (and initial value) as delay notion opposed to untimed MoCs which use a
number of tokens as delay notion.
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∆xsi so
Figure 5.11: The delay process atom. To produce so, an initial token is intro-
duced and all tokens in si are delayed according to the MoC. The delay notion
x may directly specify the initial token, a time delay or something else which
best expresses a delay in the given MoC.
d1
d2
d3
p1
p3
p2
Figure 5.12: Example of domains and domain interfaces.
5.2.3 Domains
In order to combine several MoCs in one model in a formal way, domains are
defined. A domain contains a process network implemented in one MoC. In
other words, it contains a homogeneous model. A signal from one domain to
another is translated using a domain interface. Three domains (d1, d2 and d3)
marked by dashed boxes are shown in Figure 5.12.
In Figure 5.12, if domain d1 and d2 are implemented in different MoCs, they
cannot be merged into one domain. However, if they are expressed in the same
MoC, they may be merged into one domain as long as the merged domain still
follows the semantics of the MoC. In other words, a merged domain imposes
extra restrictions than the two separate domains. In the case of the SY MoC
these restrictions are, that the otherwise independent models (p1 and p2 in the
example) must be fully synchronous if part of the same domain. If p1 and p2 are
not always intended to be synchronous, they can not be in the same domain.
Similarly restrictions apply to other MoCs.
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SY
SDF
s˙os¯i
Figure 5.13: Example of a domain interface. The input domain contains the SY
MoC and the output domain contains the SDF MoC.
5.2.4 Domain interfaces
A domain interface is a translation of a signal from one domain to another.
Each MoC has its own signal type. The four MoCs defined in ForSyDe has the
following notation:
s¯ The synchronous (SY) signals are denoted by a bar.
s˙ The synchronous data flow (SDF) signals are denoted by a dot.
sˆ The discrete event (DE) signals are denoted by a hat.
s˜ The continuous time (CT) signals are denoted by a tilde.
The bold face of the notation signifies a sequence of tokens, while the figure
above the signal name signifies the MoC it belongs to. The two timed MoCs
are not shown in bold, this will be explained in detail later in the individual
description of the MoCs.
The generic domain interface is drawn as a rectangle with one diagonal. In
the triangles, the source and sink MoC are denoted (see Figure 5.13).
A domain interface must implement the semantics of the two domains it
connects. This makes it a challenge to predefine domain interfaces between
all MoCs, since adding a new MoC to the framework requires the addition of
domain interfaces to all existing MoCs. Another challenge is to describe all
possible translations between two MoCs.
A domain interface can only translate one signal. However, some MoCs
require extra information (input signals) for the translation. For example ex-
plicitly timed MoCs, such as a CT MoC. A domain interface which translates
from an untimed MoC to the CT MoC require a time information in addition
to the sequence of untimed tokens from the untimed MoC. A domain interface
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Figure 5.14: Example of a hierarchical domain interface.
which translates in the opposite direction (i.e. from the CT MoC) may require
extra time information to sample the continuous signal.
The implementation of a domain interface can be anything from an abstract
ideal conversion of signal types to a detailed model. In other words, a domain
interface can also be hierarchical of nature. Implemented by more basic domain
interfaces and logic connecting them into a network. A hierarchical domain
interface is drawn as a rectangle (see the example in Figure 5.14). In essence
the difference between a domain interface and a process is: a domain interface
has inputs and outputs connected to different domains, where all inputs and
outputs of a process are connected to one domain. A reason not to put too much
of a model inside domain interfaces, is that it implements multiple domains and
their semantics thus may loose the benefit of the formal structure of a single
MoC.
An example model with domain interfaces is shown in Figure 5.15. The
model specifies a process in the CT MoC which produces a sine signal (s˜i). The
signal is sampled by the analogue to digital converter (ADC) (implemented as
a CT/SY domain interface). The time points at which the sampling is done, is
specified by st which is a chronological sequence of time stamps. This can be
implemented by different MoCs. A simple SY model (just a delay) processes
the sampled voltage and it is transformed back to the CT MoC with a digital to
analogue converter (DAC) (SY/CT domain interface). The DAC combines the
values of the samples with the time stamps of st. The input (s˜i) and output
(s˜o) CT signals are plotted in the graph.
The example shows how the two domain interfaces implement the same
semantics for each of the domains they are connected to. The surrounding
domain with the CT MoC is synchronised with the inner domain with the SY
MoC on every time point in st. In other words, every time a synchronisation of
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d1
d2
sin (t)
s˜i
ADC
s¯a
∆ 0
s¯b
DAC s˜o
st
t
v
s˜i
s˜o
Figure 5.15: Example model with domain interfaces. An input signal s˜i is
sampled (ADC), processed, and converted back (DAC) to the output signal s˜o
in the CT MoC. The two analogue signals are plotted in the graph, the blue
smooth curve is the input signal (s˜i) and red step curve is the output signal
(s˜o).
the SY MoC occurs, a value is sampled at the same time as a value is converted
to the CT MoC.
5.3 Models of computation
Any MoC can be part of the ForSyDe framework. If domain interfaces can
be constructed to other MoCs then a heterogeneous model can be built out of
these MoCs. The SYSMODEL project and the company partners believe the
four MoCs SY, SDF, DE, and CT to be sufficient for modelling the company
use cases. These four MoCs are described and defined as part of the ForSyDe
framework in the following sections.
5.3.1 Synchronous MoC
The SY MoC is the simplest to define of the four MoCs in ForSyDe. The SY
MoC presented here is derived from the original implementation of ForSyDe [62]
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f 
〈f (a1)
, f (
a2)
, f (
a3)〉
⊕
〈f (a1)
(b1)
, f (
a2)(
b2) ,
f (a3
)(b3
)〉
⊕
〈z1, z2
, z3〉
z¯
〈a1, a2
, a3〉
a¯
〈b1, b2, b3〉
b¯
〈c1, c2, c3〉
c¯
Figure 5.16: Example: How to combine process atoms into models. The
mathematical representation of the model is f  a¯⊕ b¯⊕ c¯. The function f
in this example takes precisely three arguments, hence the output signal
s¯z = 〈z1, z2, z3〉 = 〈f(a1)(b1)(c1), f(a2)(b2)(c2), f(a3)(b3)(c3)〉 is the sequence
of the fully evaluated functions.
which only contains this single MoC. The main changes from the presentation
in [62] are: process atoms have been added, process constructors are derived
from process atoms, and the syntax of the MoC is adapted to fit the other
MoCs now present in ForSyDe. The Haskell implementation of the SY MoC
presented here, is available in Appendix A.1.
The signals in the SY MoC are sequences of tokens with global ordering
s¯ = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn, . . .〉. The ordering is defined by the index of the token in the
signal (sequence). I.e. tokens with the same index occurs at the same time in
all signals. There exists two token types in the SY MoC: the value token (vi)
and the termination token (〈〉).
Since there is a global order of tokens, the processes can synchronise globally
by using the index of the tokens of their input signals. Therefore the processes
does not need to perform actual synchronisation globally, i.e. there is no com-
munication between processes except the explicit signals. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.16, where values with the same index occur at the same time. The first
value of each input signal is applied to the function exactly once to produce the
output value, after which the second value of each input signal are processed,
etc.
The SY MoC provides precisely the three process atoms described in the
generic MoC section. The definition of the map atom, shown in (5.2), maps
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the function f to each value of the input signal. The definition is divided into
two cases, the first (applying value to function and recursing) is chosen if the
input signal has at least one value token. The output signal terminates when
the input signal terminates. This definition of the map process atom is the same
as the one input process constructor of the original ForSyDe.
s¯z = f  s¯x =
{
f (x) : f  s¯′x , s¯x = x : s¯′x
〈〉 , s¯x = 〈〉 (5.2)
The definition of the zip atom, shown in (5.3), uses the same principle as the
map atom to divide the definition into two cases. A recursing and a termination
case. The output terminates when either input signal terminates, only if both
signals have at least one value token they are combined into an output value.
The zip process atom expects the first signal s¯f to contain functions as values
and the second signal s¯x to contain values matching the type of the functions.
This definition of the zip process atom is the same as the two input process
constructor of the original ForSyDe fused with the function apply(f, x) = f(x).
s¯z = s¯f ⊕ s¯x =
{
f (x) : s¯′f ⊕ s¯′x , s¯f = f : s¯′f ∧ s¯x = x : s¯′x
〈〉 , s¯f = 〈〉 ∨ s¯x = 〈〉 (5.3)
The last process atom needed to fully implement the SY MoC in ForSyDe
is the delay atom. A delay in the SY MoC is to delay all tokens in a signal
by one synchronisation by adding an initial value as the first token. This is
simply defined as prefixing the initial token with the input signal, as shown in
(5.4). This definition of the delay process atom is the same as the delay process
constructor of the original ForSyDe.
sz = s¯x ∆ z0 = z0 : s¯x (5.4)
Examples of process constructors constructed by process atoms. Four
examples are used to illustrate the usage of the process atoms to create other
process constructors. The examples are: a simple ALU (plus only), a two input
multiplexer, and a Moore and a Mealy state machine.
The ALU is composed of a function (+) and two input signals, put together
with one map atom and one zip atom. The composition is graphically repre-
sented in Figure 5.17 and as an equation in (5.5). The equation represents a
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(+) ⊕ s¯z
s¯x
s¯y
Figure 5.17: Example process constructor. An ALU with a plus operation only.
(if-then-else) ⊕
⊕ s¯z
s¯p
s¯a
s¯b
Figure 5.18: A multiplexer process constructor. The function “if-then-else” is
defined as: λp → λa → λb → if p then a else b. It selects values from signal s¯a
and s¯b based on the boolean values of s¯p.
process constructor because the input signals have not been connected/applied
yet.
P+ (s¯x, s¯y) = (+) s¯x ⊕ s¯y (5.5)
The second example implements a multiplexer. It is graphically represented
in Figure 5.18 and as an equation in (5.6). The function “if-then-else” is defined
as if-then-else = λp→ λa→ λb→ if p then a else b. A process instantiated from
this process constructor selects values from signal s¯a and s¯b based on the boolean
values of s¯p.
Pif-then-else (s¯p, s¯a, s¯b) = (if-then-else) s¯p ⊕ s¯a ⊕ s¯b (5.6)
The first two examples showed no feedback loops or delay process atoms. A
Moore state machine (S,Σ,Γ, s0, fnext, fout) is used in the next example. The
symbols of the Moore state machine are defined as follows: s¯x : [Σ], s¯ : [S],
s0 : S, fnext : S × Σ→ S, fout : S → Γ. The Moore state machine is illustrated
in Figure 5.19 and written in ForSyDe notation in (5.7)) and makes use of the
delay process atom.
PMoore (fnext, fout, s0, s¯x) = fout s¯ where s¯ = fnext s¯⊕ s¯x ∆ s0 (5.7)
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fnext ⊕ ∆ s0 fout s¯z
s¯
s¯x
Figure 5.19: A Moore state machine. Arguments of the process constructor are:
a next state function fnext, an initial state s0, an output function fout, and the
input signal s¯x.
fnext ⊕ ∆ s0 fout ⊕ s¯z
s¯
s¯x
Figure 5.20: A Mealy state machine. Arguments of the process constructor are:
a next state function fnext, an initial state s0, an output function fout, and the
input signal s¯x.
It is trivial to extend the Moore state machine to a Mealy state machine in
the ForSyDe notation (see Figure 5.20 and (5.8)).
PMealy (fnext, fout, s0, s¯x) = fout s¯⊕ s¯x where s¯ = fnext s¯⊕ s¯x ∆ s0
(5.8)
An alternative implementation would be to extend the Moore process con-
structor with a zip atom at the output (see Figure 5.21). The equation of this
state machine is: PMealy (fnext, fout, s0, s¯x) = PMoore (fnext, fout, s0, s¯x)⊕ s¯x. Of
course the definition of the Mealy state machine based on the Moore state ma-
chine requires one to instantiate the Mealy with an output function which takes
at least two arguments. Thus the output of the Moore state machine will be a
signal of functions.
Example of a simulation of a Moore state machine. The Moore state ma-
chine process constructor shown in Figure 5.19 and (5.7) is instantiated with
the functions fnext and fout and the initial value s0 as shown below. The state
machine instantiation implements a gate, where you have to pay (Coin) to pass
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PMoore (fnext, fout, s0) ⊕ s¯z
s¯x
Figure 5.21: Alternate definition of the Mealy state machine.
Lockedstart Unlocked
Push
Coin
Coin
Push
Figure 5.22: A Moore state machine of a gate, where you have to pay (Coin) to
pass through (Push).
the gate (Push).
fnext(s, i) =
{
Locked , i = Push
Unlocked , i = Coin
(5.9)
fout(s) =
{
Enter , s = Unlocked
Pay , s = Locked
(5.10)
s0 =Locked (5.11)
The state diagram is shown in Figure 5.22 and an example simulation is shown
below, with both input, state and output signals.
s¯x = 〈Push, Coin, Push, Coin, Coin, Push, Push 〉
s¯ = 〈Locked, Locked, Unlocked, Locked, Unlocked, Unlocked, Locked 〉
s¯z = 〈Pay, Pay, Enter, Pay, Enter, Enter, Pay 〉
5.3.2 Synchronous data flow MoC
The SDF MoC [39] is the other untimed MoC present in ForSyDe. It is closely
related to the SY MoC. The difference between the two MoCs are the number
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n ⊕
m
∆
1 1
Figure 5.23: Annotation of token consumption rates of process atoms. The map
process atom consumes n tokens per execution. The zip process atom consumes
1 token on the first input and m tokens on the second input per execution. The
delay process atom consumes 1 token per execution. All three process atoms
produce 1 token per execution.
f  ⊕ expand ∆m sz
sx
sy
nx
ny
(nz)
Figure 5.24: A generic two input process constructor.
of tokens consumed and produced per execution of a process, the SDF MoC
does not require all processes to fire simultaneously thus there is only a partial
order of tokens between signals. The Haskell implementation of the SDF MoC
presented here, is available in Appendix A.2.
Both the MoCs consume/produce a static number of tokens per process
execution, but the SY MoC requires this to be one for all inputs and outputs.
The SDF MoC allows for any positive number. The Figure 5.23 shows the
typical annotation of consumption and production of tokens per execution of
a process. The map and zip atoms specifies the number of tokens consumed
per input, but the number of outputs are not specified with these three process
atoms. The delay atom is hard-wired to consume and produce one token per
execution.
To be able to specify the number of output tokens produced per execution
of a process, a new process atom must be defined for the SDF MoC. It is called
expand. An example of its use is shown in Figure 5.24 and (5.12) together with
all the other process atoms. The example process constructor will only accept
functions (f) of precisely two arguments. It is required that a SDF process
contains exactly one map atom n− 1 zip atoms and one expand atom, where n
is the number of inputs of the process. Furthermore the function f must have
precisely n arguments. This is a restriction of expressiveness compared to the
SY MoC.
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P (f, nx, ny,m, s˙x, s˙y) = expand (f  (nx, s˙x) ⊕ (ny, s˙y)) ∆m (5.12)
The number of produced tokens (nz) is defined not by the expand atom
itself, but by the result of the function f . The challenge is that the map and
zip atoms can only produce one token per execution, and thus the resulting set
of tokens that are produced per execution of the final process is packed in one
token in the internal signals. The job of the expand atom is to expand these
packed tokens into the output signal. This implies that all SDF processes must
always have an expand atom after its map and zip atoms.
Comparing the implementation of the map atom of SY and SDF, the map
atom takes an extra argument (the number of consumed tokens nx) in SDF. This
argument is used to split the input signal into two chunks. A set of consumed
tokens and the rest of the input signal, if there where enough tokens to meet
the required amount nx the process fires (and recurses). If the input signal
terminates and it is not possible to acquire enough tokens to fire, the output
signal terminates. Thus some input tokens may be discarded when the output
signal terminates.
s˙z = f  (nx, s˙x) =
 f (x) : f 
(
nx, s˙
′
x
)
, (x, s˙′x) = split (nx, s˙x)
∧ length (x) = nx
〈〉 , otherwise
(5.13)
The zip process atom has, like the map process atom, an extra argument
(nx) to describe the number of consumed tokens per execution on the second
input signal. Since any zip process atom is part of the same process as the
process atom connected to its first input, the zip process atom must fire once
per token in the first input signal. The zip process atom terminates when either
of the input signals terminate, otherwise it processes the required number tokens
of the input signals and repeats.
s˙z = s˙f ⊕ s˙x =

f (x) : s˙′f ⊕(nx, s˙′x) , s˙f = f : s˙′f
∧ (x, s˙′x) = split (nx, s˙x)
∧ length (x) = nx
〈〉 , otherwise
(5.14)
The expand process atom is unique to the SDF MoC (of the MoCs currently
in ForSyDe). It takes, per execution, one token containing multiple values and
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outputs multiple tokens containing one value each. It terminates when the input
signal terminates.
s˙z = expand (s˙x) =
{
foldr
(
(:) , expand
(
s˙′x
)
, x
)
, s˙x = x : s˙
′
x
〈〉 , s˙x = 〈〉 (5.15)
The delay process atom is extended to take a set of initial values, all prefixed
to the input signal. Otherwise it is the same as the delay process atom in the
SY MoC.
s˙z = s˙x ∆ z0 = foldr ((:) , s˙x, z0) (5.16)
5.3.3 Discrete event MoC
The DE MoC is an explicitly timed MoC. Firstly the signals of the DE MoC dif-
fers from the two previous MoCs. All tokens in a signal carries a time including
when the signal terminates. Furthermore, a signal also carries an initial value,
since two different signals may not be defined from the same starting time. A
signal in the DE MoC is constructed as a tuple of an initial value and a sequence
of tokens carrying timed events and the time of termination of the signal. Each
timed event is a tuple of time and value.
sˆ = (x0, s) where s = 〈(t1, v1) , (t2, v2) , . . . , (tn, vn) , . . .〉ttermination (5.17)
A signal must contain a sequence of events with strictly increasing time
tags. The termination time ttermination must be greater than the time of the
last event in the sequence. If the signal is infinite it does not terminate, thus
the termination time is infinite. The Haskell implementation of the DE MoC
presented here, is available in Appendix A.3.
The map process atom of the DE MoC looks almost like the map process
atom of the SY MoC. However, since the signal is a tuple of an initial value
and the sequence of tokens, the initial value is handled separately first in (5.18).
The second part in (5.19) resembles the SY MoC and works in the same way.
If the token of the input signal is an event with value, the value is applied to
the function to produce the output value. All other tokens are copied to the
output. Time is not changed in this process atom.
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sˆz = f  sˆx = f  (x0, sx) = (f (x0) , lift (f, sx)) (5.18)
lift (f, sx) =
{
(t, f (x)) : lift (f, s′x) , sx = x : s
′
x
〈〉t , sx = 〈〉t
(5.19)
The equation for the zip process atom looks somewhat more complex than
the two previous MoCs, but it still follows the principle that if either of the input
signal terminates, so does the output signal. Again the zip process atom first
treats the initial value of the signal in (5.20) and then the sequence of tokens in
(5.21).
The handling of the tokens is divided into eight cases, covering alignment
of the incoming tokens by time and token type. The three first cases are like
the the recursion case of the other MoCs in the sense that both signals have
an event as the next token. The three cases represents the timed ordering of
these events, either the event of the first signal happens first, they happen at
the same time, or the event of the second signal happens first.
The first three cases do not cover all cases of recursion. The other two cases
of recursion (case 4 and 5) represents cases where one signal terminates later
than the event of the other signal. Hence the event is handled and the process
recurses.
The last three cases cover the termination. The first two termination cases
(case 6 and 7) are in essence the opposite of the last two recursion cases. Here
the termination of one signal happens before or at the same time as the event
of the other signal. Thus the process terminates. The last case is when both
signal terminates, and the process terminates at the earliest time of the two
terminating signals.
sˆz = sˆf ⊕ sˆx = (f0, sf ) ⊕ (x0, sx) = (f0 (x0) ,bind (f0, sf , x0, sx)) (5.20)
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bind (f0, sf , x0, sx)
=

(tf , f (x0)) : bind
(
f, s′f , x0, sx
)
, tf < tx ∧ sf = (tf , f) : s′f
∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
(tf , f (x)) : bind
(
f, s′f , x, s
′
x
)
, tf = tx ∧ sf = (tf , f) : s′f
∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
(tx, f0 (x)) : bind (f0, sf , x, s
′
x) , tf > tx ∧ sf = (tf , f) : s′f
∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
(tf , f (x0)) : bind
(
f, s′f , x0, sx
)
, tf < tx ∧ sf = (tf , f) : s′f
∧ sx = 〈〉tx
(tx, f0 (x)) : bind (f0, sf , x, s
′
x) , tf > tx ∧ sf = 〈〉tf
∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
〈〉tf , tf ≤ tx ∧ sf = 〈〉tf
∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
〈〉tx , tf ≥ tx ∧ sf = (tf , f) : s′f∧ sx = 〈〉tx〈〉min(tf ,tx) , sf = 〈〉tf
∧ sx = 〈〉tx
(5.21)
The delay process atom is a bit different from the SY and SDF versions. It
takes a tuple of an initial value and a time delay. The initial value of the delay
process atom overrides the initial value of the input signal.
The initial value of the delay process atom is the initial value of the output
signal, furthermore it is used as the value of an initial event at time zero (see
(5.22)). The tokens of the input token sequence are all processed by adding the
time delay to the token time (see (5.23)). All tokens are delayed, not only the
tokens carrying a value. This is of course also the case for the delay process in
the SY and SDF MoCs, but here it is done explicitly.
sˆz = sˆx ∆(z0, T ) = (x0, sx) ∆(z0, T ) = (z0, (0, z0) : delay (sx, T )) (5.22)
delay (sx, T ) =
{
(t+ T, x) , sx = (t, x) : s
′
x
〈〉t+T , sx = 〈〉t
(5.23)
Example simulations of models. First a model of a logic inverter where the
output of the inverter is feed back to its input. The inverter is modelled as a
not-process and a delay. The model is depicted in Figure 5.25. The model has
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¬ sˆ2 ∆ (F, 3) sˆ1
Figure 5.25: Unstable one-inverter loop. The equation of the model is: sˆ1 =
sˆ2 ∆(F, 3) where sˆ2 = (¬) sˆ1.
¬ sˆ2 ¬ sˆ3 ∆ (F, 2) sˆ1
Figure 5.26: Stable two-inverter loop. The equation of the model is: sˆ1 =
sˆ3 ∆(F, 3) where sˆ2 = (¬) sˆ1 and sˆ3 = (¬) sˆ2.
no inputs, so the result of a simulation is governed by the initial state of the
inverter (the delay process) and its delay. Using an initial value of False (F)
and a delay of 3 time units, the following simulation result is obtained:
sˆ1 =
(
F, 〈(0,F), (3,T), (6,F), (9,T), . . .)
sˆ2 =
(
T, 〈(0,T), (3,F), (6,T), (9,F), . . .)
The termination (right angular bracket with termination time as index) of the
signal sequences is not written, as it never occur.
The second model shows a stable two inverter loop shown in Figure 5.26.
The only difference between the first and the second model is an extra not-
process in the loop. Only one delay process is present, and defines the total
delay of the two inverters. If one delay process was put after each not-process,
the model would not exhibit a stable state if the two delay processes had the
same initial value.
As in the first model, the resulting simulation trace is determined by the
initial value and delay of the delay process. Even though the system is stable,
a simulation produces an infinite sequence of events as shown below:
sˆ1 =
(
F, 〈(0,F), (2,F), (4,F), (6,F), . . .)
sˆ2 =
(
T, 〈(0,T), (2,T), (4,T), (6,T), . . .)
sˆ3 =
(
F, 〈(0,F), (2,F), (4,F), (6,F), . . .)
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A more optimal simulation result would only contain one event in each
signal and a termination at infinity to illustrate a signal which never changes.
sˆ1 =
(
F, 〈(0,F)〉∞
)
sˆ2 =
(
T, 〈(0,T)〉∞
)
sˆ3 =
(
F, 〈(0,F)〉∞
)
There exists several different theories for optimising DE simulations as ex-
emplified above. One way is to use one big event queue, in which all processes
commits produced events to. With such an event queue, it is possible to remove
redundant events without any further problems. If the event queue at any point
is empty, the simulation will never change the state of any signals again. Such
simulators are, however, inherently single threaded. Processing multiple events
in parallel, when using one event queue, is one possibility to overcome the single
threaded nature of event queues. However, this approach relies on automatic
detection of event that can be processed in parallel and corrections if processed
events were not yet ready for execution.
In the case of ForSyDe, the processes are defined to only communicate
through signals. I.e. they do not synchronise by any other means than signals.
Therefore redundant events cannot always be removed without challenges.
There exists two methods of optimising DE simulations with processes de-
fined like in ForSyDe. A conservative and an opportunistic approach [29]. The
opportunistic approach tries to perform calculations before a process may have
all required inputs ready. If the missing inputs never arrive (i.e. they were
removed due to redundancy) the calculation is correct. However, if the missing
input arrives later, the calculation must be rolled back (annihilated) and the
correct calculation performed instead.
The conservative approach tries to detect when it is safe to remove redundant
events. The challenge is that if all events in a feed back loop of the model are
removed, the simulations stops (deadlocks). The conservative approach tries to
avoid these deadlocks by allowing some redundancy or producing alternative
tokens to signify absent events.
The advantage of the conservative and the opportunistic approaches are that
it is possible to exploit the concurrency of the model itself for parallel execution
of the simulation. I.e. the processes of a model can be arbitrarily chosen to run
in parallel, without changing the behaviour/simulation result of the model. The
definition of ForSyDe presented in this chapter does, however, not support the
opportunistic approach because two consecutive events in a signal can never be
processed at the same time in any process.
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The research performed as part of this thesis includes conservative opti-
misations of the DE MoC. These optimisations can produce the same optimal
simulation results as presented above of the example model shown in Figure 5.26
and a few other models. The implementation has not been proven to work for
all DE models. The implementation of these optimisations can be found on the
enclosed disc.
5.3.4 Continuous time MoC
The CT MoC is an explicitly timed MoC like the DE MoC. The definition of
the CT MoC presented here is not derived from any other work. The Haskell
implementation of the CT MoC presented here, is available in Appendix A.4.
The basic idea of a CT simulator is: a signal is defined as a sequence of time
intervals. In each time interval a continuous function describe the analogue
signal. The time intervals of signal make up a continuous time sequence from
signal start to termination. Thus the time intervals start at the simulation time
ti of the event token (ti, fi) and ends just before the simulation time ti+1 of the
next event (ti+1, fi+1). I.e. the time interval of event i is [ti, ti+1[. The time
interval of the last event in the signal will end at the time of the termination
instead.
The processes operate on the functions and produce new functions. The
processes may change the time intervals, for example by dividing a time interval
into two.
This idea can be expressed directly in the DE MoC. However, it requires
the definition of functions that can handle functions as values of the events.
For example, the simple plus process (+) sˆ1⊕ sˆ2 would become (λx→ λy →
λu→ x(u)+y(u)) sˆ3⊕ sˆ4. The signals sˆ3 and sˆ4 would then contain functions
of time as values, e.g. λu→ sin(u).
The time variable u represents modelled real time, as opposed to the simu-
lation time t. The difference is that the simulation time t must have an integral
type, where u could be a real type. An example could be that a simulated time
unit is equivalent to one millisecond of modelled real time.
Instead of explicitly handling the time, the modifications of the plus operator
shown above can be embedded into the map and zip process atoms, thus creating
a dedicated CT MoC. The function which is embedded into the map process
atom is λf → λu → f(u). The resulting definitions are shown in (5.24) and
(5.25).
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s˜z = f  s˜x = f  (x0, sx) = (λu→ f (x0 (u)) , lift (f, sx)) (5.24)
lift (f, sx) =
{
(t, λu→ f (x (u))) : lift (f, s′x) , sx = x : s′x
〈〉t , sx = 〈〉t
(5.25)
The zip process atom is adapted similarly from the DE MoC, by embedding
the function λf → λx→ λu→ f(u)(x(u)). The resulting definitions are shown
in (5.26) and (5.27). No other change has been made to the zip process atom
equations of the DE MoC than to embed the above mentioned function. This
implies that recursion and termination of the CT zip process is the same as the
DE zip process.
s˜z = s˜f ⊕ s˜x = (f0, sf ) ⊕ (x0, sx)
= (λu→ f0 (x0 (u)) ,bind (f0, sf , x0, sx)) (5.26)
bind (f0, sf , x0, sx)
=

(tf , λu→ f (u, x0 (u))) : bind
(
f, s′f , x0, sx
)
, tf < tx
sf = (tf , f) : s
′
f ∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
(tf , λu→ f (u, x (u))) : bind
(
f, s′f , x, s
′
x
)
, tf = tx
sf = (tf , f) : s
′
f ∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
(tx, λu→ f0 (u, x (u))) : bind (f0, sf , x, s′x) , tf > tx
sf = (tf , f) : s
′
f ∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
(tf , λu→ f (u, x0 (u))) : bind
(
f, s′f , x0, sx
)
, tf < tx
sf = (tf , f) : s
′
f ∧ sx = 〈〉tx
(tx, λu→ f0 (u, x (u))) : bind (f0, sf , x, s′x) , tf > tx
sf = 〈〉tf ∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
〈〉tf , tf ≤ tx
sf = 〈〉tf ∧ sx = (tx, x) : s′x
〈〉tx , tf ≥ tx
sf = (tf , f) : s
′
f ∧ sx = 〈〉tx〈〉min(tf ,tx) , sf = 〈〉tf
∧ sx = 〈〉tx
(5.27)
The delay process atom of the DE MoC can be used without any change in
the CT MoC. The equations are repeated (with CT signal notation) in (5.28)
and (5.29).
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s˜z = s˜x ∆(z0, T ) = (x0, sx) ∆(z0, T ) = (z0, (0, z0) : delay (sx, T )) (5.28)
delay (sx, T ) =
{
(t+ T, x) , sx = (t, x) : s
′
x
〈〉t+T , sx = 〈〉t
(5.29)
Since the CT MoC is based on the semantics of the DE MoC, it is obvious
to assume that the same optimisation techniques also apply. However, there is
one challenge with this definition of the CT MoC. The challenge is to determine
redundancy when comparing two functions. There exist no natural method to
compare two arbitrary functions, to check if they are equal for the time interval
where they are to be equal.
5.4 Structured domain interfaces
The domain interfaces have been described in generic terms without any example
of implementation. The implementation of domain interfaces depends on how
the two domains are meant to interact. It may not be possible to describe all
possible domain interfaces, like it is for the processes of each of the presented
MoC, that are built from a small set of process atoms. However, in this section
a set of generic domain interface atoms are defined, which cover at least the
trivial domain interfaces. These domain interface atoms can be combined with
the previously described MoCs to form more complex domain interfaces.
The domain interface atoms are formed by taking the domain interface (not
the hierarchical domain interface) and splitting it at the diagonal (see Fig-
ure 5.27). The idea is that the two halves can be matched with the counterparts
of the other MoCs to form a basic domain interface between two different mod-
els expressed in different MoCs. The signals o and i have the same semantics
as the SY signals in between the two domain interface atoms. Connecting the
signals o and i completes the basic domain interface.
5.4.1 Domain interfaces for the untimed MoCs
The domain interface atoms of the SY (see Figure 5.28) and SDF MoCs (see
Figure 5.29) have the same semantics but with different signal types. The
definition of these atoms is merely a change of the type of the signal. The left
atom in each figure is an interface from the domain and the right is an interface
to the domain.
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SY
SDF
s¯i o i s˙o
Figure 5.27: Splitting a basic domain interface in two halves.
SY
SY
s¯i o i s¯o
Figure 5.28: Domain interface atoms of the SY MoC.
SDF
SDF
s˙i o i s˙o
Figure 5.29: Domain interface atoms of the SDF MoC.
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CPU1 CPU2
Interface
CPU1
SY
SDF
Down sample
2 1
SDF
SY
CPU2
SY
SDF
Up sample
2 1
SDF
SY
Figure 5.30: Example of two communicating CPUs where CPU1 runs at double
the frequency of CPU2.
An example of the use of domain interface atoms with SY and SDF MoCs is
shown in Figure 5.30. The example illustrates two processor cores (CPUs) that
can communicate through an interface. The interface describes a 2:1 relation in
clock frequency, i.e. CPU1 runs twice as fast as CPU2.
5.4.2 Domain interfaces for the timed MoCs
The domain interface atoms of the DE (see Figure 5.31) and CT MoC (see
Figure 5.32) are a bit more complex than the untimed counterparts. Multiple
domain interfaces between the same two domains must be synchronised by an-
other means than the token index as is the case for the untimed versions. The
timed domain interface atoms must be synchronised by time.
The domain interface atoms for the DE MoC have extra time input (ti) and
output (to) signals. There are two definitions of the domain interface atoms from
the DE domain. The one that has no time input (the leftmost of Figure 5.31)
takes all tokens with a value and split the time-value tuple in two and puts
the time in the output time signal (to) and the value in o. Furthermore the
time signal also carries the information of when the input signal (sˆi) terminates.
Such splitting can be expressed with a SY model where time is just one value
element of each tuple as shown in (5.30).
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DE DE
DE
sˆi o i sˆosˆi o
to
ti
ti to
Figure 5.31: Domain interface atoms of the DE MoC.
Psplit (s¯) = ((λ(t, v)→ t) s¯, (λ(t, v)→ v) s¯) (5.30)
The domain interface atom to the DE domain (the rightmost) has the oppo-
site operation of the previously described domain interface atom. It takes one
time token and one value token from each input (ti and i) and outputs an event
with these in sˆo. The merging can also be expressed with a SY model as shown
in (5.31).
Pmerge (s¯t, s¯v) = (λt→ λv → (t, v)) s¯t⊕ s¯v (5.31)
The last domain interface atom (the middle one in Figure 5.31) is an exten-
sion of the leftmost domain interface atom. It allows sampling of the DE input
signal (sˆi) at time points specified by the input time sequence (ti). The output
time sequence (to) is identical to the input time sequence and the output value
sequence (o) contains the sampled values.
The CT domain interface atoms (shown in Figure 5.32) are the same as for
DE, but with one extra domain interface atom drawn as a parallelogram. The
extra domain interface atom allows for sampling the CT functions such that the
values of the functions at the specified time points are obtained. The difference
between this domain interface atom unique to the CT MoC and the bottom
left one in Figure 5.32 is that the latter returns the functions as values and the
former applies time to the function to evaluate it at that time. The behaviour
of the sampling domain interface atom can be expressed by the following SY
model:
Psample(s¯t, s¯v, f) = (λt→ λv → v(f(t))) s¯t⊕ s¯v (5.32)
The purpose of the function f is to transform the simulation time t to the
modelled real time u, i.e. f : t→ u.
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Figure 5.32: Domain interface atoms of the CT MoC.
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Figure 5.33: Example of both timed and untimed MoCs in the same heteroge-
neous model.
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An example model, which combines both timed and untimed MoCs is shown
in Figure 5.33. The model is divided into three domains. The first domain (d1)
contains a model expressed in the CT MoC with a source process that produces
a sinusoidal signal. This signal is sampled at time points specified by the clock
signal process.
The domain interface from CT to SY represents an ADC. The sampled values
are processed by the model in domain d2 expressed in the SY MoC. Hereafter,
a simple model of a DAC is used to convert the signal to the third domain (d3)
which contains a model expressed in the DE MoC. This example is the same
as in Figure 5.15 except that the DAC converts to a DE MoC instead of a CT
MoC.
5.5 Summary
Two classes of systems are defined, static and dynamic systems. The terms static
and dynamic refer to the state space of the system, i.e. whether the system has a
static (finite) or dynamic (non-finite) state space. Models of static and dynamic
systems are then divided into two classes: homogeneous and heterogeneous,
depending on the number of MoCs used to express a system.
The mathematical definition of ForSyDe is presented in generic terms and
in details for the four MoCs (SY, SDF, DE, and CT) currently implemented in
ForSyDe. The CT MoC is not based on classic CT simulators, whether this is
efficient or practical is unknown. It is included to have an implementation of
the CT MoC in Haskell-ForSyDe and to illustrate that it is possible to embed
other MoCs in the ones presented here.
The idea of embedding MoCs in other MoCs is not limited to the example
of the CT MoC. An entire model can be embedded into processes also. In other
words, the function of a process can implement a model, e.g. a SY state machine.
In real world models, the functions of processes are usually implemented in
some programming language (e.g. Haskell, C, C++, etc.). The programming
language is itself a MoC which is used to express the model/function.
The concept of formal modelling requires one to express the important as-
pects of models using the formal structure of MoCs. Embedding a model as the
function in a process breaks this formalism.
To help avoiding the use of embedding models inside processes, domain
interfaces are defined to formally combine models expressed in different MoCs.
A set of structured domain interfaces are presented, to define a formal method
to construct domain interfaces. However, these structured domain interfaces
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may not be able to express all possible domain interfaces.
ForSyDe as presented in this chapter, does not yet express dynamic systems
well with the provided MoCs. However, other MoCs can be added to ForSyDe.
Such MoCs does not need to adhere to any special semantics. However, they
must provide domain interfaces to the other MoCs, if they are to express het-
erogeneous models. They must also support simulation of the models.
Chapter 6
Static systems
In this chapter, a system level design methodology is presented, which allows
designers to model and analyse their systems from the early stages of the design
process until final implementation. The design methodology targets heteroge-
neous embedded systems and is based on the ForSyDe framework presented in
Chapter 5. ForSyDe is available under the open source approach, which allows
small and medium enterprise (SME) to get easy access to advanced modelling
capabilities and tools. This chapter gives an introduction to the design method-
ology through the system level modelling of a simple industrial use case.
6.1 Introduction
Industry is facing a crisis in the design of complex hardware/software systems.
Due to the increasing complexity, the gap between the generation of a product
idea and the realization of a working system is expanding rapidly. To manage
complexity and to shorten design cycles, industry is forced to look at system level
languages towards specification and design. Such languages allow the designer to
capture the system functionality from the very early stages in the design process
and to use this system model as a basis for evaluating design decisions and for
a stepwise refinement of the system specification into a final implementation.
Figure 6.1 shows the classical design flow. The initial requirement specifi-
cation, which captures both the functional and non-functional properties of the
system, is partitioned into a software and a hardware specification. This par-
tition is usually based on the experience of the designers and on availability of
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Figure 6.1: Current design methodology.
existing hardware platforms. Although this may be a good starting point, the
lack of being able to explore different design alternatives in a systematic way,
seriously impacts the quality and competitiveness of the resulting solution.
In this chapter, a system level modelling approach is presented, aimed at cap-
turing the early stages of the design, allowing the designer to explore trade-offs
and support design decisions. The proposed modelling approach is captured in
a system design framework (system functionality framework (SFF)), which has
been developed as part of the SYSMODEL1 project. The aim of this project has
been to support the competitiveness of small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
The general availability of the design framework is facilitated by the open source
approach, where all tools are made available free of charge. Figure 6.2 shows
how the proposed modelling approach extends the classical design flow with
system level modelling. The initial requirement specification is partitioned into
a functional specification and a non-functional specification. The functional
specification is first translated into a suitable model of the application. Rel-
evant non-functional properties, such as latency and power consumption, are
used to guide this translation. Likewise, the non-functional properties are used
to guide the selection of an appropriate execution platform, expressed as a plat-
form model. Finally, the application model is mapped onto the platform model
in order to form a model of the integrated system. As there are many ways to
1Funded by ARTEMIS JU
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Figure 6.2: Design methodology using system modelling. The green area sym-
bolises the modelling part of the design process. The red area is the design
exploration part.
achieve this mapping, there is a need for being able to perform an exploration
of the design space.
The proposed SFF is based on ForSyDe (formal system design) [23], a formal
design methodology which allows several models of computation to be integrated
in a single heterogeneous model, in order to capture and model different types of
components, such as analogue, digital and software components, and to describe
a system at different stages in the design process. A formal modelling approach
with clear semantics, makes it possible to formally reason about properties of
the design, such as risks, price, power, and timing, already in the early stages
of the design process.
We illustrate the design methodology outlined in Figure 6.2 through a sys-
tem level design of a simple use case, a hearing aid calibration device. As the
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calibration device is a medical device, it has to apply to medical safety regu-
lations [12, 21], which is always a challenge. One of the major advantages of
the device as compared to competitors, is its small size and ease of use, which
adds to the challenges. In order to work correctly according to safety regula-
tions and medical specifications for hearing aid calibration devices, strict timing
requirements are given. Now one of the key challenges in the early stage of the
design process, where the complete system is being designed, is to ensure that
a given application design when executed on the selected platform will always
meet these timing requirements.
In the following, we first describe the use case and how the initial requirement
specification may be transformed into an application model, and how this model
may be bound to a platform model, in order to form an integrated system model.
We explain how the models may be validated through simulation. After the use
case, we turn to the modelling framework and outline the basics of the ForSyDe
model. Finally, we give a summary and some concluding remarks.
6.2 Industry case
Throughout this chapter, a hearing aid calibration device is used as a use case
for our proposed design methodology. The use case is provided by the Danish
company Auditdata. Figure 6.3 shows the calibration device in context, i.e., the
physical setup, where the calibration device controls sound generation and sam-
ples the sound in the ear through two microphones, one in front of the hearing
aid device and one inside the ear right behind the hearing aid. This is called
the real ear measurement (REM). The sampled sound signals are processed in
the calibration device and send to the doctors PC via an USB interface for
display. Figure 6.3 only shows the setup for one ear, however, the calibration
device is able to handle both ears at the same time, with a total of sampling
four microphones (using the same speaker for both ears).
6.2.1 Functional specification
The desired functionality of the product is to produce sound streams that are
played in a loud speaker and record by up to four sound streams simultaneously
that are then displayed on a computer screen as histograms in real time.
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Figure 6.3: The problem that needs to be solved. A patient (the ear) needs to
have a new hearing aid adjusted. The doctor places two microphones on the
patient, one inside the ear canal and one just outside. In the room there is a
loudspeaker. This setup is called a Real Ear Measurement (REM).
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6.2.2 Non-functional specification
As the calibration process involves the patient to be able to relate visual and
audio input, the calibration device has certain timing requirements. Further-
more, medical safety regulations require the signal processing to be done under
real-time requirements and to deliver a certain accuracy. These timing and
accuracy requirements challenges the design of the calibration device together
with a wish to produce a low cost and low power device that is connected to
the PC through a USB interface.
6.3 Application model
The functional part of the requirement specification can be expressed as an
application model (block Application model in Figure 6.2). The benefits of
such a model are that it can be used to validate the application behaviour,
for instance by simulation of the model. Depending on the formalism used
to describe the model, formal verification of system properties may also be a
possibility.
6.3.1 ForSyDe model
An application model of the use case is shown in Figure 6.4. This particular
model implements the behaviour of producing one continuous sound stream for a
speaker while continuously sampling two sound streams. Each of these sampled
sound streams are transformed into histograms by a fast Fourier transformation
(FFT)2. This represents one scenario/configuration of the product.
In order to simulate this model, a standard FFT implementation can be used
for each of the FFT blocks. This will produce the same functional behaviour as
a version which has been optimised with respect to a given platform and non
functional requirements.
We use a synchronous data flow (SDF) [40] as the underlining model of
computation (MoC). SDF models the data flow between processes and is hence,
well suited for modelling streaming applications. Each process consumes a static
number of tokens on each input and produces a static number of tokens on each
output. A process will execute when sufficient tokens are ready on all inputs.
The MoC is without any notion of time. SDF can relatively easy be analysed
2A fast Fourier transformation is an efficient algorithm to compute the discrete Fourier
transformation.
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Figure 6.4: Simplified behavioural model of the product. This is a setup where
two channels are actively being used.
for required buffer sizes between processes. In the use case in Figure 6.4 the
calculation of buffer sizes is not complex (maximum 4096 tokens before each
FFT), but in more complex situations, e.g., where interaction would happen
between the two streams of sampling followed by FFT, the analysis could quickly
become much more complex.
6.3.2 Simulation
The application model can be simulated with very simple definitions of each
process. This particular application model is simple enough that the behaviour
is obvious. However, in more complex applications, only the behaviour of sub
parts may be obvious while the global behaviour might not. Simulation can
then be used to validate the behaviour.
An example of a simulation for this use case is to feed the application model
with sine waves in the “Gen” process and verify that one frequency is dominating
the output. Due to the discrete calculation of the Fourier transformation, the
tone might not always be transformed into only one frequency, but will cover
a small band. A result from a simulation of the application model is shown in
Figure 6.5.
The “REM” process can be used to model different changes to the sound as
it travels through the air and ear channel.
6.3.3 Verification
In broad terms the application model can be used to estimate non-functional
properties, verify that non-functional requirements are met, and explore be-
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Figure 6.5: Example of simulation input and result.
haviour to achieve certain non-functional properties. Such properties could be
buffer sizes needed for communication between processes or a static schedule
of the processes. The verification techniques used to determine the properties
depends on the MoCs used to model the application. It is possible to combine
multiple MoCs in an application model, but some verification techniques will
then only apply to certain parts of the application model.
Since the application model of the use case is modelled using only one MoC,
specifically the untimed MoC SDF, it is possible to perform verification on the
entire structure of the model. One such verification is a buffer analysis, i.e. how
much memory is (at most) required to contain all the data which is streamed
through the device while operating. As an example, the difference between
a 16MB and a 64MB memory solution is approximately a factor 4 in energy
consumption (respectively 0.125W and 0.5W). The power used by the memory
can therefore be a significant amount of the total power budget of the 2.5W
provided by a USB port at maximum.
6.4 Platform model
The SFF can be used to represent details of all components and interconnections
of the platform, i.e. a detailed representation of the hardware circuits. However,
at the early stages of the design process, we are more interested in having a
high level system model, which captures how the application interacts with the
platform. In other words, the platform model provides the execution details,
such as schedule and duration of the various application processes. In this
context, the platform model defines the execution of the application model.
This may be done by connecting the application model to the platform through
control signals. Control signals from the platform model to the application
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model releases a process in the application model, and the opposite returns the
control to the platform.
A platform model may start at a relative high level of abstraction with very
few details. During the design process, it may be gradually refined with more
and more details. In the case of a platform containing a single processor core,
the application model may be refined to a sequence of function calls. This can be
emulated with the abstract application model by sequencing the control output
from the application model to the next control input to the application model.
A more complex platform model which includes some model of an operating
system, may make more elaborate decisions on which application process to re-
lease, effectively modelling the behaviour of a dynamic execution sequence, such
as a fixed priority based real-time operation system. The execution semantics
of SDF, ensures that the application processes will not execute until both data
and control input are ready. Since the application model is without any notion
of time and the timing of the execution of application processes are platform
dependent, the platform is annotated with execution time of each application
process.
In our use case, the platform is given and based on a single processor core.
This core executes all digital signal processing and controls the A/D and D/A
converters. The interface to the PC is done through a USB chip, which only
has a single packet buffer for receiving data. The platform may also have to
capture the behaviour of an operating system which in our use case is described
as round robin cooperative multitasking. In our case it simplifies into a static
series of function calls to each application process.
As the application is presented as four streams (the pairs of sample and FFT
processes), it may benefit from a platform supporting multiple cores. Hence, it
would be interesting to explore alternative platforms, such as a platform with
two processor cores or even four processor cores, each servicing a single stream.
Although this may seem obvious, a challenge is that the operating system or
the USB process system may be more complex, since synchronisation between
the processor cores has to take place when collecting data for transport to the
PC. Only a careful exploration of the design space will reveal the best trade-off.
6.5 Integrated system model
The integrated system model is the combination of the application model and
the platform model. The integration of the application model is performed
by adding extra control dependencies to each process, such that the platform
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Figure 6.6: Integrated system model, the combination of the application model
and the platform model.
activates the process at the appropriate point in time. The estimated execution
time of each application process is modelled through these control dependencies.
These control dependencies are shown in Figure 6.6 as red arrows.
The platform controls the execution of each process in the application model
by sending a release for execution through the input control dependencies. The
output control dependencies to an application returns the control to the plat-
form.
An important property of this modelling approach is that the application
model with annotated control input/output dependencies, is independent of
the actual platform. This means that the application model and the platform
model are kept separate in the integrated system model, effectively applying a
separation of concerns.
Furthermore, this allows us to perform what-if analysis of possible design
choices. We may explore possible changes in the mapping, the platform or even
in the application itself. Such explorations could be based on simulation or
on an analytical approach which would allow for fast automated design space
exploration. Hence, the aim of the exploration is to find the best solution which
fulfils all non functional requirements. However, It is also possible to evaluate
other relevant parameters of the design. Parameters which are not strictly
being expressed as requirements, but are secondary optimization goals, such as
the sensitivity of the proposed design. I.e. evaluating the amount of slack in the
design which can be used to adjust the final solution in order to compensate for
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inaccurate estimates made in the early stages. This may lead to better solutions
than those obtained from applying very conservative rules, which often leads to
over designed systems.
6.5.1 Simulation
Simulating the integrated system model, can provide important insight into the
design. We may be able to decide if the platform supports the application with
the given requirements on execution time, power consumption, etc. Another
important aspect of simulating a model of the system, is that we can easily
get access to information, such as signals, components, variables and software
blocks, which may be inaccessible in the final implementation. Further, we may
use this information to easily infer start and end times of application processes
as well as the pre-emption of these.
6.6 Summary
We have presented a system level design methodology based on the ForSyDe
formal modelling framework, which allows designers to model and analyse both
functional and non-functional properties of their system at the very early stages
of the design process. The methodology has been illustrated through the mod-
elling and analysis of a rather simple industry case of a hearing aid calibration
device. Early decision support is a very critical factor in handling the design
of complex hardware/software systems and to achieve high quality products in
short design cycles. We have illustrated how the separation of application and
platform in the integrated system model may provide easy explorations of dif-
ferent platforms or mappings. Finally, having a complete and formal system
model, may lead to an easier handling of outsourcing sub-parts of the system,
as the requirements of the sub-parts may be extracted directly from the system
model.
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Chapter 7
Dynamic systems
Formal modelling dynamic systems has not been successful so far. Simulations
of dynamic systems have been illustrated in Chapter 2 through the routing al-
gorithm for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). To address the challenges of
expressing a dynamic system in the UPPAAL framework as presented in Chap-
ter 4, a formal framework for modelling WSNs is presented in this chapter. The
individual node of the WSN is modelled as static subsystems similar to the one
presented in Chapter 6. The WSN framework is not directly using the theory of
ForSyDe as presented in Chapter 5 for defining the dynamic modelling frame-
work, however, this framework can be implemented in ForSyDe as a separate
model of computation (MoC).
7.1 Introduction
A WSN is a distributed network, where a large number of computational com-
ponents (also referred to as ”sensor nodes” or simply ”nodes”) are deployed in
a physical environment. Each component collects information about and offers
services to its environment, e.g. environmental monitoring and control, health-
care monitoring and traffic control, to name a few. The collected information
is processed either at the component, in the network or at a remote location
(e.g. the base station), or in any combination of these. WSNs are typically
required to run unattended for very long periods of time, often several years,
only powered by standard batteries. This makes energy-awareness a particular
important issue when designing WSNs.
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Figure 7.1: An example network displaying the shortest distance to the base
station. (a) shows each node’s distance to the base station while (b) shows the
placement of each node.
In a WSN there are two major sources of energy usage:
• Operation of a node, which includes sampling, storing and possibly pro-
cessing of sensor data.
• Routing data in the network, which includes sending data sampled by the
node or receiving and resending data from other nodes in the network.
Traditionally, WSN nodes have been designed as ultra low-power devices, i.e.,
low-power design techniques have been applied in order to achieve nodes that
use very little power when operated and even less when being inactive or idle.
By adjusting the duty-cycle of nodes, it is possible to ensure long periods of idle
time, effectively reducing the required energy.
At the network-level nodes are equipped with low-power, low-range radios in
order to use little energy, resulting in multi-hop networks in which data has to be
carefully routed. A classical technique has been to find the shortest path from
any node in the network to the base station and hence, ensuring a minimum
amount of energy to route data. The shortest path is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1b shows the circular network layout, where the base station is labelled
Nx. Figure 7.1a is a bar-chart showing the distance (y-axis) from a node to the
base station, the x-axis is an unfolding of the circular network, placing the base
station, with a distance of zero, at both ends.
The routing pattern of a node in this network is based upon the distance from
a node (e.g. Nc) and its neighbours (Nb and Nd) to the base station. The node
Nc will route to the neighbour with the shortest distance to the base station (in
this case Nb). In practice, nodes close to the base station (e.g. Na and Ng) will
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be activated much more frequently than those far away from the base station,
resulting in a relative short lifetime of the network. To address this, energy
efficient algorithms, such as [16, 22, 71], have been proposed. The aim of these
approaches is to increase the lifetime of the network by distributing the data
to several neighbours in order to minimize the energy consumption of nodes
on the shortest path. However, these approaches do not consider the residual
energy in the batteries. The energy-aware algorithms, such as [22,24,45,51,66,
67, 74, 76], are all measuring the residual battery energy and are extending the
routing algorithms to take into account the actual available energy, under the
assumption that the battery energy is monotonically decreasing.
With the advances in energy harvesting technologies, energy harvesting is
an attractive new source of energy to power the individual nodes of a WSN. Not
only is it possible to extend the lifetime of the WSN, it may eventually be pos-
sible to run them without batteries. However, this will require that the WSN
system is carefully designed to effectively use adaptive energy management,
and hence, adds to the complexity of the problem. One of the key challenges
is that the amount of energy being harvested over a period of time is highly
unpredictable. Consider an energy harvester based on solar cells, the amount
of energy being harvested, not only depends on the efficiency of the solar cell
technology, but also on the time of day, local weather conditions (e.g., clouds),
shadows from buildings, trees, etc.. For these conditions, the energy-aware algo-
rithms presented above, cannot be used as they assume residual battery energy
to be monotonically decreasing. A few energy harvesting aware algorithms have
been proposed to address these issues, such as [28,38,44,72,73,75]. They do not
make the assumption of monotonically decreasing residual battery energy, and
hence, can account for both discharging and charging the battery. Furthermore,
they may estimate the future harvested energy in order to improve performance.
However, these routing algorithms make certain assumptions that are not valid
for multi-hop networks.
The clustering routing approach used in [28, 72] assumes that all nodes are
able to reach the base station directly. A partial energy harvesting ability is
used in [73], where excess harvested energy can not be stored and the nodes are
only battery powered during night. The algorithm in [38] is an oﬄine algorithm,
it assumes that the amount of harvest-able energy can be predicted before de-
ployment, which is not a realistic assumption for most networks. The algorithm
in [75] requires that each node has knowledge of its geographic position. Global
knowledge is assumed in [44].
Techniques for managing harvested energy in WSNs have been proposed,
such as [9,18,34,35,55,68]. These are focussing on local energy management. In
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[35] they also propose a method to synchronise this power management between
nodes in the network to reduce latency on routing messages to the base station.
They do, however, not consider dynamic routes as such. An interesting energy
harvesting aware multi-hop routing algorithm is the REAR algorithm by [24].
It is based on finding two routes from a source to a sink (i.e. the base station), a
primary and a backup route. The primary route reserves an amount of energy in
each node along the path and the backup route is selected to be as disjunct from
the primary route as possible. The backup route does not reserve energy along
its path. If the primary route is broken (e.g. due to power loss at some node) the
backup route is used until a new primary and backup route has been built from
scratch by the algorithm. An attempt to define a mathematical framework for
energy aware routing in multi-hop WSNs is proposed by [44]. The framework
can handle renewable energy sources of nodes. The advantage of this framework
is that WSNs can be analysed analytically, however the algorithm relies on the
ideal, but highly unrealistic assumption, that changes in nodal energy levels are
broadcasted instantaneously to all other nodes. The problem with this approach
is that it assumes global knowledge of the network.
The aim of this chapter is to propose a modelling framework which can be
used to study energy harvesting aware routing in WSNs. The capabilities and
efficiency of the modelling framework will be illustrated through the modelling
and simulation of a distributed energy harvesting aware routing protocol, dis-
tributed energy harvesting aware routing (DEHAR) by [31]. In Section 2 a
generic modelling framework which can be used to model and analyse a broad
range of energy harvesting aware WSNs, is developed. In particular, a con-
ceptual basis as well as an operational basis for such networks are developed.
Section 3 shows the adequacy of the modelling framework by giving very nat-
ural descriptions and explanations of two energy harvesting based networks:
DEHAR [31] and directed diffusion (DD) [27]. The main ideas behind routing
in these networks are explained in terms of the simple network in Figure 7.1.
Properties of energy harvesting aware networks are analysed in Section 4 using
simulation results for DEHAR and DD. These results validate that energy har-
vesting awareness increases the energy level in nodes, and hence, keeps nodes
(which otherwise would die) alive, in the sense that a complete drain of energy
in critical nodes can be prevented, or at least postponed. Finally, Section 5
contains a brief summary and concluding remarks.
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7.2 A generic modelling framework
The purpose of this section is to present a generic modelling framework which
can be used to study energy-aware routing in a WSN, where the nodes of the
network have an energy harvesting capability. In the next section instantia-
tions of this generic model will be presented and experimental results through
simulations are presented in Section 7.4.
The main idea of establishing a generic framework is to have a conceptual
as well as a tool-based foundation for studying a broad range of wireless sensor
networks with similar characteristics. In the following we will assume that
• sensor nodes have an energy-harvesting device,
• sensor nodes are using radio-based communication, consisting of a trans-
mitter and a receiver,
• sensor nodes are inexpensive devices with limited computational power,
and
• the routing in the network adapts to dynamic changes of the available
energy in the individual nodes, i.e. the routing is energy aware.
On the other hand, we will not make any particular assumptions about the
kind of sensors which are used to monitor the environment.
These assumptions have consequences concerning the concepts which should
be reflected in the modelling framework, in particular, concerning the compo-
nents of a node. Some consequences are:
• A node may only be able to have a direct communication with a small
subset of the other nodes, called its neighbours, due to the range of the
radio communication.
• A node needs information about neighbour nodes reflecting their current
energy levels in order to support energy-aware routing.
• A node can make immediate changes to its own state; but it can only
affect the state of other nodes by use of radio communication.
• The processing in the computational units as well as the sensing, receiving
and transmitting of data are energy consuming processes.
These assumptions and consequences fit a broad range of WSNs.
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7.2.1 The components of a node
A node consists of five physical components:
• An energy harvester which can collect energy from the environment. It
could be by the use of a solar panel – but the concrete energy source and
harvesting device are not important in the generic setting.
• A sensor which is used to monitor the environment. There may be sev-
eral sensors in a physical node; but we will not be concerned about con-
crete kinds in the generic setting and will (for simplicity) assume that one
generic sensor can capture the main characteristics of a broad range of
physical sensors.
• A receiver which is used to get messages from the network.
• A transmitter which is used to send messages to the network.
• A computational unit which is used to treat sensor data, to implement the
energy-aware routing algorithm, and to manage the receiving and sending
of messages in the network.
The model should capture that use of the sensor, receiver, transmitter and
computational unit consume energy and that the only supply of energy comes
from the nodes’ energy harvesters. It is therefore a delicate matter to design
an energy-aware routing algorithm because a risk is that the energy required by
executing the algorithm may exceed the gain by using it.
A consequence of this is that exact energy information cannot be maintained
between nodes because it requires too much communication in the network as
that would imply that too much energy is spent on this administrative issue
compared to the harvested energy and the energy used for transmitting sensor-
observations from the nodes to the base station.
7.2.2 The identity of a node
We shall assume that each node has a unique identification which is taken from
a set Id of identifiers.
7.2.3 The state of a node
The state of a node is partitioned into a computational state and a physical state.
The physical state contains a model of the real energy level in the node as well
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as a model of the dynamics of energy devices, like, for example, a capacitor. The
computational state contains an approximation of the physical energy model,
including at least an approximation of the energy level. The computational
state also contains routing information and an abstract view of the energy level
in neighbour nodes. Furthermore, the computational state could contain infor-
mation needed in the processing of observations, but we will not go into details
about that part of the computational state here, as we will focus on energy
harvesting and energy-aware routing.
We shall assume the existence of the following sets (or types):
• PhysicalState – which models the real physical states of the node,
• Energy – which models energy levels,
• ComputationalState – which models the state in the computational unit
in a node, including a model of the view of the environment (especially the
neighbours) and information about the energy model and the processing
of observations, and
• AbstractState – which models the abstract view of a computational state.
An abstract state is intended to give a condensed version of a compu-
tational state and it can be communicated to neighbour nodes and used
for energy-aware routing. It is introduced since it is too energy consum-
ing to communicate complete state information to neighbours when radio
communication is used.
The state parts of a node may change during operation. The concrete
changes will not be described in the generic framework, where it is just as-
sumed that they can be achieved using the functions specified in Figure 7.2.
Notice that a node can change its own state only.
The intuition behind each function is given below. A concrete definition
(or implementation) of the functions must be given in an instantiation of the
generic model.
• consistent?(cs) is a predicate which is true if the computational state cs
is consistent. Since neighbour and energy information, which are used
to guide the routing, are changing dynamically, a node may end up in a
situation where no neighbour seems feasible as the next destination on the
route to the base station. Such a situation is called inconsistent, and the
predicate consistent?(cs) can test for the occurrences of such situations.
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Sets: PhysicalState,ComputationalState,AbstractState, and Energy
Operations:
consistent? : ComputationalState→ {true, false}
abstractView : ComputationalState→ AbstractState
updateEnergyState : ComputationalState× Energy→ ComputationalState
updateNeighbourView : ComputationalState× Id×AbstractState→ ComputationalState
updateRoutingState : ComputationalState→ ComputationalState
transmitChange? : ComputationalState× ComputationalState→ {true, false}
next : ComputationalState→ Id
Figure 7.2: A signature for operations on the computational state
• abstractView(cs) gives the abstract view of the computational state cs.
This abstract view constitutes the part of the state which is communicated
to neighbours.
• updateEnergyState(cs, e) gives the computational state obtained from cs
by incorporation of the actual energy level e. The resulting computational
state may be inconsistent.
• updateNeighbourView(cs, id , as) gives the computational state obtained
from cs by updating the neighbour knowledge so that as becomes the
abstract state of the neighbour node Nid . The resulting computational
state may be inconsistent.
• updateRoutingState(cs) gives the computational state obtained from cs
by updating the routing information on the basis of the energy and neigh-
bour knowledge in cs so that the resulting state is consistent.
• transmitChange?(cs, cs ′) is a predicate which is true if the difference be-
tween the two computational states are so significant that the abstract
view of the ”new state” should be communicated to the neighbours.
• next(cs) gives, on the basis of the computational state cs, the identifier
of the ”best” neighbour to which observations should be transmitted.
7.2.4 The computation costs
Each of the above seven functions in Figure 7.2 are executed on the compu-
tational unit of a node. Such an execution will consume energy and cause a
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change of the physical state. For simplicity, we will assume that the cost of
executing the predicates consistent? and transmitChange? can be neglected or
rather included in other functions, since they always incur the same energy cost
in these functions. These functions are specified in Figure 7.3.
costAbstractView : PhysicalState→ PhysicalState
costUpdateEnergyState : PhysicalState→ PhysicalState
costUpdateNeighbourView : PhysicalState→ PhysicalState
costUpdateRoutingState : PhysicalState→ PhysicalState
costNext : PhysicalState→ PhysicalState
The costs of the predicates consistent? and transmitChange? are assumed
negligible.
Figure 7.3: A signature for cost operations on the computational state
For simplicity it is assumed that execution of each of the five functions has a
constant energy consumption, so that all functions have the type PhysicalState→
PhysicalState. It is easy to make this model more fine grained. For example,
if the cost of executing abstractView depends on the computational state to
which it is applied, then the corresponding cost function should have the type:
PhysicalState × ComputationalState → PhysicalState. This level of detail is,
however, not necessary to demonstrate the main principles of the framework.
7.2.5 Input events of a node
The computational unit in a node can react to events originating from the energy
observations on the physical state, e.g. due to the harvesting device, the sensor
and the receiver. There are two energy related events, where one is concerned
with the change of the physical state while the other is concerned with reading
the energy level in the node. The rationale for having two events rather than
a ”combined” one is that the change of the physical state is a cheap operation
which does not involve a reading nor any other kind of computation, whereas a
reading of the energy level consumes some energy.
A sensor recording results in an observation o belonging to a set Observation
of observations. An observation could be temperature measurement, a traffic
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observation or an observation of a bird – but the concrete kind is of no impor-
tance in this generic part of the framework.
The events are described as follows:
• readEnergyEvent(e, ps), where e ∈ Energy and ps ∈ PhysicalState, which
is an event signalling a reading e of the energy level in the node and a
resulting physical state ps, which incorporates that the reading actually
consumes some energy.
• physicalStateEvent(ps), where ps ∈ PhysicalState is a new physical state.
This event occurs when a change in the physical state is recorded. This
change may, for example, be due to energy harvesting, due to a drop in
energy level, or due to some other change which could be the elapse of
time.
• observationEvent(o, ps), where o ∈ Observation is a recorded sensor ob-
servation and ps ∈ PhysicalState is a physical state which incorporates
the energy consumption due to the activation of the sensor.
• receiveEvent(m, ps), where ps ∈ PhysicalState and m ∈ Message, which
could be an observation to be transmitted to the base station or a message
describing the state of a neighbour node. Further details are given below.
The receiver maintains a queue of messages. When it records a new mes-
sage, that message is put into the queue. The event receiveEvent(m, ps)
is offered when m is the front element in the queue. Reacting to this event
will remove m from the queue and a new receive event will be offered as
long as there are messages in the queue. It is unspecified in the generic
setting whether there is a bound on the size of the queue.
7.2.6 Input messages
A node has a queue of messages received from the network. There are two kinds
of messages:
• Observation Messages of the form obsMsg(dst , o), where dst is the identity
of the next destination of the observation o ∈ Observation on the route to
the base station.
• Neighbour Messages of the form neighbourMsg(src, as), where src is the
identity of the source, i.e. the node which has sent this message, and as ∈
AbstractState is the contents of the message in the form of an abstract
state.
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Let Message denote the set of all messages, i.e. observation and neighbour
messages.
7.2.7 Output messages and communication
A node Nid can use the transmitter to broadcast a message m ∈ Message to the
network using the command sendid(m). Intuitively, nodes which are within the
range of the transmitter will receive this message and this may depend on the
strength of the signal, it may depend on geographical positions, or on a variety
of other parameters.
A model for sending and receiving messages could include a global trace of
the messages send by nodes, a local trace of messages received by the individual
nodes, and a description of a medium, that determines which nodes can receive
messages sent by a node Nid on the basis of the current state of the network
and on the basis of the various parameters, for example, concerning geographical
positions of the nodes. In instances of the generic model, such a medium must be
described. In this chapter we will not be formal about network communication.
A formal model of communication along the lines sketched above can be found
in [53,59].
7.2.8 The cost of sending messages
Sending a message consumes energy which is reflected in a change of the physical
state of a node. To capture this a function
costSend : PhysicalState×Message→ PhysicalState
can compute a new physical state on the basis of the current one and a broad-
casted message.
7.2.9 An operational model of a node
During its lifetime, a node can change between two main phases: idle and treat
message.
• The node is basically inactive in the idle phase waiting for some event to
happen. It processes an incoming event and makes a phase transition.
• The node treats a single message in the treat message phase and after that
it makes a transition to the idle phase.
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Idleid(cs, ps) =
wait
physicalStateEvent(ps ′) → Idleid(cs, ps ′)
readEnergyEvent(e, ps ′) →
let cs ′ = updateRoutingState(updateEnergyState(cs, e))
let ps ′′ = costUpdateEnergyState(costUpdateRoutingState(ps ′))
if transmitChange?(cs, cs ′)
then let m = neighbourMsg(id , abstractView(cs ′))
sendid(m); Idleid(cs
′, costSend(costAbstractView(ps ′′),m))
else Idleid(cs, ps
′′)
observationEvent(o, ps ′) →
let dst = next(cs)
let m = obsMsg(dst , o)
sendid(m); Idleid(cs, costSend(costNext(ps
′),m))
receiveEvent(m, ps ′) → TreatMsgid(m, cs, ps ′)
Figure 7.4: The Idle Phase
Each phase is parametrised by the computational state cs and the physical
state ps. The state changes and phase transitions for the idle phase are given
in Figure 7.4. The node stays inactive in the idle phase until an event occurs.
• A physical-state event leads to a change of physical state while staying in
the idle phase.
• A read-energy event leads to an update of the energy and routing parts of
the computational state, and the physical state is updated by incorpora-
tion of the corresponding costs. If the changes of the computational state
are insignificant then these changes are ignored (so that the nodes have a
consistent knowledge of each other) and just the physical state is changed.
Otherwise, the abstract view of the new computational state is computed
and send to the neighbours, and both the computational and the physical
states are changed.
• An observation event leads to a computation of the next node (destination)
to which the observation should be transmitted on the route to the base
station, and a corresponding observation message is sent. The physical
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state is changed with the cost of computing the destinations and the cost
of sending a message while staying in the idle phase.
• A receive event indicates a pending message in the queue. That message
is treated by a transition to the treat message phase.
Notice that all phase transitions from the idle phase preserve the consistency
of the computational state. The only non-trivial transition to check is that from
Idleid(cs, ps) to Idleid(cs
′, costSend(costAbstractView(ps ′′),m). The consis-
tency of cs ′ follows since cs ′ = updateRoutingState(updateEnergyState(cs, e))
and updateRoutingState is expected to return a consistent computational state,
at least under the assumption that cs is consistent.
TreatMsgid(m, cs, ps) =
case m of
obsMsg(dst , o) →
if id = dst
then let dst ′ = next(cs)
let m′ = obsMsg(dst ′, o)
sendid(m
′); Idleid(cs, costSend(costNext(ps),m)
else Idleid(cs, ps))
neighbourMsg(src, as) →
let cs ′ = updateNeighbourView(cs, src, as)
let cs ′′ = updateRoutingState(cs ′)
let ps ′ = costUpdateNeighbourView(costUpdateRoutingState(ps))
if transmitChange?(cs, cs ′′) ∨ ¬consistent?(cs ′)
then let as ′ = abstractView(cs ′)
let m = neighbourMsg(id , as ′)
sendid(m); Idleid(cs
′′, costSend(costAbstractView(ps ′),m))
else Idleid(cs
′, ps ′)
Figure 7.5: The Treat-Message Phase
The state changes and phase transitions for the treat message phase are
given in Figure 7.5. In this phase the node treats a single message. After the
message is treated a transition to the idle phase is performed, where it can
react to further events including the receiving of another message. A message
is treated as follows:
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• An observation message is treated by first checking whether this node is
the destination for the message. If this is not the case, a direct transition to
the idle phase is performed. Otherwise, the next destination is computed,
the observation is forwarded to that destination and the physical state is
updated taking the computation costs into account. The energy consumed
by the test whether to discard or process a message is included in the
energy consumption for receiving a message.
• A neighbour message must cause an update of the neighbour view part of
the computational state giving a new state cs ′. A new routing state cs ′′
must be computed. If the changes to the computational state is insignifi-
cant (in the sense transmitChange?(cs, cs′′) is false and cs ′ is consistent),
then a transition to the idle phase is performed with a computational state
that is just updated with the new neighbour knowledge, and the physical
which is updated by the computation cost. Otherwise, an abstract view
of the computational state must be communicated to the neighbours, and
the computational and the physical states are updated accordingly.
Notice that all phase transitions from the treat-message phase preserve
the consistency of the computational state. The consistency preservation due
to observation messages is trivial. The transition from TreatMsgid(m, cs, ps)
to Idleid(cs
′′, costSend(costAbstractView(ps ′),m)) preserves consistency since
cs ′′ is constructed by application of updateRoutingState, and this function
is expected to return a consistent computational state. The transition from
TreatMsgid(m, cs, ps) to Idleid(cs
′, ps ′) also preserves consistency since that
transition can only occur when the if-condition transmitChange?(cs, cs ′′) ∨
¬consistent?(cs ′) is false.
Some of the main features of the operational descriptions in Figure 7.4 and
Figure 7.5 are:
• A broad variety of instances of the operational descriptions can be achieved
by providing different models for the sets and operations in Figure 7.2 and
Figure 7.3. This emphasizes the generic nature of the model.
• The energy and neighbour parts of the model appear explicitly through
the occurrence of the associated operations. Hence it is clear that the
model reflects energy-aware routing using neighbour knowledge, and it is
postponed to instantiations of the model to describe how it works.
• The energy cost model appears explicit in the form of the cost functions
including the cost of events.
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• A node will send a local view of its state to the neighbours only in the case
when a significant change of the computational state has happened, which
is determined by the transmitChange? predicate. The adequate definition
of this predicate is a prerequisite for achieving a proper routing, as it is
not difficult to imagine how it could load the network and drain the energy
resources, if minimal changes to the states uncritically are broadcasted.
• The model is not biased towards a particular energy harvester and it is
not biased towards and particular kind of sensor observation.
The generic model is based on the existence of a description of the medium
through which the nodes communicates. This medium should at least determine
which nodes can receive a message send by a given node in a given state. It may
depend on the available energy, the geographical position, the distance from the
sender, and a variety of other parameters. Furthermore, the medium may be
unreliable so that messages may be lost.
The model describes the operational behaviour (including the dynamics of
the energy levels in the nodes) for the normal operation of a network. It would be
natural to extend the model with an initialization phase where a node through
repeated communications with the neighbours are building up the knowledge
of the environment needed to start normal operations, i.e. making observations
and routing them to the base station. We leave out this initialization part in
order to focus on energy harvesting and energy-aware routing.
7.3 Instantiating the modelling framework
In this section it will be demonstrated that the energy-aware routing protocol
DEHAR [31] can be considered as an instance of the generic modelling frame-
work presented in the previous section. In order to do so, meaning must be
given to the sets and operations collected in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. This
will provide a succinct presentation of the main ideas behind DEHAR. Further-
more, we will show that the DD protocol [27] can be considered a special case
of DEHAR. Concrete experiments, based on a simulation framework, depends
on descriptions of the medium. This will be considered in Section 7.4.
7.3.1 A definition of the states
The abstract state comprises:
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• A simple distance d ∈ R≥0 to the base station. This is described by a
non-negative real number, where larger number means longer distance.
• An energy-aware adjustment a ∈ R≥0 of the distance for the route to the
base station, where a larger distance means less energy is available.
Hence an abstract state is a pair (d, a) ∈ AbstractState, where
AbstractState = R≥0 ×R≥0
For an abstract state (d, a), we call dist(d, a) = d + a the energy-adjusted
distance.
The computational state comprises:
• A simple distance d ∈ R≥0 to the base station, like the simple distance of
an abstract state.
• An energy level e ∈ Energy.
• An energy-faithful adjustment f ∈ R≥0 capturing energy deficiencies along
the route to the base station.
• A table nt containing entries for the abstract state of neighbours. This is
modelled by the type: Id→ AbstractState.
Hence a computational state is a 4-tuple (d, e, f,nt) ∈ ComputationalState,
where
ComputationalState = R≥0 × Energy ×R≥0 × (Id→ AbstractState)
We shall assume that there is a function energyToDist : Energy→ R≥0 that
converts energy to a distance so that less energy means longer distance.
The value energyToDist(e) provides a local adjustment of the distance to
the base station by just taking the energy level in the node into account. The
intention with the energy-faithful adjustment is that the energy deficiencies
along the route to the base station is taken into account, and the energy-faithful
part is maintained by the use of the neighbour messages.
The energy adjustment of a computational state is the sum of the converted
energy and the energy-faithful adjustment:
adjust(d, e, f,nt) = energyToDist(e) + f
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and the energy-adjusted distance of a computational state is:
dist(d, e, f,nt) = d+ adjust(d, e, f,nt) = d+ energyToDist(e) + f
where we overload the dist function to be applied to both abstract and compu-
tational states. Furthermore, dist(id), id ∈ Id, is the distance of the abstract
state of the neighbour node Nid .
The function next : ComputationalState→ Id should give the neighbour with
the shortest energy-adjusted distance to the base station, i.e. the ”best” neigh-
bour to forward an observation. Hence, next(d, e, f,nt) is the identity id of the
entry (id , as) ∈ nt with the smallest energy-adjusted distance to the base sta-
tion, i.e. the smallest dist(as). If several neighbours have the smallest distance
an arbitrary one is chosen.
A computational state cs is consistent if next(cs) has a smaller energy-
adjusted distance than cs, i.e. dist(cs) > dist(next(cs)), hence
consistent?(cs) = dist(cs) > dist(next(cs))
A node with a consistent computational state has a neighbour to which it can
forward an observation. But if the state is inconsistent, then all neighbours have
longer energy-adjusted distances to the base station and it does not make sense
to forward an observation to any of these neighbours.
We illustrate the intuition behind the adjusted distance using the example
network example from Figure 7.1. If the energy level in node Ne of this network
is decreased, then the distance of Ne to the base station is increased accord-
ingly (by the amount energyToDist(e)) as shown in Figure 7.6. All nodes are
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Figure 7.6: The example from Figure 7.1 with an energy adjustment for Ne due
to shaded region shown to the right.
still consistent; but in contrast to the situation in Figure 7.1, the node Nd (in
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Figure 7.6) has just one neighbour (Nc) with a shorter energy-adjusted distance
to the base station.
Consider now the situation shown in Figure 7.7 with energy adjustments
for the nodes Nf and Ng. These adjustments make the node Ne inconsistent,
since its neighbours Nd and Nf both have energy-adjusted distances which are
longer than that of Ne. In the shown situation it would make no sense for Ne
to forward observations to its ”best” neighbour, which is Nf , since Nf would
immediately return that observation to Ne since Ne is the ”best” neighbour of
Nf .
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Figure 7.7: Revised example with an inconsistent node: Ne.
Energy-faithful adjustments can be used to cope with inconsistent nodes.
By adding such adjustments to the ”problematic nodes” inconsistencies may
be avoided. This is shown in Figure 7.8, where energy-faithful adjustments (f)
have been added to Ne and Nf . Every node is consistent, and there is a natural
route from every node to the base station. From Nf there are actually two
possible routes.
The physical state comprises:
• The stored energy e ∈ Energy.
• A model of the energy harvester. In the DEHAR case it is a solar panel,
which is modelled by a function P (t) describing the effect of the solar
insolation at time t.
• A model of the energy store. In the DEHAR case it is an ideal capacitor
with a given capacity. It is ideal in the sense that it does not loose energy.
• A model of the computational unit. This model must define the costs of the
computational operations by providing definitions for the cost functions in
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Figure 7.8: A with consistent nodes using energy-faithful adjustments
Figure 7.3. A simple way of doing this is to count the instructions needed
for executing the individual functions, and multiply it with the energy
needed per instruction. The model can be more fine grained by taking
different modes of the processing unit into account.
• A model of the transmitter. This model must give a definition of the cost
function: costSend : PhysicalState × Message → PhysicalState. In the
DEHAR case the cost of sending is a simple linear function in the size of
the message.
• A model of the receiver. This model must explain the cost of a receive
event receiveEvent(m, ps). This involves the cost of receiving the message
m and it must also take the intervals into account when the receiver is
idle listening, i.e. it actively listens for incoming messages. Thus ps should
reflect the full energy consumption of the receiver since the last receive
event.
• A model of the sensor. This model must explain the cost of an observation
event observationEvent(o, ps). This involves the cost of sensing o and ps
should reflect this energy consumption.
The model should also describe two transitions of the physical state which
relate to the two events physicalStateEvent(ps) and readEnergyEvent(e, ps).
The transition related to a physicalStateEvent must take into account at
least the dynamics of the energy harvester, the dynamics of the energy store,
the time the computational unit spent in the idle phase, and the time elapsed
since the last physical state event. For example the new stored energy e′ in the
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physical state at time t′ is given by:
e′ = e+
∫ t′
t
P (t)dt
where t is the time where the old energy e was stored.
The transition related to a readEnergyEvent(e, ps) must take into account
at least the cost of reading the energy.
Definition of operations
The function for extracting the abstract view is defined by:
abstractView(d, e, f,nt) = (d, adjust(d, e, f,nt))
Notice that the distance to the base station is preserved by the conversion from
a computational state to an abstract one:
dist(d, e, f,nt) = dist(abstractView(d, e, f,nt))
The definitions of the functions for updating the energy state and the neigh-
bour view are simple:
updateEnergyState((d, e, f,nt), e′) = (d, e′, f,nt)
updateNeighbourView((d, e, f,nt), id , as) = (d, e, f, update(nt , id , as))
where update(nt , id , as) gives the neighbour table obtained from nt by mapping
id to the abstract state as. These two operations may transform a consistent
state into an inconsistent one.
The function updateRoutingState(d, e, f,nt) must update the energy adjust-
ment of a computational state in order to arrive at a consistent one. If the state
is consistent even when f = 0 then no adjustment is necessary. Otherwise, an
adjustment is made so that the distance of the computational state becomes K
larger than the distance of its ”best” neighbour (given by the next function):
updateRoutingState(d, e, f,nt) =
if consistent?(d, e, 0,nt)
then (d, e, 0, nt)
else let distNext = dist(next(d, e, f,nt))
(d, e,K + distNext− (d+ energyToDist(e)),nt)
where K > 0 is a constant used to enforce a consistent computational state.
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The energy adjustment in the else-branch of this function has the effect
that the node becomes less attractive to forward messages to in the case of an
energy drop in the node or in the best neighbour.
The function transmitChange?(cs, cs ′) is a predicate which is true when
a change of the computational state from cs to cs ′ is significant enough to
be communicated to the neighbours. This is the case if the change reflects
a significant change in distance to base station, where significant in this case
means larger than some constant Kchange ∈ R≥0.
Hence, the function can be defined as follows:
transmitChange?(cs, cs ′) = |dist(cs)− dist(cs ′)| > Kchange
A simple check of the operational descriptions in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5
shows that the new computational state used as argument to transmitChange?
(cs ′ in Figure 7.4 and cs ′′ in Figure 7.5) must be consistent as it is created using
updateRoutingState. Hence it is just necessary to define transmitChange? for
consistent computational states.
7.3.2 Directed diffusion – another instantiation of the generic
framework
It should be noticed that the routing algorithm DD [27] is a simple instance
of the generic framework, which can be achieved by simplifying the DEHAR
instance so that
• the simple distance is the number of hops to the based station (as for
DEHAR) and
• the energy is assumed perfect and hence the adjustments have no effect
(are 0).
Hence DD do not support any kind of energy-aware routing.
Actually, it is the algorithm behind DD which is used to initialize the simple
distances of nodes in the DEHAR algorithm.
The DD algorithm provides a good model of reference for comparison with
energy harvesting aware routing algorithms like DEHAR, since DD incorpo-
rates nodes with an energy harvesting capability, but the routing is static in
the sense that an observation is always transmitted along the path with the
smallest number of hops to the base station. Energy harvesting aware rout-
ing algorithms will not necessarily choose this shortest path, since problematic
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low-energy nodes should be avoided in order to keep all nodes “alive” as long
as possible. Therefore, the total energy consumption in a DD based network
should be smaller than the total energy consumption of any energy harvesting
aware network (due to longer paths in the latter). On the other hand, energy
harvesting awareness can spare low-energy nodes, and there are two important
consequences of this:
• A drain of low-energy nodes can be avoided or at least postponed. With
regard to this aspect DD should perform worse since these nodes are not
spared at all in the routing.
• The total energy stored in a network should exceed that of a corresponding
DD based network, since messages are transmitted through nodes with
good energy harvesting capability. The reason for this is that low-energy
nodes get a chance to recover and that transmissions through high-energy
nodes, with a full energy storage, are close to be “free of charge” since
there would be almost no storage available for harvested energy in these
high-energy nodes.
7.4 Results from simulation of the model
In this section we will study the properties of the energy harvesting aware rout-
ing algorithm DEHAR by analysing results [31] of a simulator implementing the
DEHAR and DD algorithms. The simulator is a custom-made simulator [30]
implemented in the language Java. It can be configured through a compre-
hensive xml configuration file which includes the network layout, environmental
properties (insolation, shadows, etc.) and properties of nodes (such as proces-
sor states, radio model, and frequency of observations). The simulator features
a classic event driven engine. The simulator produces a trace of observations
of the nodes, including energy levels, activity of devices, and environmental
properties
The considered network is given in Figure 7.9. The network has one very
problematic node, due to a strong shadow, at coordinate (1, 3), and five nodes
with potential problems due to light shadows. We will analyse the ability of the
routing algorithms to cope with these problematic nodes using simulations.
The medium and the physical setting must be defined for the experiments.
It is assumed that a node can communicate with its immediate horizontal and
vertical neighbour, i.e. the radio range is 1. Two experiments S1 and S2 are
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Figure 7.9: A network structure with illustrating problematic nodes
conducted, one with a low and another with a high rate of conducted observa-
tions. Table 7.1 shows the parameters that are used in the presented simulations.
Only the observation rate is changed between the two simulations.
The energy model is based on real insolation data for a two-weeks period.
The data is repeated in simulations over longer periods. To emphasize the effect
of the DEHAR algorithm, the insolation pattern have been idealised to either
full noon or midnight, i.e. 12 hours of light and 12 hours of darkness. The
insolation data is suitably scaled for individual nodes to achieve the shadow
effect shown in Figure 7.9.
7.4.1 Energy awareness makes a difference
A 30 day view of the simulations S1 with the low observation rate is shown
in Figure 7.10. The figure shows the energy available in the worst node with
minimum energy in the network. The two algorithms cannot be distinguished
the first five days. Thereafter, the energy aware routing starts and DEHAR
stabilises at a high level where no node is in any danger of being drained for
energy. In the DD case, the energy of worst node is steadily drained at a (rather)
constant rate and in an foreseeable future it will stop working.
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S1 S2 unit
Radio
Range 1 1
Transmit power 50 50 mW
Idle listening power 5.5 5.5 mW
Bandwidth 45 45 kb/s
Processor
Sleep Power 1 1 µW
Active
Frequency 1 1 MHz
Power 10 10 µW
Battery Capacity 4 4 kJ
Solar panel
Efficiency 6.25 6.25 %
Area 12.5 12.5 cm2
Application parameters Observation rate 1900
1
60 sec
−1
Routing parameters Sense rate 11800
1
1800 sec
−1
Table 7.1: Parameters used in simulations.
7.4.2 Energy awareness consumes and stores more energy
The total power consumed and the average energy stored per node in the net-
work are monitored for the same simulations as in Figure 7.10. These results
are shown for the first 10 days of simulated time in Figure 7.11.
The day cycle is clearly visible in Figure 7.11a where the nodes recharge
during day and discharge during night. The first five days of simulation do not
show any significant difference between DEHAR and DD. During the last five
days the DEHAR algorithm makes the network able to harvest and store more
energy.
The next graph (Figure 7.11b) shows the difference of the two curves from the
previous. It shows (in the blow-up) that just before day five ends, the DEHAR
algorithm starts to consume significantly more energy than the DD algorithm.
By looking at the third graph (Figure 7.11c) which shows the difference in
total network energy consumption, it can be confirmed. This extra energy
consumption arises from observation packages that travel along longer routes
in the network, because the DEHAR algorithm has detected a lower amount of
stored energy in some nodes.
Even though the DEHAR consumes more energy due to the longer routes,
it can store more energy on average in the nodes. The reason for this is that
the extra energy consumption of DEHAR is taken from nodes that are able to
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Figure 7.10: Results of simulations S1 for a 30 day simulation. This graph shows
the minimum energy in any node in the network.
recharge fully during daytime. This can be seen in Figure 7.11b (in the blow-up)
at the beginning of day 5 (120h), where the graph shows a sudden rise.
After a short while, the network with the DD algorithm is able to harvest
energy at a greater rate than DEHAR. This is due to the fact that the majority
of the nodes in the DEHAR network are fully charged. The key point at this
time is that the DD algorithm does not allow the network to harvest as much
energy as the DEHAR algorithm. This can also be seen through the rest of the
daylight during day 5, where the DEHAR network is able to harvest energy at
a higher rate than the DD network.
Finally, during night, the DEHAR network again shows a higher energy
consumption than the DD network. Hence the graph shows a slow decline.
7.4.3 Increasing the rate of observations costs
The next simulations (S2) have an increased rate of observations and thus an
increased radio traffic in the network. The effect of the increased data rate is
primarily that the network consumes more power. This extra power consump-
tion speeds up the time from the start of the simulation until the network finds
the alternate routing pattern compared to the S1 simulations.
Figure 7.12 shows that the minimum energy in any of the nodes in the
network stabilises with the DEHAR algorithm. The level at which it stabilises
is lower than in the S1 simulations, which is expectable. The faster observation
rate hurts the DD network and a node will already be drained of energy in about
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in Figure 7.11a are characterised by the functions fDEHAR(t) and fDD(t), then the curve
in this figure is characterised by fDEHAR(t)− fDD(t).
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Figure 7.11: Results of simulations S1 showing the first 10 days. The blow-up
in (b) emphasises the first important difference between the DEHAR and DD
algorithms.
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Figure 7.12: Minimum energy in any node of the simulations in S2. The day
cycle is barely visible due to the compressed y-scale, compared to the simulations
S1.
10 days.
The routing trend of the DEHAR algorithm is the same in the simulations S1
and S2. The only difference is that the DEHAR algorithm finds this alternative
routing pattern faster in S2 than in S1.
The energy statistics of the node covered by the strongest shadow (at co-
ordinate (1,3)) can be analysed. A graph of the energy level of this node will
look similar to Figure 7.12 and (in this simulation) it stabilises at precisely the
same energy level. This shows that the energy it can harvest closely matches
the energy it needs to perform routing updates and performing observations (i.e.
refraining from routing other nodes observations).
7.5 Summary
We have presented a new modelling framework aimed at describing and analysing
wireless sensor networks with energy harvesting capabilities. The framework is
comprised of a conceptual basis and an operational basis, which were used to
describe and explain two wireless sensor networks with energy harvesting capa-
bilities. One of these network models is based on DD, i.e. it supports energy
harvesting; but the routing is not energy aware, as it just forwards observations
to the base station along statically defined shortest paths. The other network
model is based on the energy harvesting aware routing protocol DEHAR. Both
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of these networks were given natural explanations using the concepts of the
modelling framework, and this gives a first weak validation of the adequacy of
the framework. More experiments are, of course, needed for a thorough valida-
tion. Simulation results show that energy awareness of DEHAR-based networks
can significantly extend the lifetime of nodes and it significantly improves the
energy stored in the network, compared with a network like DD, with no energy
aware routing.
There are several natural extensions of this work.
First of all, the modelling framework should be validated by establishing its
applicability in a broad collection of energy harvesting aware networks. The
framework should be extended to include the deployment phase, where the
nodes communicate in order to initialize their states. We do not expect principle
difficulties in these extensions, but they are, of course, technical.
The generic framework may be instantiated in ways which will not be ben-
eficial for the energy situation in the network. It is desirable and challenging
to establish conditions which instantiations should satisfy in order to define an
adequate energy harvesting aware network.
Another natural development would be to implement a platform for the mod-
elling framework. The formalized parts of the framework provide good bases
for such an implementation; but further formalization concerning the network
communication and the medium should be considered prior to an implementa-
tion.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and perspectives
Cyper physical systems (CPSs) are becoming more and more complex. The
increased complexity makes it necessary to use computer aided design (CAD)
methods. However, it is challenging to express dynamic CPSs (e.g. the wireless
sensor network (WSN) routing algorithm presented in Chapter 2) in today’s
formal frameworks such that they are analysable.
The hearing aid calibration device presented in Chapter 6, is an example
of a static CPS which is independent of the platform and the environment as
such. It has a static communication protocol with its environment (the PC
and the audio measurements). In other words all possible state changes of the
system are known, and all possible inputs causing state changes are known.
Such systems can be analysed without a complete model of its environment,
i.e. how the environment behaves, only a model of the possible inputs from the
environment.
8.1 Summary
The goal of this thesis has been to model and analyse the dynamic CPSs. In
the process of reaching this goal, the following milestones have been reached.
• The work of the thesis is illustrated by two use cases: A company use case
and a WSN use case.
– The company (www.auditdata.com) use case illustrates static sys-
tems expressed in ForSyDe.
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– The WSN use case illustrates a dynamic system.
• The distributed energy harvesting aware routing (DEHAR) algorithm for
WSNs has been designed.
• The DEHAR algorithm has been analysed in UPPAAL.
– For small networks the UPPAAL analysis indicates that the DEHAR
algorithm works correctly.
• To formally express dynamic WSN systems, a framework is defined.
• The ForSyDe framework has been developed to cope with heterogeneous
models.
– Four models of computation (MoCs) are mathematically defined and
implemented in Haskell-ForSyDe: synchronous (SY), synchronous
data flow (SDF), discrete event (DE), and continuous time (CT).
– Domain interfaces for combining MoCs are defined in general.
– Structured domain interfaces are developed for a formal definition of
domain interfaces.
The overall goal has been reached. However, the ForSyDe framework, with
the current MoCs, has a static structure which makes it difficult to naturally
express dynamic systems. In Chapter 7 a framework for expressing dynamic
WSNs is defined. This WSN framework is a challenging case study for mod-
elling and analysing dynamic systems, it could guide future development around
ForSyDe.
The work of this thesis has inspired the following projects:
• The UPPAAL team are working on implementing the WSN framework
presented in Chapter 7 in the UPPAAL framework.
• The WSN framework is also implemented in the programming language
F-Sharp by the Ph.D. student Phan Anh Dung. The focus of this im-
plementation is to model and simulate various routing protocols, one of
which is the DEHAR algorithm. This work focuses on studying the net-
work behaviour of the routing algorithms.
• A master student, Nan Wu, has worked on expressing the WSN routing
algorithm (described in Chapter 2) in a probabilistic model. The aim is
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to perform stochastic verification. The work is promising, as rather than
having a static structure where all possible structures must be described,
they are described in stochastic terms.
8.2 Perspectives
The work of this thesis is part of the SYSMODEL project in which other
work has been created in close cooperation. It has also inspired several cur-
rent projects and some future work.
• The SYSMODEL project partners have defined wrappers for co-simulating
foreign models with ForSyDe [56]. This article also presents a ForSyDe
implementation in SystemC. This has been done to increase the availability
of this work to the industry.
• A graphical user interface for creating ForSyDe models, called ForSyDe
graphical editor (FGE), has been created [1]. It provides a graphical mod-
elling environment and the ability to provide implementations of the leaf-
processes. The models created with FGE can be translated into Haskell
code, which uses the Haskell-ForSyDe implementation. The perspectives
of the FGE are that it can combine the ForSyDe framework with exter-
nal analysis tools and combine the results from the external tools in the
graphical model. The results of the external tools and simulations can be
used as constraints, which can be checked for consistency.
Future work that the work of this thesis could inspire is:
• The UPPAAL framework and other static analysis frameworks proved
not to be able to express the dynamic WSN system. Maybe the Generic
Modeling Environment (GME) could be an interesting framework to test.
The models are described through constraints. If the GME framework
is able to express dynamic systems, it is possible to statically check the
constraints, however, it will not be possible to simulate the model as GME
does not facilitate this.
• A dedicated MoC could be defined in ForSyDe to express UPPAAL mod-
els. This would give the benefit of simulating heterogeneous systems in
ForSyDe, the static analysis from UPPAAL of the sub-model expressed in
the UPPAAL-MoC, and the possibility of automatic translation of models
between the two frameworks.
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• The Ptolemy framework implements a static analysis of a subset of models
expressed in the SR and the DE MoCs, this work can be exploited to make
static analysis of similar SY and DE MoCs expressed in ForSyDe.
• The four MoCs present in ForSyDe can express both hardware, software
and systems in general, however, especially for software and systems, sys-
tems are practically limited to streaming applications and synchronous
control applications. Other MoCs, e.g. the concurrent sequential pro-
cesses (CSP) MoC, could be interesting to include in ForSyDe to express
more general application and system behaviour. The challenge here is
especially to define formal domain interfaces to the existing MoCs.
Appendix A
ForSyDe-Haskell
implementation
A.1 Synchronous model of computation
Signal definition
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. Signal . In terna l
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. S igna l . I n t e r n a l (
16 S igna l ( . . ) ,
17 ) where
18
19 import Control . DeepSeq (NFData( rn f ) )
20
21 data S igna l a = a :− S igna l a | Null
22
23 in f ixr 4 :−
24
25 instance (Show a ) => Show ( S i gna l a ) where
26 showsPrec p = showParen (p>1) . showSignal
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27
28 showSignal : : (Show a ) => S igna l a −> ShowS
29 showSignal ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’{ ’ . showEvent x . showSignal ’ xs
30 showSignal ( Nul l ) = shows ”{}”
31
32 showSignal ’ : : (Show a ) => S igna l a −> ShowS
33 showSignal ’ ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’ , ’ . showEvent x . showSignal ’ xs
34 showSignal ’ ( Nul l ) = showChar ’} ’
35
36 −− Show an event token
37 showEvent : : (Show a ) => a −> ShowS
38 showEvent x = shows x
39
40 instance (Read a ) => Read ( S igna l a ) where
41 readsPrec d = readParen (d>1) r eadS i gna lS ta r t
42
43 r e adS i gna lS ta r t : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S i gna l a )
44 r e adS i gna lS ta r t = (\ a −> [ ( xs , c ) | ( ”{” ,b) <− lex a , ( xs , c ) <−
r eadS igna l ( ’ , ’ : b ) ++ readNul l b ] )
45
46 r eadS igna l : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S igna l a )
47 r eadS igna l r = readEvent r ++ readNul l r
48
49 −− | Read an event token
50 readEvent : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S i gna l a )
51 readEvent a = [ ( x :− xs , d) | ( ” , ” ,b ) <− lex a , (x , c ) <− reads b ,
( xs , d) <− r eadS igna l c ]
52
53 −− | Read a nu l l token
54 readNul l : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S igna l a )
55 readNul l a = [ ( Null , b ) | ( ”}” ,b) <− lex a ]
56
57 instance (NFData a ) => NFData ( S igna l a ) where
58 rn f ( x :− xs ) = rn f x ‘ seq ‘ r n f xs
59 rn f Nul l = ( )
Process atoms
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. Signal
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. S igna l (
16 Signal ,
17 s i gna l ,
18 f romSignal ,
19 map,
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20 zip ,
21 delay , §
22 (>) ,§
23 (>>) ,
24 (+>) ,
25 ( ) ,⊕
26 ( ) ,∆
27 ( ) ,
28 ) where
29
30 import Prelude ( )
31 import ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
32
33 i n f i x l 5 ‘map ‘ , ‘ z ip ‘ , ‘ delay ‘ , §> , §>> , +> ,  , ⊕ , ∆
34
35 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
36
37 −−  : Unicode U+2A00 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 80
38 ( ) : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b
39 ( ) = map
40
41 −− ⊕ : Unicode U+2A01 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 81⊕
42 ( ) : : S i gna l ( a −> b) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b⊕
43 ( ) = z ip
44
45 −− ∆ : Unicode U+2206 , UTF−8 Hex E2 88 86∆
46 ( ) : : S i gna l a −> a −> S igna l a∆
47 ( ) = delay
48
49 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−§
50
51 (>) : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b§
52 (>) = map§
53
54 (>>) : : S i gna l ( a −> b) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b§
55 (>>) = z ip
56
57 (+>) : : S i gna l a −> a −> S igna l a
58 (+>) = delay
59
60 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
61
62 map : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b
63 map f (x :− xs ) = f x :− f §> xs
64 map Null = Null
65
66 z ip : : S i gna l ( a −> b) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b
67 z ip ( f :− f s ) ( x :− xs ) = f x :− f s §>> xs
68 z ip Null = Null
69 z ip Null = Null
70
71 delay : : S i gna l a −> a −> S igna l a
72 delay xs x = x :− xs
73
74 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
75
76 s i g n a l : : [ a ] −> S igna l a
77 s i g n a l ( x : xs ) = x :− s i g n a l xs
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78 s i g n a l [ ] = Null
79
80 f romSignal : : S i gna l a −> [ a ]
81 f romSignal ( x :− xs ) = x : f romSigna l xs
82 f romSignal Nul l = [ ]
Process constructors
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. Processes
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. Proce s s e s (
16 map,
17 zipWith ,
18 zipWith3 ,
19 zipWith4 ,
20 delay ,
21 delayn ,
22 scanl ,
23 scanl2 ,
24 scanl3 ,
25 scanld ,
26 scanld2 ,
27 scanld3 ,
28 moore ,
29 moore2 ,
30 moore3 ,
31 mealy ,
32 mealy2 ,
33 mealy3 ,
34 source ,
35 zip ,
36 zip3 ,
37 zip4 ,
38 unzip ,
39 unzip3 ,
40 unzip4 ,
41 ) where
42
43 import Prelude (otherwise , f l ip ,Ord ,Num,(<=) ,(−) , fst , snd )
44 import ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. S igna l ( S ignal , ( )⊕ , ( ) ∆ , ( ) ,map)
45
46 zipWith : : ( a −> b −> c ) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c
47 zipWith f xs ys = f  xs ⊕ ys
48
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49 zipWith3 : : ( a −> b −> c −> d) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −>
S igna l d
50 zipWith3 f xs ys zs = f  xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
51
52 zipWith4 : : ( a −> b −> c −> d −> e ) −> S igna l a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c
−> S igna l d −> S igna l e
53 zipWith4 f ws xs ys zs = f  ws ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
54
55 delay : : a −> S igna l a −> S igna l a
56 delay = f l i p ∆()
57
58 delayn : : (Ord n ,Num n) => a −> n −> S igna l a −> S igna l a
59 delayn x n xs
60 | n <= 0 = xs
61 | otherwise = delayn x (n−1) xs ∆ x
62
63 s can l : : ( a −> b −> a ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l a
64 s can l f mem xs = s
65 where
66 s = f  ( s ∆ mem) ⊕ xs
67
68 s can l2 : : ( a −> b −> c −> a ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −> S igna l a
69 s can l2 f mem xs ys = s
70 where
71 s = f  ( s ∆ mem) ⊕ xs ⊕ ys
72
73 s can l3 : : ( a −> b −> c −> d −> a ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −>
S igna l d −> S igna l a
74 s can l3 f mem xs ys zs = s
75 where
76 s = f  ( s ∆ mem) ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
77
78 scan ld : : ( a −> b −> a ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l a
79 scan ld f mem xs = s
80 where
81 s = f  s ⊕ xs ∆ mem
82
83 scan ld2 : : ( a −> b −> c −> a ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −> S igna l a
84 scan ld2 f mem xs ys = s
85 where
86 s = f  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ∆ mem
87
88 scan ld3 : : ( a −> b −> c −> d −> a ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −>
S igna l d −> S igna l a
89 scan ld3 f mem xs ys zs = s
90 where
91 s = f  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs ∆ mem
92
93 moore : : ( a −> b −> a ) −> ( a −> c ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c
94 moore nextState output mem xs = output  s
95 where
96 s = nextState  s ⊕ xs ∆ mem
97
98 moore2 : : ( a −> b −> c −> a ) −> ( a −> d) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c
−> S igna l d
99 moore2 nextState output mem xs ys = output  s
100 where
101 s = nextState  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ∆ mem
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102
103 moore3 : : ( a −> b −> c −> d −> a ) −> ( a −> e ) −> a −> S igna l b −>
S igna l c −> S igna l d −> S igna l e
104 moore3 nextState output mem xs ys zs = output  s
105 where
106 s = nextState  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs ∆ mem
107
108 mealy : : ( a −> b −> a ) −> ( a −> b −> c ) −> a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c
109 mealy nextState output mem xs = output  s ⊕ xs
110 where
111 s = nextState  s ⊕ xs ∆ mem
112
113 mealy2 : : ( a −> b −> c −> a ) −> ( a −> b −> c −> d) −> a −> S igna l b −>
S igna l c −> S igna l d
114 mealy2 nextState output mem xs ys = output  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys
115 where
116 s = nextState  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ∆ mem
117
118 mealy3 : : ( a −> b −> c −> d −> a ) −> ( a −> b −> c −> d −> e ) −> a −>
S igna l b −> S igna l c −> S igna l d −> S igna l e
119 mealy3 nextState output mem xs ys zs = output  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
120 where
121 s = nextState  s ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs ∆ mem
122
123 source : : ( a −> a ) −> a −> S igna l a
124 source f mem = o
125 where
126 o = s ∆ mem
127 s = f  o
128
129 z ip : : S i gna l a −> S igna l b −> S igna l ( a , b)
130 z ip xs ys = ( , )  xs ⊕ ys
131
132 z ip3 : : S i gna l a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −> S igna l ( a , b , c )
133 z ip3 xs ys zs = ( , , )  xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
134
135 z ip4 : : S i gna l a −> S igna l b −> S igna l c −> S igna l d −> S igna l ( a , b , c , d )
136 z ip4 ws xs ys zs = ( , , , )  ws ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
137
138 unzip : : S i gna l ( a , b) −> ( S igna l a , S i gna l b)
139 unzip xs = ( f s t  xs , snd  xs )
140
141 unzip3 : : S i gna l ( a , b , c ) −> ( S igna l a , S i gna l b , S i gna l c )
142 unzip3 xs = ((\ (x , , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , x , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , , x ) −>
x )  xs )
143
144 unzip4 : : S i gna l ( a , b , c , d ) −> ( S igna l a , S i gna l b , S i gna l c , S i gna l d)
145 unzip4 xs = ((\ (x , , , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , x , , ) −> x )  xs , (\
( , , x , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , , , x ) −> x )  xs )
Domain interface tools
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. In te r face
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
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6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. I n t e r f a c e (
16 head ,
17 ta i l ,
18 take ,
19 drop ,
20 length ,
21 ) where
22
23 import Prelude hiding (head , ta i l , take ,drop , length )
24 import ForSyDe . Shallow .SY. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
25
26 head : : S i gna l a −> Maybe a
27 head Null = Nothing
28 head ( x :− ) = Just x
29
30 t a i l : : S i gna l a −> Maybe ( S i gna l a )
31 t a i l Null = Nothing
32 t a i l ( :− xs ) = Just xs
33
34 take : : Int −> S igna l a −> S igna l a
35 take n (x :− xs )
36 | n <= 0 = Null
37 | otherwise = x :− take (pred n) xs
38 take Null = Null
39
40 drop : : Int −> S igna l a −> S igna l a
41 drop n (x :− xs )
42 | n <= 0 = x :− xs
43 | otherwise = drop (pred n) xs
44 drop Null = Null
45
46 length : : S i gna l a −> Int
47 length ( :− xs ) = 1 + length xs
48 length Null = 0
A.2 Synchronous data flow model of computa-
tion
Signal definition
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. Signal . In terna l
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
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6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. S igna l . I n t e r n a l (
16 S igna l ( . . ) ,
17 ) where
18
19 data S igna l a = a :− S igna l a | Null
20
21 in f ixr 4 :−
22
23 instance (Show a ) => Show ( S igna l a ) where
24 showsPrec p = showParen (p>1) . showSignal
25
26 showSignal : : (Show a ) => S igna l a −> ShowS
27 showSignal ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’{ ’ . showEvent x . showSignal ’ xs
28 showSignal Nul l = showString ”{}”
29
30 showSignal ’ : : (Show a ) => S igna l a −> ShowS
31 showSignal ’ ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’ , ’ . showEvent x . showSignal ’ xs
32 showSignal ’ Nul l = showChar ’} ’
33
34 −− | Show an event token
35 showEvent : : (Show a ) => a −> ShowS
36 showEvent x = shows x
37
38 instance (Read a ) => Read ( S igna l a ) where
39 readsPrec d = readParen (d>1) r eadS i gna lS ta r t
40
41 r e adS i gna lS ta r t : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S i gna l a )
42 r e adS i gna lS ta r t = (\ a −> [ ( xs , c ) | ( ”{” ,b) <− lex a , ( xs , c ) <−
r eadS igna l ( ’ , ’ : b ) ++ readNul l b ] )
43
44 r eadS igna l : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S igna l a )
45 r eadS igna l r = readEvent r ++ readNul l r
46
47 −− | Read an event token
48 readEvent : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S i gna l a )
49 readEvent a = [ ( x :− xs , d) | ( ” , ” ,b ) <− lex a , (x , c ) <− reads b ,
( xs , d) <− r eadS igna l c ]
50
51 −− | Read a nu l l token
52 readNul l : : (Read a ) => ReadS ( S igna l a )
53 readNul l a = [ ( Null , b ) | ( ”}” ,b) <− lex a ]
Process atoms
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. Signal
4 −− Copyright :
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5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. S igna l (
16 Signal ,
17 Packed ,
18 s i gna l ,
19 f romSignal ,
20 splitAt ,
21 −−−−−−−−
22 map,
23 zip ,
24 expand ,
25 delay , §
26 (>) ,§
27 (>>) ,§
28 (>) ,
29 (+>) ,
30 ( ) ,⊕
31 ( ) ,⊗
32 ( ) ,∆
33 ( ) ,
34 ) where
35
36 import Prelude ( Int ,(==) ,(<=) ,otherwise ,(−) , ( $ ) , f l ip , foldr )
37 import ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
38 import qual i f ied Prelude as P
39
40 i n f i x l 5 §> , §>> , §> , +> ,  , ⊕ , ⊗ , ∆
41
42 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
43
44 −−  : Unicode U+2A00 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 80
45 ( ) : : ( [ a ] −> b) −> ( Int , S i gna l a ) −> Packed ( S igna l b)
46 ( ) = map
47
48 −− ⊕ : Unicode U+2A01 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 81⊕
49 ( ) : : Packed ( S igna l ( [ a ] −> b) ) −> ( Int , S i gna l a ) −> Packed ( S igna l
b)⊕
50 ( ) = z ip
51
52 −− ⊗ : Unicude U+2A02 , UTF−8 Hex ?? ?? ??⊗
53 ( ) : : Packed ( S igna l [ a ] ) −> ( ) −> S igna l a⊗
54 ( ) = expand
55
56 −− ∆ : Unicode U+2206 , UTF−8 Hex E2 88 86∆
57 ( ) : : S i gna l a −> [ a ] −> S igna l a∆
58 ( ) = delay
59
60 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−§
61
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62 (>) : : ( [ a ] −> b) −> ( Int , S i gna l a ) −> Packed ( S igna l b)§
63 (>) = map§
64
65 (>>) : : Packed ( S igna l ( [ a ] −> b) ) −> ( Int , S i gna l a ) −> Packed ( S igna l
b)§
66 (>>) = z ip§
67
68 (>) : : Packed ( S igna l [ a ] ) −> ( ) −> S igna l a§
69 (>) = expand
70
71 (+>) : : S i gna l a −> [ a ] −> S igna l a
72 (+>) = delay
73
74 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
75
76 map : : ( [ a ] −> b) −> ( Int , S i gna l a ) −> Packed ( S igna l b)
77 map f (nx , xs ) = l e t (x , xs ’ ) = splitAt ’ nx xs in
78 i f P. length x == nx then
79 Packed $ ( f x ) :− fromPacked ( f ‘map ‘ (nx , xs ’ ) )
80 else
81 Packed Null
82
83 z ip : : Packed ( S igna l ( [ a ] −> b) ) −> ( Int , S i gna l a ) −> Packed ( S igna l b)
84 z ip ( Packed Null ) = Packed Null
85 z ip ( , Nul l ) = Packed Null
86 z ip ( Packed ( f :− f s ) ) (nx , xs ) = l e t (x , xs ’ ) = splitAt ’ nx xs in
87 i f P. length x == nx then
88 Packed $ ( f x ) :− fromPacked ( Packed f s ‘ z ip ‘ (nx , xs ’ ) )
89 else
90 Packed Null
91
92 expand : : Packed ( S igna l [ a ] ) −> ( ) −> S igna l a
93 expand ( Packed Null ) ( ) = Null
94 expand ( Packed (x :− xs ) ) ( ) = f l i p ( foldr (:−) ) x $ f l i p expand ( ) $
Packed xs
95
96 delay : : S i gna l a −> [ a ] −> S igna l a
97 delay = foldr (:−)
98
99 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
100
101 s i g n a l : : [ a ] −> S igna l a
102 s i g n a l ( x : xs ) = x :− s i g n a l xs
103 s i g n a l [ ] = Null
104
105 f romSignal : : S i gna l a −> [ a ]
106 f romSignal ( x :− xs ) = x : f romSigna l xs
107 f romSignal Nul l = [ ]
108
109 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
110
111 splitAt : : Int −> S igna l a −> ( S igna l a , S i gna l a )
112 splitAt n xs@(x :− xs ’ )
113 | n <= 0 = ( Null , xs )
114 | otherwise = l e t ( as , bs ) = splitAt (n−1) xs ’ in ( x :− as , bs )
115 splitAt Null = ( Null , Nul l )
116
117 splitAt ’ : : Int −> S igna l a −> ( [ a ] , S i gna l a )
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118 splitAt ’ n xs@(x :− xs ’ )
119 | n <= 0 = ( [ ] , xs )
120 | otherwise = l e t ( as , bs ) = splitAt ’ (n−1) xs ’ in ( x : as , bs )
121 splitAt ’ Nul l = ( [ ] , Nul l )
122
123 newtype Packed a = Packed a
124
125 fromPacked : : Packed a −> a
126 fromPacked ( Packed x ) = x
Process constructors
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. Processes
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. Proce s s e s (
16
17 ) where
18
19 import Prelude ( )
20 import ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. S igna l ( S ignal ,(+>)§ ,(>)§,(>>) )
Domain interface tools
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. In te r face
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. I n t e r f a c e (
16 head ,
17 ta i l ,
18 take ,
19 drop ,
20 length ,
21 ) where
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22
23 import Prelude (pred , (+) , Int ,(<=) ,otherwise ,Maybe ( . . ) )
24 import ForSyDe . Shallow .SDF. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
25
26 head : : S i gna l a −> Maybe a
27 head Null = Nothing
28 head ( x :− ) = Just x
29
30 t a i l : : S i gna l a −> Maybe ( S igna l a )
31 t a i l Null = Nothing
32 t a i l ( :− xs ) = Just xs
33
34 take : : Int −> S igna l a −> S igna l a
35 take n (x :− xs )
36 | n <= 0 = Null
37 | otherwise = x :− take (pred n) xs
38 take Null = Null
39
40 drop : : Int −> S igna l a −> S igna l a
41 drop n (x :− xs )
42 | n <= 0 = x :− xs
43 | otherwise = drop (pred n) xs
44 drop Null = Null
45
46 length : : S i gna l a −> Int
47 length ( :− xs ) = 1 + length xs
48 length Null = 0
A.3 Discrete event model of computation
Signal definition
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. Signal . In terna l
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. S igna l . I n t e r n a l (
16 S igna l ( . . ) ,
17 SubSignal ( . . ) ,
18 ) where
19
20 import Control . DeepSeq (NFData( rn f ) )
21
22 newtype S igna l t a = S igna l ( a , SubSignal t a )
23 data SubSignal t a = ( t , a ) :− SubSignal t a | Null t
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24
25 in f ixr 4 :−
26
27 instance (Show t ,Show a ) => Show ( S igna l t a ) where
28 showsPrec p = showParen (p>1) . showSignal
29
30 showSignal : : (Show t ,Show a ) => S igna l t a −> ShowS
31 showSignal ( S i gna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = showChar ’ ( ’ . shows x0 . showChar ’ , ’ .
showSubSignal xs . showChar ’ ) ’
32
33 showSubSignal : : (Show t ,Show a ) => SubSignal t a −> ShowS
34 showSubSignal ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’{ ’ . showEvent x . showSubSignal ’ xs
35 showSubSignal ( Nul l t ) = showString ”{}” . shows t
36
37 showSubSignal ’ : : (Show t ,Show a ) => SubSignal t a −> ShowS
38 showSubSignal ’ ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’ , ’ . showEvent x . showSubSignal ’
xs
39 showSubSignal ’ ( Nul l t ) = showChar ’} ’ . shows t
40
41 −− Show an event token
42 showEvent : : (Show t ,Show a ) => ( t , a ) −> ShowS
43 showEvent ( t , x ) = showChar ’ ( ’ . shows t . showChar ’ , ’ . shows x .
showChar ’ ) ’
44
45 instance (Read t ,Read a ) => Read ( S igna l t a ) where
46 readsPrec d = readParen (d>1) r eadS igna l
47
48 r eadS igna l : : (Read t ,Read a ) => ReadS ( S i gna l t a )
49 r eadS igna l = (\ a −> [ ( S i gna l ( x0 , xs ) , f ) |
50 ( ” ( ” ,b) <− lex a ,
51 ( x0 , c ) <− reads b ,
52 ( ” , ” ,d ) <− lex c ,
53 ( xs , e ) <− readSubSigna lStart d ,
54 ( ” ) ” , f ) <− lex e
55 ] )
56
57 readSubSigna lStart : : (Read t ,Read a ) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a )
58 readSubSigna lStart = (\ a −> [ ( xs , c ) |
59 ( ”{” ,b) <− lex a ,
60 ( xs , c ) <− readSubSignal ( ’ , ’ : b ) ++ readNul l b
61 ] )
62
63 readSubSignal : : (Read t ,Read a ) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a )
64 readSubSignal r = readEvent r ++ readNul l r
65
66 −− | Read an event token
67 readEvent : : (Read t ,Read a ) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a )
68 readEvent a = [ ( x :− xs , e ) | ( ” , ( ” ,b) <− lex a , (x , c ) <− reads b ,
( ” ) ” ,d) <− lex c , ( xs , e ) <− readSubSignal d ]
69
70 −− | Read a nu l l token
71 readNul l : : (Read t ,Read a ) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a )
72 readNul l a = [ ( Nul l t , c ) | ( ”}” ,b) <− lex a , ( t , c ) <− reads b ]
73
74 instance (NFData t , NFData a ) => NFData ( S igna l t a ) where
75 rn f ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = rn f x0 ‘ seq ‘ r n f xs
76
77 instance (NFData t , NFData a ) => NFData ( SubSignal t a ) where
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78 rn f ( x :− xs ) = rn f x ‘ seq ‘ r n f xs
79 rn f ( Nul l t ) = rn f t
Process atoms
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. Signa l
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. S igna l (
16 Signal ,
17 s i gna l ,
18 f romSignal ,
19 map,
20 zip ,
21 delay , §
22 (>) ,§
23 (>>) ,
24 (+>) ,
25 ( ) ,⊕
26 ( ) ,∆
27 ( ) ,
28 ) where
29
30 import Prelude ((<) ,(<=) ,(==) ,(+) ,min , otherwise ,Ord ,Num)
31 import ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
32
33 i n f i x l 5 ‘map ‘ , ‘ z ip ‘ , ‘ delay ‘ , §> , §>> , +> ,  , ⊕ , ∆
34
35 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
36
37 −−  : Unicode U+2A00 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 80
38 ( ) : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b
39 ( ) = map
40
41 −− ⊕ : Unicode U+2A01 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 81⊕
42 ( ) : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t ( a −> b) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b⊕
43 ( ) = z ip
44
45 −− ∆ : Unicode U+2206 , UTF−8 Hex E2 88 86∆
46 ( ) : : (Num t ) => S igna l t a −> ( a , t ) −> S igna l t a∆
47 ( ) = delay
48
49 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−§
50
51 (>) : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b§
52 (>) = map§
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53
54 (>>) : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t ( a −> b) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b§
55 (>>) = z ip
56
57 (+>) : : (Num t ) => S igna l t a −> ( a , t ) −> S igna l t a
58 (+>) = delay
59
60 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
61
62 map : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b
63 map f ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l ( f x0 , map ’ f xs )
64
65 map’ : : ( a −> b) −> SubSignal t a −> SubSignal t b
66 map’ f ( ( t , x ) :− xs ) = ( t , f x ) :− map’ f xs
67 map’ ( Nul l t ) = Null t
68
69 z ip : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t ( a −> b) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b
70 z ip ( S igna l ( f0 , f s ) ) ( S i gna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l ( f 0 x0 , zip ’ f 0 f s x0 xs )
71
72 zip ’ : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b) −> SubSignal t ( a −> b) −> a −> SubSignal t
a −> SubSignal t b
73 zip ’ f 0 fs@ ( ( t f , f ) :− f s ’ ) x0 xs@ ( ( tx , x ) :− xs ’ )
74 | t f < tx = ( t f , f x0 ) :− zip ’ f f s ’ x0 xs
75 | t f == tx = ( t f , f x ) :− zip ’ f f s ’ x xs ’
76 | otherwise = ( tx , f 0 x ) :− zip ’ f 0 f s x xs ’
77 zip ’ ( ( t f , f ) :− f s ’ ) x0 xs@( Null tx )
78 | t f < tx = ( t f , f x0 ) :− zip ’ f f s ’ x0 xs
79 | otherwise = Null tx
80 zip ’ f 0 fs@ ( Nul l t f ) ( ( tx , x ) :− xs ’ )
81 | t f <= tx = Null t f
82 | otherwise = ( tx , f 0 x ) :− zip ’ f 0 f s x xs ’
83 zip ’ ( Nul l t f ) ( Nul l tx )
84 = Null (min t f tx )
85
86 delay : : (Num t ) => S igna l t a −> ( a , t ) −> S igna l t a
87 delay ( S igna l ( , xs ) ) ( x0 , t ) = S igna l ( x0 , ( 0 , x0 ) :− delay ’ xs t )
88
89 delay ’ : : (Num t ) => SubSignal t a −> t −> SubSignal t a
90 delay ’ ( ( t , x ) :− xs ) dt = ( t+dt , x ) :− delay ’ xs t
91 delay ’ ( Nul l t ) dt = Null ( t+dt )
92
93 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
94
95 s i g n a l : : (Ord t ) => a −> t −> [ ( t , a ) ] −> S igna l t a
96 s i g n a l x0 te xs = S igna l ( x0 , s i gna l ’ te xs )
97
98 s i gna l ’ : : (Ord t ) => t −> [ ( t , a ) ] −> SubSignal t a
99 s i gna l ’ te ( ( t , x ) : xs )
100 | t < te = ( t , x ) :− s i gna l ’ te xs
101 | otherwise = Null te
102 s i gna l ’ te [ ] = Null te
103
104 f romSignal : : S i gna l t a −> ( a , [ ( t , a ) ] , t )
105 f romSignal ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = ( x0 , xs ’ , te )
106 where
107 ( xs ’ , te ) = fromSignal ’ xs
108
109 f romSignal ’ : : SubSignal t a −> ( [ ( t , a ) ] , t )
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110 f romSignal ’ ( x :− xs ) = l e t ( xs ’ , te ) = fromSignal ’ xs in ( x : xs ’ , t e )
111 f romSignal ’ ( Nul l t ) = ( [ ] , t )
Process constructors
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. Processes
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. Proce s s e s (
16 −− map,
17 zipWith ,
18 zipWith3 ,
19 zipWith4 ,
20 delay ,
21 zip ,
22 zip3 ,
23 zip4 ,
24 unzip ,
25 unzip3 ,
26 unzip4 ,
27 ) where
28
29 import Prelude ( f l ip ,Ord ,Num, fst , snd )
30 import ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. S igna l ( S ignal , ( )⊕ , ( ) ∆ , ( ) )
31
32 zipWith : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b −> c ) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b −>
S igna l t c
33 zipWith f xs ys = f  xs ⊕ ys
34
35 zipWith3 : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b −> c −> d) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t b
−> S igna l t c −> S igna l t d
36 zipWith3 f xs ys zs = f  xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
37
38 zipWith4 : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b −> c −> d −> e ) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l
t b −> S igna l t c −> S igna l t d −> S igna l t e
39 zipWith4 f ws xs ys zs = f  ws ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
40
41 delay : : (Num t ) => ( a , t ) −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t a
42 delay = f l i p ∆()
43
44 z ip : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t a −> S igna l t b −> S igna l t ( a , b)
45 z ip xs ys = ( , )  xs ⊕ ys
46
47 z ip3 : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t a −> S igna l t b −> S igna l t c −> S igna l t
( a , b , c )
48 z ip3 xs ys zs = ( , , )  xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
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49
50 z ip4 : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t a −> S igna l t b −> S igna l t c −> S igna l t d
−> S igna l t ( a , b , c , d )
51 z ip4 ws xs ys zs = ( , , , )  ws ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
52
53 unzip : : S i gna l t ( a , b) −> ( S igna l t a , S i gna l t b)
54 unzip xs = ( f s t  xs , snd  xs )
55
56 unzip3 : : S i gna l t ( a , b , c ) −> ( S i gna l t a , S i gna l t b , S i gna l t c )
57 unzip3 xs = ((\ (x , , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , x , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , , x ) −>
x )  xs )
58
59 unzip4 : : S i gna l t ( a , b , c , d ) −> ( S i gna l t a , S i gna l t b , S i gna l t
c , S i gna l t d)
60 unzip4 xs = ((\ (x , , , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , x , , ) −> x )  xs , (\
( , , x , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , , , x ) −> x )  xs )
Domain interface tools
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. In te r face
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. I n t e r f a c e (
16 head ,
17 ta i l ,
18 take ,
19 drop ,
20 length ,
21 ) where
22
23 import Prelude hiding (head , ta i l , take ,drop , length )
24 import ForSyDe . Shallow .DE. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
25
26 head : : S i gna l t a −> Maybe ( t , a )
27 head ( S i gna l ( , xs ) ) = head ’ xs
28
29 head ’ : : SubSignal t a −> Maybe ( t , a )
30 head ’ ( Nul l ) = Nothing
31 head ’ ( x :− ) = Just x
32
33 t a i l : : S i gna l t a −> Maybe ( S i gna l t a )
34 t a i l ( S i gna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = case ta i l ’ xs of
35 Just xs ’ −> Just $ S igna l ( x0 , xs ’ )
36 Nothing −> Nothing
37
38 ta i l ’ : : SubSignal t a −> Maybe ( SubSignal t a )
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39 ta i l ’ ( Nul l ) = Nothing
40 ta i l ’ ( :− xs ) = Just xs
41
42 take : : Int −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t a
43 take n ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l ( x0 , take ’ n xs )
44
45 take ’ : : Int −> SubSignal t a −> SubSignal t a
46 take ’ n (x@( t , ) :− xs )
47 | n <= 0 = Null t
48 | otherwise = x :− take ’ (pred n) xs
49 take ’ ( Nul l t ) = Null t
50
51 drop : : Int −> S igna l t a −> S igna l t a
52 drop n ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l ( x0 ,drop ’ n xs )
53
54 drop ’ : : Int −> SubSignal t a −> SubSignal t a
55 drop ’ n ( x :− xs )
56 | n <= 0 = x :− xs
57 | otherwise = drop ’ (pred n) xs
58 drop ’ ( Nul l t ) = Null t
59
60 length : : S i gna l t a −> Int
61 length ( S igna l ( , xs ) ) = length ’ xs
62
63 length ’ : : SubSignal t a −> Int
64 length ’ ( :− xs ) = 1 + length ’ xs
65 length ’ ( Nul l ) = 0
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Signal definition
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. Signa l . In terna l
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. S igna l . I n t e r n a l (
16 S igna l ( . . ) ,
17 SubSignal ( . . ) ,
18 ) where
19
20 −−import Control . DeepSeq (NFData( rnf ) )
21
22 newtype S igna l t u a = S igna l (u −> a , SubSignal t u a )
23 data SubSignal t u a = ( t , u −> a ) :− SubSignal t u a | Null t
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24
25 in f ixr 4 :−
26
27 {−
28 instance (Show t , Show a) => Show ( Signal t a) where
29 showsPrec p = showParen (p>1) . showSignal
30
31 showSignal : : (Show t , Show a) => Signal t a −> ShowS
32 showSignal ( Signal ( x0 , xs ) ) = showChar ’( ’ . shows x0 . showChar ’ , ’ .
showSubSignal xs . showChar ’) ’
33
34 showSubSignal : : (Show t , Show a) => SubSignal t a −> ShowS
35 showSubSignal ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’{ ’ . showEvent x . showSubSignal ’ xs
36 showSubSignal ( Nul l t ) = showString ”{}” . shows t
37
38 showSubSignal ’ : : (Show t , Show a) => SubSignal t a −> ShowS
39 showSubSignal ’ ( x :− xs ) = showChar ’ , ’ . showEvent x . showSubSignal ’
xs
40 showSubSignal ’ ( Nul l t ) = showChar ’} ’ . shows t
41
42 −− Show an event token
43 showEvent : : (Show t , Show a) => ( t , a) −> ShowS
44 showEvent ( t , x ) = showChar ’( ’ . shows t . showChar ’ , ’ . shows x .
showChar ’) ’
45 −}
46
47 {−
48 instance (Read t ,Read a) => Read ( Signa l t a) where
49 readsPrec d = readParen (d>1) readSignal
50
51 readSignal : : (Read t ,Read a) => ReadS ( Signa l t a)
52 readSignal = (\ a −> [ ( Signa l ( x0 , xs ) , f ) |
53 (”(” , b ) <− l e x a ,
54 (x0 , c ) <− reads b ,
55 (” ,” , d) <− l e x c ,
56 ( xs , e ) <− readSubSignalStart d ,
57 (”) ” , f ) <− l e x e
58 ] )
59
60 readSubSignalStart : : (Read t ,Read a) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a)
61 readSubSignalStart = (\ a −> [ ( xs , c ) |
62 (”{” , b ) <− l e x a ,
63 ( xs , c ) <− readSubSignal ( ’ , ’ : b ) ++ readNul l b
64 ] )
65
66 readSubSignal : : (Read t ,Read a) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a)
67 readSubSignal r = readEvent r ++ readNul l r
68
69 −− | Read an event token
70 readEvent : : (Read t ,Read a) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a)
71 readEvent a = [ ( x :− xs , e ) | (” ,(” , b ) <− l e x a , (x , c ) <− reads b ,
(”) ” ,d) <− l e x c , ( xs , e ) <− readSubSignal d ]
72
73 −− | Read a nu l l token
74 readNul l : : (Read t ,Read a) => ReadS ( SubSignal t a)
75 readNul l a = [ ( Nul l t , c ) | (”}” , b ) <− l e x a , ( t , c ) <− reads b ]
76 −}
77
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78 {−
79 instance (NFData t ,NFData a) => NFData ( Signa l t a) where
80 rnf ( Signal ( x0 , xs ) ) = rnf x0 ‘ seq ‘ rnf xs
81
82 instance (NFData t ,NFData a) => NFData ( SubSignal t a) where
83 rnf ( x :− xs ) = rnf x ‘ seq ‘ rnf xs
84 rnf ( Nul l t ) = rnf t
85 −}
Process atoms
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. Signa l
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. S igna l (
16 Signal ,
17 s i gna l ,
18 f romSignal ,
19 map,
20 zip ,
21 delay , §
22 (>) ,§
23 (>>) ,
24 (+>) ,
25 ( ) ,⊕
26 ( ) ,∆
27 ( ) ,
28 ) where
29
30 import Prelude ((<) ,(<=) ,(==) ,(+) ,min , otherwise ,Ord ,Num)
31 import ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
32
33 i n f i x l 5 ‘map ‘ , ‘ z ip ‘ , ‘ delay ‘ , §> , §>> , +> ,  , ⊕ , ∆
34
35 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
36
37 −−  : Unicode U+2A00 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 80
38 ( ) : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b
39 ( ) = map
40
41 −− ⊕ : Unicode U+2A01 , UTF−8 Hex E2 A8 81⊕
42 ( ) : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t u ( a −> b) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b⊕
43 ( ) = z ip
44
45 −− ∆ : Unicode U+2206 , UTF−8 Hex E2 88 86∆
46 ( ) : : (Num t ) => S igna l t u a −> (u −> a , t ) −> S igna l t u a∆
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47 ( ) = delay
48
49 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−§
50
51 (>) : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b§
52 (>) = map§
53
54 (>>) : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t u ( a −> b) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b§
55 (>>) = z ip
56
57 (+>) : : (Num t ) => S igna l t u a −> (u −> a , t ) −> S igna l t u a
58 (+>) = delay
59
60 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
61
62 map : : ( a −> b) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b
63 map f ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l (\u −> f ( x0 u) ,map ’ f xs )
64
65 map’ : : ( a −> b) −> SubSignal t u a −> SubSignal t u b
66 map’ f ( ( t , x ) :− xs ) = ( t ,\u −> f ( x u) ) :− map’ f xs
67 map’ ( Nul l t ) = Null t
68
69 z ip : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t u ( a −> b) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b
70 z ip ( S igna l ( f0 , f s ) ) ( S i gna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l (\u −> f 0 u ( x0 u) , zip ’
f 0 f s x0 xs )
71
72 zip ’ : : (Ord t ) => (u −> a −> b) −> SubSignal t u ( a −> b) −> (u −> a )
−> SubSignal t u a −> SubSignal t u b
73 zip ’ f 0 fs@ ( ( t f , f ) :− f s ’ ) x0 xs@ ( ( tx , x ) :− xs ’ )
74 | t f < tx = ( t f ,\u −> f u ( x0 u) ) :− zip ’ f f s ’ x0 xs
75 | t f == tx = ( t f ,\u −> f u (x u) ) :− zip ’ f f s ’ x xs ’
76 | otherwise = ( tx ,\u −> f 0 u (x u) ) :− zip ’ f 0 f s x xs ’
77 zip ’ ( ( t f , f ) :− f s ’ ) x0 xs@( Null tx )
78 | t f < tx = ( t f ,\u −> f u ( x0 u) ) :− zip ’ f f s ’ x0 xs
79 | otherwise = Null tx
80 zip ’ f 0 fs@ ( Nul l t f ) ( ( tx , x ) :− xs ’ )
81 | t f <= tx = Null t f
82 | otherwise = ( tx ,\u −> f 0 u (x u) ) :− zip ’ f 0 f s x xs ’
83 zip ’ ( Nul l t f ) ( Nul l tx )
84 = Null (min t f tx )
85
86 delay : : (Num t ) => S igna l t u a −> (u −> a , t ) −> S igna l t u a
87 delay ( S igna l ( , xs ) ) ( x0 , t ) = S igna l ( x0 , ( 0 , x0 ) :− delay ’ xs t )
88
89 delay ’ : : (Num t ) => SubSignal t u a −> t −> SubSignal t u a
90 delay ’ ( ( t , x ) :− xs ) dt = ( t+dt , x ) :− delay ’ xs t
91 delay ’ ( Nul l t ) dt = Null ( t+dt )
92
93 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
94
95 s i g n a l : : (Ord t ) => (u −> a ) −> t −> [ ( t , u −> a ) ] −> S igna l t u a
96 s i g n a l x0 te xs = S igna l ( x0 , s i gna l ’ te xs )
97
98 s i gna l ’ : : (Ord t ) => t −> [ ( t , u −> a ) ] −> SubSignal t u a
99 s i gna l ’ te ( ( t , x ) : xs )
100 | t < te = ( t , x ) :− s i gna l ’ te xs
101 | otherwise = Null te
102 s i gna l ’ te [ ] = Null te
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103
104 f romSignal : : S i gna l t u a −> (u −> a , [ ( t , u −> a ) ] , t )
105 f romSignal ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = ( x0 , xs ’ , t e )
106 where
107 ( xs ’ , te ) = fromSignal ’ xs
108
109 f romSignal ’ : : SubSignal t u a −> ( [ ( t , u −> a ) ] , t )
110 f romSignal ’ ( x :− xs ) = l e t ( xs ’ , te ) = fromSignal ’ xs in ( x : xs ’ , t e )
111 f romSignal ’ ( Nul l t ) = ( [ ] , t )
Process constructors
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. Processes
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. Proce s s e s (
16 −− map,
17 zipWith ,
18 zipWith3 ,
19 zipWith4 ,
20 delay ,
21 zip ,
22 zip3 ,
23 zip4 ,
24 unzip ,
25 unzip3 ,
26 unzip4 ,
27 ) where
28
29 import Prelude ( f l ip ,Ord ,Num, fst , snd )
30 import ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. S igna l ( S ignal , ( )⊕ , ( ) ∆ , ( ) )
31
32 zipWith : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b −> c ) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b −>
S igna l t u c
33 zipWith f xs ys = f  xs ⊕ ys
34
35 zipWith3 : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b −> c −> d) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u
b −> S igna l t u c −> S igna l t u d
36 zipWith3 f xs ys zs = f  xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
37
38 zipWith4 : : (Ord t ) => ( a −> b −> c −> d −> e ) −> S igna l t u a −>
S igna l t u b −> S igna l t u c −> S igna l t u d −> S igna l t u e
39 zipWith4 f ws xs ys zs = f  ws ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
40
41 delay : : (Num t ) => (u −> a , t ) −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u a
42 delay = f l i p ∆()
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43
44 z ip : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b −> S igna l t u (a , b)
45 z ip xs ys = ( , )  xs ⊕ ys
46
47 z ip3 : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b −> S igna l t u c −>
S igna l t u (a , b , c )
48 z ip3 xs ys zs = ( , , )  xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
49
50 z ip4 : : (Ord t ) => S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u b −> S igna l t u c −>
S igna l t u d −> S igna l t u (a , b , c , d )
51 z ip4 ws xs ys zs = ( , , , )  ws ⊕ xs ⊕ ys ⊕ zs
52
53 unzip : : S i gna l t u (a , b) −> ( S igna l t u a , S i gna l t u b)
54 unzip xs = ( f s t  xs , snd  xs )
55
56 unzip3 : : S i gna l t u (a , b , c ) −> ( S i gna l t u a , S i gna l t u b , S i gna l t u c )
57 unzip3 xs = ((\ (x , , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , x , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , , x ) −>
x )  xs )
58
59 unzip4 : : S i gna l t u (a , b , c , d ) −> ( S i gna l t u a , S i gna l t u b , S i gna l t u
c , S i gna l t u d)
60 unzip4 xs = ((\ (x , , , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , x , , ) −> x )  xs , (\
( , , x , ) −> x )  xs , (\ ( , , , x ) −> x )  xs )
Domain interface tools
1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 −−
3 −− Module : ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. In te r face
4 −− Copyright :
5 −− License : Al lRightsReserved
6 −−
7 −− Maintainer : mkoe@imm. dtu . dk
8 −− S t a b i l i t y : Experimental
9 −− Por t a b i l i t y :
10 −−
11 −− |
12 −−
13 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
14
15 module ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. I n t e r f a c e (
16 head ,
17 ta i l ,
18 take ,
19 drop ,
20 length ,
21 ) where
22
23 import Prelude hiding (head , ta i l , take ,drop , length )
24 import ForSyDe . Shallow .CT. S igna l . I n t e r n a l
25
26 head : : S i gna l t u a −> Maybe ( t , u −> a )
27 head ( S i gna l ( , xs ) ) = head ’ xs
28
29 head ’ : : SubSignal t u a −> Maybe ( t , u −> a )
30 head ’ ( Nul l ) = Nothing
31 head ’ ( x :− ) = Just x
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32
33 t a i l : : S i gna l t u a −> Maybe ( S igna l t u a )
34 t a i l ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = case ta i l ’ xs of
35 Just xs ’ −> Just $ S igna l ( x0 , xs ’ )
36 Nothing −> Nothing
37
38 ta i l ’ : : SubSignal t u a −> Maybe ( SubSignal t u a )
39 ta i l ’ ( Nul l ) = Nothing
40 ta i l ’ ( :− xs ) = Just xs
41
42 take : : Int −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u a
43 take n ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l ( x0 , take ’ n xs )
44
45 take ’ : : Int −> SubSignal t u a −> SubSignal t u a
46 take ’ n (x@( t , ) :− xs )
47 | n <= 0 = Null t
48 | otherwise = x :− take ’ (pred n) xs
49 take ’ ( Nul l t ) = Null t
50
51 drop : : Int −> S igna l t u a −> S igna l t u a
52 drop n ( S igna l ( x0 , xs ) ) = S igna l ( x0 ,drop ’ n xs )
53
54 drop ’ : : Int −> SubSignal t u a −> SubSignal t u a
55 drop ’ n ( x :− xs )
56 | n <= 0 = x :− xs
57 | otherwise = drop ’ (pred n) xs
58 drop ’ ( Nul l t ) = Null t
59
60 length : : S i gna l t u a −> Int
61 length ( S igna l ( , xs ) ) = length ’ xs
62
63 length ’ : : SubSignal t u a −> Int
64 length ’ ( :− xs ) = 1 + length ’ xs
65 length ’ ( Nul l ) = 0
A.5 UPPAAL model code
Circle of four nodes
1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=” utf−8”?>< !DOCTYPE nta PUBLIC ’−//Uppaal
Team//DTD Flat System 1.1//EN’
’ h t tp : //www. i t . uu . se / r e s ea r ch /group/ dar t s / uppaal / f l a t −1 1 . dtd ’><nta><d e c l a r a t i o n>//
Place g l oba l d e c l a r a t i o n s here .
2
3 c l o ck g l oba l t ime ;
4 const i n t Separat ion = 2 ;
5 const i n t Appl i ca t ionStar tDe lay = 5 ;
6
7 const i n t Nodes = 5 ;
8 const i n t Sinks = 1 ;
9 const i n t Neighbours = 4 ;
10 const i n t Decimals = 10 ;
11 const i n t MIN AUGMENTATION = 1 ∗ Decimals ;
12 const i n t BatteryCapacity = 42 ∗ Decimals ;
13 const i n t MinBatteryCharge = 10 ;
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14 const i n t MaxDepletion = 50 ∗ Decimals ;
15 const i n t UpdateThreshold = Decimals / 10 ;
16 const i n t MaxAugmentation = MaxDepletion + Nodes ∗ Decimals ;
17
18 const i n t App l i c a t i on In t e r rup t = 60 ;
19 const i n t EnergyUpdateInterrupt = 60 ;
20 const i n t RouteDelay = 1 ;
21
22 typede f i n t [ 0 , Nodes−1] i d t ;
23 typede f i n t [ 0 , Sinks −1] s i n k s t ;
24 typede f i n t [ Sinks , Nodes−1] nodes t ;
25 typede f i n t [ 0 , Neighbours −1] ne i ghbour s t ;
26 typede f i n t [ 0 , Nodes ] h e i g h t t ;
27 typede f i n t [ 0 , BatteryCapacity ] ene rgy t ;
28 typede f i n t [ 0 , MaxDepletion ] d e p l e t i o n t ;
29 typede f i n t [ 0 , MaxAugmentation ] augmentat ion t ;
30 typede f i n t [ 0 , Nodes∗Decimals+MaxDepletion+MaxAugmentation ] t o t a l t ;
31
32 ene rgy t batte ry [ nodes t ] ;
33 meta bool outOfPower = f a l s e ;
34
35 meta i n t [ 0 , Nodes ] i n i t i a l i s e N o d e = 0 ;
36
37 chan data [ Nodes ] ;
38 broadcast chan update [ Nodes ] ;
39
40 meta t o t a l t he ight update ;
41 meta i d t data source ;
42
43 const ene rgy t Appl icat ionUsage = 1 ;
44 const ene rgy t RouteUsage = 1 ;
45 const ene rgy t UpdateEnergyUsage = 1 ;
46 const ene rgy t UpdateNeighbourUsage = 1 ;
47 const ene rgy t UpdateUsage = 1 ;
48
49 const i n t numNeighbours [ Nodes ] = {
50 2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2
51 } ;
52
53 const i d t ne ighbours [ Nodes ] [ Neighbours ] = {
54 {1 ,4 ,0 ,0} ,
55 {0 ,2 ,0 ,0} ,
56 {1 ,3 ,0 ,0} ,
57 {2 ,4 ,0 ,0} ,
58 {3 ,0 ,0 ,0}
59 } ;
60
61 const i n t hops [ Nodes ] = {
62 0 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,1
63 } ;
64
65 const i n t ChargeInterva l = 1 ;
66
67 const i n t i n s o l a t i o n i t e m s = 2 ;
68 const ene rgy t i n s o l a t i o n v a l u e [ i n s o l a t i o n i t e m s ] = {
69 1 ,
70 0
71 } ;
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72 const i n t i n s o l a t i o n t i m e [ i n s o l a t i o n i t e m s ] = {
73 12 ∗ 60/∗ ∗ 60∗/ ,
74 12 ∗ 60/∗ ∗ 60∗/
75 } ;
76 i n t [ 0 , i n s o l a t i o n i t e m s ] i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ;
77
78 const i n t shadow items = 1 ;
79 const i n t [ 0 , 1 0 0 ] shadow value [ Nodes ] [ shadow items ] = {
80 {100} ,
81 {100} ,
82 {100} ,
83 {100} ,
84 {100}
85 } ;
86 const i n t shadow time [ shadow items ] = {
87 60 ∗ 60
88 } ;
89 i n t [ 0 , shadow items ] shadow index ;
90
91 void consume ( const nodes t id , const ene rgy t energy ) {
92 i f ( bat te ry [ id ] &l t ; energy ) {
93 batte ry [ id ] = 0 ;
94 } e l s e {
95 batte ry [ id ] −= energy ;
96 }
97 }
98
99 i n t getSunStep ( ) {
100 re turn i n s o l a t i o n t i m e [ i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ] ;
101 }
102
103 void chargeAl l ( ) {
104 f o r ( id : nodes t ) {
105 const i n t energy = i n s o l a t i o n v a l u e [ i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ] ∗
shadow value [ id ] [ shadow index ] ∗ ChargeInterva l /
100 + batte ry [ id ] ;
106 i f ( energy &gt ; BatteryCapacity ) {
107 batte ry [ id ] = BatteryCapacity ;
108 } e l s e {
109 batte ry [ id ] = energy ;
110 }
111 }
112 }
113
114 i n t getShadowStep ( ) {
115 re turn shadow time [ shadow index ] ;
116 }
117
118 void updateSun ( ) {
119 i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ++;
120 i f ( i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x == i n s o l a t i o n i t e m s ) {
121 i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x = 0 ;
122 }
123 }
124
125 void updateShadow ( ) {
126 shadow index++;
127 i f ( shadow index == shadow items ) {
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128 shadow index = 0 ;
129 }
130 }
131
132 d e p l e t i o n t getDep le t i on ( const ene rgy t energy ) {
133 i f ( energy &gt ;= (9 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) / 10) {
134 re turn 0 ;
135 } e l s e i f ( energy &gt ;= (3 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) / 4) {
136 re turn MaxDepletion /10 ∗ ( energy − (9 ∗
BatteryCapacity ) / 10) / ( (3 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) /
4 − (9 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) / 10) ;
137 } e l s e i f ( energy &gt ;= (1 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) / 4) {
138 re turn (9∗MaxDepletion ) /10 ∗ ( energy − (3 ∗
BatteryCapacity ) / 4) / ( (1 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) / 4
− (3 ∗ BatteryCapacity ) / 4) ;
139 } e l s e {
140 re turn MaxDepletion ;
141 }
142 }
143
144 const i n t QMAX = Nodes ;
145 const i n t i n f i n i t y = 500 ;
146 /∗∗
147 Calcu la te the g l oba l optimal route ( neighbour ) f o r the g iven
node &l t ; id&gt ; .
148 Based on batte ry power o f a l l nodes and s h o r t e s t path only .
149 Disregard any l o c a l node parameters such as augmentation .
150 Current ly assuming that id=0 i s the base s t a t i o n .
151 ∗/
152 i d t globalOptimalRoute ( const i d t id ) {
153 /∗∗ Optimal he ight ( energy+d i s t ance to s ink ) ∗/
154 i n t H[ Nodes ] ;
155 /∗∗ Queue o f nodes ( v a l u e s : i d t or NA) to search , with
p o i n t e r s f o r i n s e r t i o n and e x t r a c t i o n ∗/
156 i n t Q[QMAX] , Qput , Qget ;
157 /∗∗ Copy o f b a t t e r i e s , adding one f o r each base s t a t i o n ∗/
158 ene rgy t E[ i d t ] ;
159 /∗∗ I n i t i a l i s e ∗/
160 Qput = 0 ;
161 Qget = 0 ;
162 f o r ( s ink : s i n k s t ) {
163 i f ( id == s ink ) {
164 re turn s ink ;
165 }
166 E[ s ink ] = BatteryCapacity ;
167 }
168 f o r (n : nodes t ) {
169 E[ n ] = batte ry [ n ] ;
170 }
171 f o r (n : i d t ) {
172 /∗∗ I n i t i a l i s e a l l nodes to have a he ight o f ” i n f i n i t y ”
∗/
173 H[ n ] = i n f i n i t y ;
174 }
175 /∗∗ Sta r t i ng parameters ∗/
176 f o r ( s ink : s i n k s t ) {
177 H[ s ink ] = 0 ;
178 Q[ Qput ] = s ink ;
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179 Qput++;
180 }
181 /∗∗ Algorithm ∗/
182 whi le (Qput != Qget ) {
183 i n t n ;
184 /∗∗ Get next node in queue ∗/
185 const i d t node = Q[ Qget ] ;
186 Qget++;
187 i f ( Qget == QMAX) {
188 Qget = 0 ;
189 }
190 /∗∗ Add neighbours to queue ∗/
191 f o r (n = 0 ; n &l t ; numNeighbours [ node ] ; ++n) {
192 const i d t nid = neighbours [ node ] [ n ] ;
193 const i n t h0 = H[ node ] ;
194 const i n t h1 = H[ nid ] ;
195 const i n t h2 = hops [ nid ] ∗ Decimals +
getDep le t ion (E[ nid ] ) ;
196 i f ( h0 + MIN AUGMENTATION &l t ; h1 &amp;&amp ; h1
!= h2 ) {
197 /∗∗ Add neighbour to queue ∗/
198 Q[ Qput ] = nid ;
199 Qput++;
200 i f (Qput == QMAX) {
201 Qput = 0 ;
202 }
203 /∗∗ Calcu la te new he ight o f added
neighbour ∗/
204 i f ( h2 &l t ;= h0 ) {
205 H[ nid ] = h0 + MIN AUGMENTATION;
206 } e l s e {
207 H[ nid ] = h2 ;
208 }
209 }
210 }
211 }
212 /∗∗ Find l o v e s t neighbour o f g iven node ∗/
213 {
214 i n t i ;
215 /∗∗ ID o f cur rent candidate ∗/
216 meta i d t l = neighbours [ id ] [ 0 ] ;
217 /∗∗ Height o f cur rent candidate ∗/
218 meta t o t a l t h = H[ l ] ;
219 /∗∗ Find best neighbour o f g iven node ∗/
220 f o r ( i = 1 ; i &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ; ++i ) {
221 const i d t nid = neighbours [ id ] [ i ] ;
222 i f (H[ nid ] &l t ; h ) {
223 l = nid ;
224 h = H[ nid ] ;
225 }
226 }
227 re turn l ;
228 }
229 }
230
231 i d t shortestPathNeighbour ( const nodes t id ) {
232 meta i d t x = neighbours [ id ] [ 0 ] ;
233 meta i n t h = hops [ x ] ;
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234 f o r (n : ne i ghbour s t ) i f (n &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ) {
235 const i d t nid = neighbours [ id ] [ n ] ;
236 i f ( hops [ nid ] &l t ; h ) {
237 x = nid ;
238 h = hops [ nid ] ;
239 }
240 }
241 re turn x ;
242 }
243
244 </ d e c l a r a t i o n><template><name x=”5” y=”5”>Node</name><parameter>const
i d t id</ parameter><d e c l a r a t i o n>// Place l o c a l d e c l a r a t i o n s here .
245 c l o ck app l i ca t i on , protoco l , r ou t e de l ay ;
246
247 i d t route ;
248 meta augmentat ion t augmentation ;
249 meta t o t a l t he ight [ Neighbours ] ;
250 meta i n t bu f f e r ed package s ;
251 /∗∗ Last D i s t r ibuted Height ∗/
252 meta t o t a l t ldh ;
253
254 void i n i t i a l i s e ( ) {
255 f o r ( i : i n t [ 0 , numNeighbours [ id ]−1]) {
256 he ight [ i ] = hops [ ne ighbours [ id ] [ i ] ] ∗ Decimals ;
257 }
258 batte ry [ id ] = BatteryCapacity ;
259 bu f f e r ed package s = 0 ;
260 }
261
262 t o t a l t getHeight ( ) {
263 re turn ( hops [ id ] ∗ Decimals + augmentation +
getDep le t ion ( batte ry [ id ] ) ) ;
264 }
265
266 i d t getOptimalRoute ( ) {
267 meta i n t [ 1 , numNeighbours [ id ] ] i ;
268 /∗∗ ID o f cur rent candidate ∗/
269 meta i d t l = neighbours [ id ] [ 0 ] ;
270 /∗∗ Find lowest neighbour ∗/
271 meta t o t a l t h = he ight [ 0 ] ;
272 /∗∗ Find lowest neighbour ∗/
273 f o r ( i = 1 ; i &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ; ++i ) {
274 i f ( he ight [ i ] &l t ; h ) {
275 l = neighbours [ id ] [ i ] ;
276 h = he ight [ i ] ;
277 }
278 }
279 re turn l ;
280 }
281
282 void updateRoute ( ) {
283 meta i n t [ 1 , numNeighbours [ id ] ] i ;
284 /∗∗ Height o f cur rent candidate ∗/
285 meta t o t a l t h = he ight [ 0 ] ;
286 /∗∗ ID o f cur rent candidate ∗/
287 meta i d t l = neighbours [ id ] [ 0 ] ;
288 /∗∗ Find lowest neighbour ∗/
289 f o r ( i = 1 ; i &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ; ++i ) {
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290 i f ( he ight [ i ] &l t ; h ) {
291 l = neighbours [ id ] [ i ] ;
292 h = he ight [ i ] ;
293 }
294 }
295 route = l ;
296 }
297
298 augmentat ion t getNeededAugmentation ( ) {
299 meta i n t temp ;
300 meta i n t [ 1 , numNeighbours [ id ] ] i ;
301 /∗∗ Height o f cur rent candidate ∗/
302 meta t o t a l t h = he ight [ 0 ] ;
303 /∗∗ Find lowest neighbour ∗/
304 f o r ( i = 1 ; i &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ; ++i ) {
305 i f ( he ight [ i ] &l t ; h ) {
306 h = he ight [ i ] ;
307 }
308 }
309 temp = MIN AUGMENTATION + h − ( ( hops [ id ] ∗ Decimals +
augmentation + getDep le t i on ( batte ry [ id ] ) ) − augmentation ) ;
310 i f ( temp &l t ; 0) {
311 re turn 0 ;
312 } e l s e {
313 re turn temp ;
314 }
315 }
316
317 void updateAugmentation ( ) {
318 meta i n t temp ;
319 meta i n t [ 1 , numNeighbours [ id ] ] i ;
320 /∗∗ Height o f cur rent candidate ∗/
321 meta t o t a l t h = he ight [ 0 ] ;
322 ///∗∗ ID o f cur rent candidate ∗/
323 //meta i d t l = neighbours [ id ] [ 0 ] ;
324 /∗∗ Find lowest neighbour ∗/
325 f o r ( i = 1 ; i &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ; ++i ) {
326 i f ( he ight [ i ] &l t ; h ) {
327 // l = neighbours [ id ] [ i ] ;
328 h = he ight [ i ] ;
329 }
330 }
331 /∗∗ Calcu la te augmentation ∗/
332 //temp = MIN AUGMENTATION + h − ( getHeight ( ) − augmentation ) ;
333 temp = MIN AUGMENTATION + h − ( ( hops [ id ] ∗ Decimals +
augmentation + getDep le t i on ( batte ry [ id ] ) ) − augmentation ) ;
334 i f ( temp &l t ; 0) {
335 augmentation = 0 ;
336 } e l s e {
337 augmentation = temp ;
338 }
339 }
340
341 bool hasValidRoute ( ) {
342 // f o r ( i : i n t [ 0 , numNeighbours [ id ]−1]) {
343 i n t i ;
344 f o r ( i = 0 ; i &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] ; ++i ) {
345 // i f ( he ight [ i ] &l t ; getHeight ( ) ) {
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346 i f ( he ight [ i ] &l t ; ( hops [ id ] ∗ Decimals + augmentation
+ getDep le t i on ( batte ry [ id ] ) ) ) {
347 re turn true ;
348 }
349 }
350 re turn f a l s e ;
351 }
352
353 bool hasOptimalRoute ( ) {
354 meta t o t a l t h = he ight [ 0 ] ;
355 meta i d t node = neighbours [ id ] [ 0 ] ;
356 f o r (n : ne i ghbour s t ) i f (n &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ] &amp;&amp ;
n != 0) {
357 i f ( he ight [ n ] &l t ; h ) {
358 node = neighbours [ id ] [ n ] ;
359 h = he ight [ n ] ;
360 }
361 }
362 re turn ( route == node ) ;
363 }
364
365 bool thresho ldPassed ( ) {
366 re turn ( ldh − getHeight ( ) ) &gt ; UpdateThreshold or ( getHeight ( )
− ldh ) &gt ; UpdateThreshold ;
367 }
368
369 bool isUpdateNeeded ( ) {
370 re turn ( not hasValidRoute ( ) ) or ( not hasOptimalRoute ( ) and
thresho ldPassed ( ) ) ;
371 }
372 </ d e c l a r a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id0 ” x=”272” y=”−200”><name x=”184”
y=”−216”>RouteSend</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id1 ”
x=”272” y=”192”><name x=”176” y=”176”>OutOfPower</name>< l a b e l
kind=” inva r i an t ” x=”40” y=”192”>batte ry [ id ] &l t ;=
MinBatteryCharge</ l a b e l></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id2 ” x=”−360”
y=”24”><name x=”−360”
y=”−16”>UpdateNeighbour</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id3 ” x=”−640” y=”40”><name x=”−624”
y=”24”>UpdateEnergy</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id4 ” x=”248” y=”−168”><name x=”144”
y=”−168”>RouteReceive</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id5 ” x=”224” y=”−120”><name x=”144”
y=”−104”>Appl i cat ion</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id6 ” x=”−80” y=”−64”><name x=”−112” y=”−144”>I d l e</name>< l a b e l
kind=” inva r i an t ” x=”−352” y=”−200”>a p p l i c a t i o n &l t ;=
App l i c a t i on In t e r rup t
373 &amp;&amp ; p ro to co l &l t ;= EnergyUpdateInterrupt
374 &amp;&amp ; (
375 bu f f e r ed package s == 0
376 | | r ou t e de l ay &l t ;= RouteDelay
377 )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Node i s
i d l e</ l a b e l></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id7 ” x=”−640” y=”−200”><name
x=”−616” y=”−216”>I n i t</name>< l a b e l kind=” inva r i an t ” x=”−592”
y=”−216”>g l oba l t ime &l t ;= id ∗ Separat ion</ l a b e l></ l o c a t i o n>< i n i t
r e f=” id7 ”/><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id3 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−640” y=”128”>not
isUpdateNeeded ( )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>No broadcast o f
energy update needed , energy has not changed enough s i n c e l a s t
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broadcast</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−640” y=”200”/><n a i l x=”−80”
y=”200”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id1 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”48” y=”56”>batte ry [ id ] &gt ;
MinBatteryCharge</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” synchron i s a t i on ” x=”48”
y=”72”>update [ id ] !</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”48”
y=”88”>updateAugmentation ( ) ,
378 ldh = getHeight ( ) ,
379 he ight update = ldh ,
380 outOfPower = f a l s e ,
381 a p p l i c a t i o n = 0 ,
382 pro toco l = 0 ,
383 r ou t e de l ay = 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>The node i s recharged
enough to reboot</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”40” y=”192”/><n a i l x=”40”
y=”−48”/><n a i l x=”−56” y=”−48”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id2 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id2 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” s e l e c t ” x=”−624”
y=”−53”>s : ne i ghbour s t</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−624”
y=”−38”>s &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ]</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=” synchron i s a t i on ” x=”−624”
y=”−23”>update [ ne ighbours [ id ] [ s ] ] ?</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−624” y=”−8”>he ight [ s ] = height update ,
384 consume ( id , UpdateNeighbourUsage )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Receive
an energy update from a neighbour</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−632”
y=”24”/><n a i l x=”−632” y=”−56”/><n a i l x=”−368” y=”−56”/><n a i l
x=”−368” y=”−8”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id5 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id4 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”112”
y=”−152”>data source = id</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Send the
data to s ink which the a p p l i c a t i o n
produces</ l a b e l></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id0 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” synchron i s a t i on ”
x=”−56” y=”−216”>data [ route ] !</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”24” y=”−216”>data source = id ,
385 buf f e red packages −−,
386 r ou t e de l ay = 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Send data to the cur rent
best neighbour towards s ink</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−72” y=”−200”/><n a i l
x=”−72” y=”−96”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id6 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id0 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”72”
y=”−64”>r ou t e de l ay &gt ;= RouteDelay
387 &amp;&amp ; bu f f e r ed package s != 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”72” y=”−32”>consume ( id , RouteUsage )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=”comments”>Send wait ing data towards s ink</ l a b e l><n a i l
x=”272” y=”−64”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id2 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−312”
y=”16”>isUpdateNeeded ( )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” synchron i s a t i on ”
x=”−176” y=”16”>update [ id ] !</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−312” y=”32”>updateAugmentation ( ) ,
388 ldh = getHeight ( ) ,
389 he ight update = ldh ,
390 route = getOptimalRoute ( ) ,
391 consume ( id , UpdateUsage )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Broadcast an
energy update o f t h i s node</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−328” y=”16”/><n a i l
x=”−96” y=”16”/><n a i l x=”−96”
y=”−40”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id6 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id1 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”48” y=”0”>batte ry [ id ] &l t ;=
MinBatteryCharge</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”136”
y=”16”>outOfPower = true ,
392 a p p l i c a t i o n = 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>The node runs out o f
power</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−48” y=”−56”/><n a i l x=”48” y=”−56”/><n a i l
x=”48” y=”0”/><n a i l x=”272”
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y=”0”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id2 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−312” y=”0”>not
isUpdateNeeded ( )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Accept cur rent best
route as optimal</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−344” y=”0”/><n a i l x=”−104”
y=”0”/><n a i l x=”−104” y=”−48”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id6 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id2 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” s e l e c t ” x=”−360”
y=”−96”>s : ne i ghbour s t</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−360”
y=”−80”>s &l t ; numNeighbours [ id ]</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=” synchron i s a t i on ” x=”−360”
y=”−64”>update [ ne ighbours [ id ] [ s ] ] ?</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−360” y=”−48”>he ight [ s ] = height update ,
393 consume ( id , UpdateNeighbourUsage )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Receive
an energy update from a neighbour</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−96”
y=”−88”/><n a i l x=”−104” y=”−96”/><n a i l x=”−360”
y=”−96”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id3 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−576”
y=”40”>isUpdateNeeded ( )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” synchron i s a t i on ”
x=”−448” y=”40”>update [ id ] !</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−576” y=”56”>updateAugmentation ( ) ,
394 ldh = getHeight ( ) ,
395 he ight update = ldh ,
396 consume ( id , UpdateUsage )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Broadcast an
energy update o f t h i s node</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−368” y=”40”/><n a i l
x=”−368” y=”192”/><n a i l x=”−88” y=”192”/><n a i l x=”−88”
y=”−32”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id6 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id3 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−632” y=”−104”>pro toco l ==
EnergyUpdateInterrupt</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”−632”
y=”−88”>consume ( id , UpdateEnergyUsage ) ,
397 pro toco l = 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Run pro toco l energy update
on i n t e r r u p t</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−88” y=”−96”/><n a i l x=”−96”
y=”−104”/><n a i l x=”−640”
y=”−104”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id4 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”−56”
y=”−168”>bu f f e r ed package s++,
398 r ou t e de l ay = 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Reg i s t e r the r e c e i v ed
data f o r rout ing towards s ink</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−64” y=”−168”/><n a i l
x=”−64” y=”−88”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id6 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id4 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” synchron i s a t i on ”
x=”144” y=”−88”>data [ id ] ?</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”−40”
y=”−88”>consume ( id , RouteUsage )</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=”comments”>Receive data from a neighbour</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−48”
y=”−72”/><n a i l x=”248” y=”−72”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id6 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id5 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−56”
y=”−136”>a p p l i c a t i o n == App l i c a t i on In t e r rupt</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=” assignment ” x=”−56” y=”−120”>consume ( id , Appl icat ionUsage ) ,
399 a p p l i c a t i o n = 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”>Run the a p p l i c a t i o n on
i n t e r r u p t</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−56” y=”−80”/><n a i l x=”−48”
y=”−88”/><n a i l x=”224” y=”−88”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id7 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id6 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−616”
y=”−200”>g l oba l t ime == id ∗ Separat ion
400 &amp;&amp ; i n i t i a l i s e N o d e == id</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−648” y=”−176”> i n i t i a l i s e ( ) ,
401 updateRoute ( ) ,
402 a p p l i c a t i o n = Appl icat ionStartDe lay ,
403 pro toco l = 0 ,
404 i n i t i a l i s e N o d e++</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=”comments”> I n i t i a l i s e the node
s t a tu s ( route and batte ry energy )</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−80”
y=”−200”/></ t r a n s i t i o n></ template><template><name>BaseStat ion</name><parameter>const
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i d t id</ parameter>< l o c a t i o n id=” id8 ” x=”−264” y=”40”><name
x=”−272” y=”8”>Co l l e c t</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id9 ” x=”−64” y=”40”><name x=”−104”
y=”0”>I d l e</name></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id10 ” x=”−64”
y=”−80”><name x=”−296” y=”−104”>I n i t</name>< l a b e l kind=” inva r i an t ”
x=”−296” y=”−88”>g l oba l t ime &l t ;= id ∗
Separat ion</ l a b e l></ l o c a t i o n>< i n i t r e f=” id10 ”/><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id8 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id9 ”/><n a i l x=”−224” y=”48”/><n a i l
x=”−104” y=”48”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id9 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id8 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” synchron i s a t i on ”
x=”−200” y=”16”>data [ id ] ?</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−104” y=”32”/><n a i l
x=”−224” y=”32”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id10 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id9 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−296”
y=”−72”>g l oba l t ime == id ∗ Separat ion
405 &amp;&amp ; i n i t i a l i s e N o d e == id</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−296”
y=”−40”> i n i t i a l i s e N o d e++</ l a b e l></ t r a n s i t i o n></ template><template><name>Environment</name><d e c l a r a t i o n>c l o ck
sun , shadow , step ;
406 </ d e c l a r a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id11 ” x=”376” y=”−120”><name x=”400”
y=”−128”>ChargeNodes</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id12 ” x=”−360” y=”−120”><name x=”−376”
y=”−104”> I n i t i a l i s e</name>< l a b e l kind=” inva r i an t ” x=”−376”
y=”−88”>g l oba l t ime &l t ;= Nodes ∗
Separat ion</ l a b e l></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n id=” id13 ” x=”−72”
y=”80”><name x=”−56”
y=”72”>SwitchShadows</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id14 ” x=”−72” y=”−352”><name x=”−56”
y=”−360”>SwitchSun</name><committed/></ l o c a t i o n>< l o c a t i o n
id=” id15 ” x=”−72” y=”−120”><name x=”−64”
y=”−152”>I d l e</name>< l a b e l kind=” inva r i an t ” x=”−32” y=”−200”>sun
&l t ;= getSunStep ( ) &amp;&amp ;
407 shadow &l t ;= getShadowStep ( )
408 &amp;&amp ; ( s tep &l t ;= ChargeInterva l | |
409 i n s o l a t i o n v a l u e [ i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ] == 0)</ l a b e l></ l o c a t i o n>< i n i t
r e f=” id12 ”/><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id11 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id15 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”−8”
y=”−104”>chargeAl l ( )</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”344” y=”−104”/><n a i l x=”−40”
y=”−104”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id15 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id11 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−8” y=”−136”>s tep ==
ChargeInterva l &amp;&amp ;
410 i n s o l a t i o n v a l u e [ i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ] != 0</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”200” y=”−136”>s tep = 0</ l a b e l></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source
r e f=” id14 ”/><t a r g e t r e f=” id15 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”−176”
y=”−248”>updateSun ( )</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−88” y=”−320”/><n a i l x=”−88”
y=”−152”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id12 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id15 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−344” y=”−136”>g l oba l t ime ==
Nodes ∗ Separat ion
411 &amp;&amp ; i n i t i a l i s e N o d e == Nodes</ l a b e l>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ”
x=”−256” y=”−176”>s tep = 0 ,
412 sun = 0 ,
413 shadow = 0</ l a b e l></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id13 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id15 ”/>< l a b e l kind=” assignment ” x=”−200”
y=”−24”>updateShadow ( )</ l a b e l><n a i l x=”−88” y=”48”/><n a i l x=”−88”
y=”−88”/></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id15 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id13 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−64” y=”−64”>shadow ==
getShadowStep ( )
414 &amp;&amp ; sun &l t ; getSunStep ( ) &amp;&amp ;
415 ( s tep &l t ; ChargeInterva l | |
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416 i n s o l a t i o n v a l u e [ i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ] == 0)</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=” assignment ” x=”−64” y=”−8”>shadow = 0 , s tep =
0</ l a b e l></ t r a n s i t i o n><t r a n s i t i o n><source r e f=” id15 ”/><t a r g e t
r e f=” id14 ”/>< l a b e l kind=”guard” x=”−64” y=”−272”>sun ==
getSunStep ( ) &amp;&amp ;
417 ( s tep &l t ; ChargeInterva l | |
418 i n s o l a t i o n v a l u e [ i n s o l a t i o n i n d e x ] == 0)</ l a b e l>< l a b e l
kind=” assignment ” x=”−64” y=”−232”>sun = 0 , s tep =
0</ l a b e l></ t r a n s i t i o n></ template><system>// Place template
i n s t a n t i a t i o n s here .
419
420 ba s e s t a t i on = BaseStat ion (0) ;
421 nodes ( const i n t [ 1 , Nodes−1] id ) = Node ( id ) ;
422 environment = Environment ( ) ;
423
424 // L i s t one or more p r o c e s s e s to be composed in to a system .
425 system base s ta t i on , nodes , environment ;
426
427 </ system></nta>
Queries for the model of four nodes in a circle
1 // This f i l e was generated from ( Academic ) UPPAAL 4 . 0 . 8 ( rev . 4276) ,
March 2009
2
3 /∗
4 When node 1 run the Appl icat ion , then at a l a t e r po int base s t a t i o n
w i l l run Co l l e c t with data source = 1
5 ∗/
6 nodes (1 ) . App l i cat ion −−> ( ba s e s t a t i on . Co l l e c t and data source == 1)
7
8 /∗
9 When node 2 run the Appl icat ion , then at a l a t e r po int e i t h e r node 1 or
node 2 w i l l run RouteReceive with data source = 2
10 ∗/
11 nodes (2 ) . App l i cat ion −−> ( ( nodes (1 ) . RouteReceive or
nodes (3 ) . RouteReceive ) and data source == 2)
12
13 /∗
14 When node 3 run the Appl icat ion , then at a l a t e r po int e i t h e r node 2 or
node 4 w i l l run RouteReceive with data source = 3
15 ∗/
16 nodes (3 ) . App l i cat ion −−> ( ( nodes (2 ) . RouteReceive or
nodes (4 ) . RouteReceive ) and data source == 3)
17
18 /∗
19 When node 4 run the Appl icat ion , then at a l a t e r po int base s t a t i o n
w i l l run Co l l e c t with data source = 4
20 ∗/
21 nodes (4 ) . App l i cat ion −−> ( ba s e s t a t i on . Co l l e c t and data source == 4)
22
23 /∗
24 Ver i fy that node 1 w i l l always send data messages to base s t a t i o n
25 ∗/
26 A[ ] ( nodes (1 ) . route == 0 | | nodes (1 ) . I n i t )
27
28 /∗
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29 Ver i fy that node 2 w i l l always send data messages to e i t h e r node 1 or
node 3
30 ∗/
31 A[ ] ( nodes (2 ) . route == 1 | | nodes (2 ) . route == 3 | | nodes (2 ) . I n i t )
32
33 /∗
34 Ver i fy that node 3 w i l l always send data messages to e i t h e r node 2 or
node 4
35 ∗/
36 A[ ] ( nodes (3 ) . route == 2 | | nodes (3 ) . route == 4 | | nodes (3 ) . I n i t )
37
38 /∗
39 Ver i fy that node 4 w i l l always send data messages to base s t a t i o n
40 ∗/
41 A[ ] ( nodes (4 ) . route == 0 | | nodes (1 ) . I n i t )
42
43 /∗
44
45 ∗/
46 //NO QUERY
47
48 /∗
49 I t i s always t rue that a l l nodes never runs out o f power
50 ∗/
51 A[ ] f o r a l l (n : i n t [ 1 , Nodes−1]) not nodes (n) . OutOfPower
52
53 /∗
54 Ver i fy that the system does not deadlock , which imp l i e s that no nodes
in the s t a t e o f OutOfPower w i l l r e c e i v e any data messages .
55 ∗/
56 A[ ] not deadlock
57
58 /∗
59 Check i f i t i s p o s s i b l e that node 1 runs out o f power
60 ∗/
61 E<>nodes (1 ) . OutOfPower
62
63 /∗
64 Check i f i t i s p o s s i b l e that node 2 runs out o f power
65 ∗/
66 E<>nodes (2 ) . OutOfPower
67
68 /∗
69 Check i f i t i s p o s s i b l e that node 3 runs out o f power
70 ∗/
71 E<>nodes (3 ) . OutOfPower
72
73 /∗
74 Check i f i t i s p o s s i b l e that node 4 runs out o f power
75 ∗/
76 E<>nodes (4 ) . OutOfPower
77
78 /∗
79
80 ∗/
81 //NO QUERY
82
83 /∗
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84 I s i t p o s s i b l e that node 2 w i l l send data messages to any other node
than node 1?
85 ∗/
86 E<>( nodes (2 ) . route != 1 and nodes (2 ) . RouteSend )
87
88 /∗
89 I s i t p o s s i b l e that node 3 w i l l send data messages to any other node
than node 4?
90 ∗/
91 E<>( nodes (3 ) . route != 4 and nodes (3 ) . RouteSend )
92
93 /∗
94
95 ∗/
96 E<> e x i s t s (n : i n t [ 1 , Nodes−1]) nodes (n) . route !=
shortestPathNeighbour (n) and nodes (n) . RouteSend
97
98 /∗
99
100 ∗/
101 //NO QUERY
102
103 /∗
104 Ver i fy that node 1 w i l l always opta in an optimal route when e i t h e r task
UpdateEnergy or UpdateNeighbour has been ac t i va t ed .
105 ( nodes (1 ) . UpdateEnergy or nodes (1 ) . UpdateNeighbour ) −−>
nodes (1 ) . hasValidRoute ( )
106 ∗/
107 //NO QUERY
108
109 /∗
110 Ver i fy that node 2 w i l l always opta in an optimal route when e i t h e r task
UpdateEnergy or UpdateNeighbour has been ac t i va t ed .
111 ( nodes (2 ) . UpdateEnergy or nodes (2 ) . UpdateNeighbour ) −−>
nodes (2 ) . hasValidRoute ( )
112 ∗/
113 //NO QUERY
114
115 /∗
116 Ver i fy that node 3 w i l l always opta in an optimal route when e i t h e r task
UpdateEnergy or UpdateNeighbour has been ac t i va t ed .
117 ( nodes (3 ) . UpdateEnergy or nodes (3 ) . UpdateNeighbour ) −−>
nodes (3 ) . hasValidRoute ( )
118 ∗/
119 //NO QUERY
120
121 /∗
122 Ver i fy that node 4 w i l l always opta in an optimal route when e i t h e r task
UpdateEnergy or UpdateNeighbour has been ac t i va t ed .
123 ( nodes (4 ) . UpdateEnergy or nodes (4 ) . UpdateNeighbour ) −−>
nodes (4 ) . hasValidRoute ( )
124 ∗/
125 //NO QUERY
126
127 /∗
128
129 ∗/
130 //NO QUERY
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131
132 /∗
133
134 ∗/
135 A[ ] globalOptimalRoute (0 ) == 0
136
137 /∗
138
139 ∗/
140 A[ ] globalOptimalRoute (1 ) == 0
141
142 /∗
143
144 ∗/
145 E<> globalOptimalRoute (2 ) == 1
146
147 /∗
148
149 ∗/
150 E<> globalOptimalRoute (2 ) == 3
151
152 /∗
153
154 ∗/
155 E<> globalOptimalRoute (3 ) == 2
156
157 /∗
158
159 ∗/
160 E<> globalOptimalRoute (3 ) == 4
161
162 /∗
163
164 ∗/
165 A[ ] globalOptimalRoute (4 ) == 0
166
167 /∗
168
169 ∗/
170 //NO QUERY
171
172 /∗
173
174 ∗/
175 E<> globalOptimalRoute (2 ) == 3 and ( nodes (3 ) . UpdateEnergy )
176
177 /∗
178
179 ∗/
180 //NO QUERY
181
182 /∗
183 Any node w i l l always have a route in the s e t o f ne ighbours or be in the
I n i t s t a t e .
184 ∗/
185 A[ ] f o r a l l (n : nodes t ) e x i s t s ( s : ne i ghbour s t ) ( ( ne ighbours [ n ] [ s ]
== nodes (n) . route and s < numNeighbours [ n ] ) or nodes (n) . I n i t )
186
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187 /∗
188
189 ∗/
190 //NO QUERY
191
192 /∗
193
194 ∗/
195 E<> e x i s t s (n : nodes t ) nodes (n) . UpdateEnergy and
nodes (n) . isUpdateNeeded ( )
196
197 /∗
198
199 ∗/
200 E<> e x i s t s (n : nodes t ) nodes (n) . UpdateEnergy and not
nodes (n) . isUpdateNeeded ( )
201
202 /∗
203
204 ∗/
205 E<> e x i s t s (n : nodes t ) nodes (n) . UpdateNeighbour and
nodes (n) . isUpdateNeeded ( )
206
207 /∗
208
209 ∗/
210 E<> e x i s t s (n : nodes t ) nodes (n) . UpdateNeighbour and not
nodes (n) . isUpdateNeeded ( )
211
212 /∗
213 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
214 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
215 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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217 ∗/
218 //NO QUERY
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